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Monitoring panel Haredim, police clash in capitalon security zone
violations set up

HILLEL KUTTLER
WASHINGTON

than two months after it ately to any Hizbullah attack,
helped broker the Operation

~

UTJ to table no-confidence over Bar-Ilan ‘police pogrom’

Grapes of Wrath cease-fire, the
State Department on Friday
announced the formation of a
committee to monitor any viola-
tions in or near the security zone.
The agreement was concluded

after weeks of US-Israeli consul-
tations, an Israeli official said. But
it took a one-hour meeting at the
State Department on Friday after-
noon between American, Israeli,

Syrian, Lebanese, and French rep-
resentatives to wrap up the under-
standing.

The April 26 cease-fire brokered
by Secretary of State Warren
Christopher specifically prohibits
attacks against civilians or from
civilian areas. Christopher gave
then-premier Shimon Peres a side
letter the following week stating

that that also prohibited the plan-
ning of attacks elsewhere then
hiding among civilians.

Several remaining areas of dis-

agreement on the rules of opera-
tions of the monitoring committee
were hammered out in the meet-
ing-

According to the official, if a
violation, occurs in Lebanon, it

will be investigated by American,
French and Lebanese officials -
and by a Syrian, if Damascus so
desires; if in Israel, by an
American, French and Israeli; and
if in the security zone, Israel and
Syria will not participate but “are
expected to enable them to con-
duct the investigation."

The question of when an inves-

tigation would be conducted was
also resolved, although the offi-

cial refused to reveal the decision.

But he implied it preserves

Israel's right to retaliate immedi-

“There is ho change in the text
of the [cease-fire) agreement," he
said. “Israel doesn’t ask permis-
sion from anyone to respond. Has
it ever?"

Syria had pressed for wording
suspending retaliation until an
investigation was conducted.
The meeting was the first by

representatives of the parties since
May 23, a week before the Israeli

election. With the participation of
. Syrian Ambassador Walid
Mualem, Israeli Ambassador
Itaraar Rabinovich, and the prime
minister’s policy adviser Dore
Gold, it marked the first time
since Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu’s election that there

was direct contact between Israel

and Syria.

US special Middle East coordi-
nator Dennis Ross, French
Ambassador Francois Bujon de
L’Estang, and Lebanese
Ambassador Riad Tabbarah were
the other participants.

The Israeli official would not

reveal whether Mualem made any
comments about Netanyahu’s
election or Netanyahu's state-

ments about Syria during ftis visit

to the US last week.

The other major area resolved

was the rotating chairmanship.

It was concluded that the chair

would rotate every five months,

with the Americans serving first.

“We’re happy all the disagree-

ments have been worked out and
that there was a way for the mon-
itoring committee to be set up,"

the Israeli official said, "although

we hope that violent actions don’t

make it necessary .for it to oper-

ate."

Grapes ofWrath
monitors to be based

in Nakoura
DAVID BUDGE

IE first meeting of the five-

untry committee to monitor

: Operation Grapes of Wrath
derstandings is to be held at

slIFlL headquarters in

ikoura later this week.
Hie UN peacekeeping force’s

mmand base had originally

en suggested by Lebanon and

ria as the permanent meeting

ice for the monitoring coramit-

t appears this was subsequent-

agreed to by Israel during

ime Minister Binyamin
itanyahu’s visit to

ashington.

Hie news was announced to

qiFIL during a visit to the

rce's headquarters yesterday

French Ambassador to

banon Henri Lafont.

Jifont visited the peacekeep-

z force’s French contingent,

sponsible for the security of the

MIFtt. headquarters, to mark

ance’s Independence Day.

during a ceremony at the

rawling base, Lafont

nounced that obstacles that

d delayed the establishment of

: monitoring committee had

en overcome.

4e told the gathering that the

minittee, to be composed of

aresentatives from Israel,

banon, Syria, the US, and

ance, would be based at

ikoura and that the first tneei-

t was likely to be held later

is week.
JNIFrL spokesman Timur

rfcsel said the force had not yet

en informed about the arrange-

:nts needed to host the commit-

tee.

“We assume that the UN secre-

tary-general will be approached
on Monday with the require-

ments of the monitoring group
and we will make the necessary

arrangements," said Goksel.

The UNEFIL headquarters in

Nakoura is situated inside the

IDF- and South Lebanese Army-
controlled security zone. One of

the first logistical problems
would be how to enable

Lebanese and Syrian representa-

tives to reach the area.

They would have to cross SLA
checkpoints on the border and
inside the zone to reach

Nakoura, or be flown directly to

the headquarters in UN heli-

copters.

This method was used in late

1 9S4 when the base was the cen-

ter for military talks between
Israel and Lebanon on security

arrangements to end the

Lebanon War.
The compound has been used

as UNIFEL’s headquarters since

the establishment of the interna-

tional peacekeeping force after

the 1978 Litani Operation.

More than 800 UN soldiers are

stationed there, including the

Polish contingent’s logistics bat-,

talion, the Italian helicopter

wing, and the French contingent

Ir also bouses the force’s hospi-

tal. More than 200 UN civilian

personnel commute to the head-

quarters every day from

Nahariya and around 300
Lebanese are employed at the

base, which is also the adminis-

trative headquarters of UNDTL.

BILL HUTMAN
and EVELYN GORDON

UNITED Torah Judaism
announced last night that it will

file a no-confidence motion
against the government unless
Jerusalem police chief Aiye Arait

is fired instantly, due to what the

party termed a police “pogrom"
against demonstrators on Rehov
Bar-Dan over ShabbaL
Thousands of haredim demand-

ing die road’s closure on Shabbai
clashed yesterday with police and
secular demonstrators who chal-

lenged the haredim by driving up
and down die road. •

MK Avraham Ravitz (UTJ) said

drat while the party does not want
to bring down a government of
which it is part, it sees no other

way to force Amit and various

other senior police officials out.

Simply discussing the problem
with the government, he said, did

not work.

Ravitz said he tried to head off a
confrontation by calling Amit on
Friday to ask him to close the road

on ShabbaL Though die Transport

Ministry could not close the road
because of a High Court of Justice

injunction, the police have the

right to do so if necessary to pre-

serve the peace, he explained.

“I told him that when 10,000

people are demonstrating diene,

the road must be closed to prevent

bloodshed," he said.

However, he continued, Amit
not only refused to close die road,

but then used excessive violence

against the demonstrators.

“They conducted a pogrom
against Jews,” he said. “They beat

women, they beat children, they

went into braises ..."

After this, he said, the party sees

no way to continue living with

Amit in command of the

Jerusalem police.

“We respect the [haredi resi-

dents’) way of life, but we aren't

going to allow them to force it

upon us." said Meretz city

counilor Oman Yekutieli. who led

the secular protesters’ motorcade
yesterday afternoon.

About 50 cars took part in the

motorcade. Yekutieli said next

week Meretz would organize sup-

porters from Tel Aviv and other

areas to protest again the -closure

of the .road, which leads to

Jerusalem's northern neighbor-

hoods.

Haredi residents said they are

die majority in the area, and it is

their r%ht to quiet on ShabbaL
There are alternative roads secular

drivers can use if Bar-Dan is

closed, they said.

Haredi activist Yehuda Meshi-
Zahav said a protest next Shabbat

would include “tens of thousands

A border policeman chases a haredi demonstrator during clashes on Rehov Bar-Ilan yesterday.

of people," and protests would
continue until the road is closed.

The weekend unrest followed a

High Court ruling on Friday post-

poning implemention of the plan

to close the road during prayer

times on Shabbat, a plan propo-

nents hoped would return calm to

the Jerusalem thoroughfare.

(Story, Page 12)

The unrest was most intense

yesterday afternoon and evening,

when over 10,000 haredim tried to

block the road and hurled stones

and debris at police and passing

vehicles. Over a dozen haredim
were detained.

A police spokesman said three

policemen and a motorcyiist were
injured. Two of the policemen
injured were undercover detec-

tives dressed as haredim who were
discovered and badly beaten by

haredim. the spokesman said.

Amit charged that the secular

protesters led by Yekutieli pro-

voked the haredim with their

mortocade demonstration on the

road.

Police tried to prevent the

Meretz protest by allowing only a
few of the protesters' cars at a time

on to the street that passes through

an all-haredi neighborhood.

"We are only trying to make
sure no one gels killed," Amit
said, in a heated verbal exchange

with Yekutieli, after police tried to

block the motorcade. The city

councilor claimed the High Court
had given Meretz permission for

the protest

“The tension is too great to

allow for such a provocation."

Amit said. “People could get

killed,” he told reporters, just

before the Meretz-organized

protest began.

But the drivers skirted police

roadblocks and formed a fifty-

vehicle motorcade that for two
hours drove up and down Rehov
Bar-Dan. Sharp insults were trad-

ed between the drivers and the

haredim on the sidewalks.

“You anlisemites, go back to

Germany." One haredi man shout-

ed at a passing Meretz protester.

"Shabbat shalom. Shabbat
shalom,” several Meretz protesters

shouted from the cars at the hared-

im on the sidewalk.

Police used water-cannons and
horsemen to keep the haredim
from blocking the road. A police

helicopter hovered overhead for

part of the protesL The unrest con-
tinued after the end of ShabbaL as
in past weeks.

(Brian Headier)

There was also unrest before the

Meretz protesL At about midnight

Friday, several hundred haredim
tried to block Rehov Bar-Dan. For
over an hour, the haredim threw

stones and clashed with police,

and six were detained. Four police

cars were also damaged by stones.

"There were quite a few cars on
the road, mainly young people

coming back form a night on die

town," said a senior police officer

at the scene Friday nighL “It was a
warm-up for what was to happen,"

he said.

Amit declined to say whether
police would give Meretz or the

haredim permits to protest next

Shabbat. He added, however, that

it really made little difference

because both sides would come
out with, or without, police

approval.

Arab GulfWar allies discuss terrorism, peace
MUSCAT (Reuter) - Foreign ministers of

Egypt Syria and the six Gulf Arab states

opened talks in Oman yesterday by underlining

the threat of terrorism.

Oman’s Minister of State for Foreign Affairs

Youssef bin Alawi called on the countries to

take steps to prevent attacks such as the June

bombing in Saudi Arabia that killed 19
Americans and focused attention on security in

die oil-producing region.

“Such an act is a criminal act which our soci-

ety is not used to," he said in a speech opening

the two-day meeting. “We have to fight such

acts and stand firm against terrorism which

aims at destabilizing the security and stability of

our states.

“The lemonsm phenomenon is one of the

most dangerous phenomena in our recent histo-

ry and we have..jto other choice but to cooper-

ate in wiping it oul" Abdullah said.

The foreign ministers said terrorism would be

high on the agenda during the talks between
Damascus Declaration states that formed the

Arab backbone of the US-led alliance that drove

Iraq out of Kuwait in 1991.

The officials were also quoted by Gulf news
agencies as saying they would review the

results of last month’s Arab summit in Cairo,

Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu's com-
ments in Washington and the Middle East peace

process.

“The peace process in the Middle East is fac-

ing Israeli challenges that could cause a collapse

of the process in general.. .especially after the

radical stand of the new Israeli govemmenL”
Syrian Foreign Minister Farouk Shara said,

upon arriving in MuscaL
Diplomats said the meeting would also dis-

cuss Syria’s efforts to mend Iran’s ties with

Bahrain and EgypL
Bahrain accuses Iran of being behind an

alleged plot to topple its govemmenL Iran

denied the charge.

The Gulf Arab states - Saudi Arabia, the

United Arab Emirates. KuwaiL Qatar, Oman
and Bahrain - have demanded that Iran stop

interfering in other countries’ internal affairs.

The ministers were not expected to take steps

to revive the alliance. Shortly after it was
formed, the military aspect of the pact was said

to be unnecessary and a face-saving formula

that allowed bilateral military cooperation was
adopted.

Palestinian Authority leaderYasser Arafat will

visit Egypt today for talks with Egyptian
President Hosni Mubarak, ahead of
Netanyahus trip to Cairo this week.

Netanyahu ends NY visit with prayers at local synagogue

Argentinian policemen held

in Jewish center blast

(ENOS AIRES (Reuter)

•ven Buenos Aires P°1,ce °*?-

s have been arrested and ax

re are being

be of the 1994 car boreb attack

the Jewish center that *^*0
>ple, die police chief said yes-

Chief Pedro Klodczyk “Id

iio Continental that
_

a t
.

ge hod ordered

ssted for the alleged

of vehicles, including one

believed to have been used in the

attack on the AMLA center in July

1994
The policemen were accused of

•violation of the duties ofapubhc

official” and will probably be

brought to testify tomorrow

before federal Judge Juan Jose

G
CfeteJ°no is investigating the

bombing which also injured 300

people, by tracking down the sefl-

Ks of the vehicle that was later

Backed with explosives.

^Argentina’s Jonties have

been under pressure from the

Ssh community .and the US

government to find the bombers.

PRIME Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu, wrapping up his

three-day visit to New York,
which welcomed him like a
favorite son, prayed yesterday at

die synagogue he attended during
his days as ambassador to the

United Nations.

Speaking before a packed house

at the Congregation Kehilath

Jeshurun, Netanyahu stressed the

bond between Jews in Israel and

American Jews.

There is, Netanyahu said, “a

spiritual bridge between us and

you, you and us. There is no dif-

ference. 1 am first of all a Jew,

then an Israeli.”

Netanyahu, accompanied by his

wife Sant and their two sons,

walked seven blocks through a

driving rainstorm tojoin the wor-
shipers. The Netanyahus were
protected by about three dozen

security guards. In addition to his

address in the synagogue, ihe

prime minister recited the bless-

ing before and *fter the Torah
reading.

’

At a rally Thursday night. Spon-
sored by the Jewish Community

MARILYN HENRY, LORA SCHOCHAT, and news agencies

NEW YORK
Relations Council, more than

3,000 New York-area Jews
applauded Netanyahu’s call for “a

physical and spiritual airlift of

young Jews to visit Israel" and
seemed delighted with his sugges-

tion that newly married couples

be given a library of 10 Jewish

books. Jewish leaders referred to

the trip as Netanyahu's American

honeymoon.

The crowd seemed exuberant

with the chance to show grass-

roots support for Netanyahu.

Netanyahu noted it, saying he was
happy to be “with a few thousand

of ray closest friends." It was one
of numerous one-liners that

charmed observers throughout his

stay.

The rally was part pageanL part

revival meeting. A anger crooned

“Heveinu Shalom Aleichem"
while Netanyahu, his wife, Sara,

Jerusalem Mayor Ehud Olmert,

and a slew of New York officials

were cheered as they went on
stage.

The only damper on the occa-

sion was the introduction of
Colette Aviial, the Israeli consul

general. AvitaJ, who has had a

stormy relationship with New
York’s Orthodox community, was

roundly booed.

When Netanyahu spoke, after

55 minutes of speeches by others,

Netanyahu repealed many of the

themes of his American visit, and

got an ovation when he said, “We
will complete the process of mak-

ing peace with our neighbors.”

Much of his speech, however,

dealt with Jewish identity,

“It seems to me the great task of

the State of Israel is to reinforce

Jewish identity," he said. He
bemoaned the disappearance- of
Jews through assimilation, and
called for all Jewish organizations

to finance two initiatives. One
would be “a physical and spiritual

airlift of young Jews" to spend

summers in Israel. The other

would “give every Jewish couple

that gets married a library of 10

basic Jewish books.

Before the rally, Neianyahu met
with the Conference of Presidents

of Major American Jewish
Organizations, where he received

a respectful welcome. He did not

(Continued on Page 2)

Qatar holds off

plan to open trade

office in Israel
DOHA. Qatar (AP) - Qatar will

not open a trade office in Israel

until a clearer Israeli position

emerges on the Middle East peace

process. Qatar’s foreign minister

said in remaiks published Friday.

Sheik Hamad bin Jassim Al

Thani called on Israel to reconsider

its stance toward the peace process,

Al-Watan newspaper reported.

“Qatar will study how to deal

with the present situation in the

region in coordination with ihe

Arab brethren." Hamad said.

He said members of the Israeli

trade office were m Doha to make
arrangements for opening the

office, adding that Qatar would
evaluate Israel's political position

before taking any steps to open a
trade office in Israel.

Last year, Qatar and Oman broke
away from their other Gulf Arab
partners, agreeing to economic ties

with Israel. They agreed to

exchange trade missions, but

stopped short of full diplomatic

ties.
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Arafat defies call

to close J’lem offices
CAIRO (AP) - PLO leader Yasser

.Arafat said Friday Israel's gov-

ernment has no right to close

Palestinian offices in Jerusalem

and warned such a move violates

Israel's commitments since 1993.

“We have agreements that they

should keep and protect

Palestinian institutions in

Jerusalem. They should respect

them," he said in an interview

broadcast by die Saudi-owned
Mideast Broadcast Center and the

Voice of America's Arabic ser-

vice.

Arafat said he referred to a letter

from former prime minister

Shimon Peres, who promised to

let the Palestinian offices in east-

ern Jerusalem function under
Israeli rule.

There was no immediate com-
ment from Israel on such a letter.

Israeli media reported Friday

that Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu would demand that

Arafat's Palestinian Authority
close four offices in Jerusalem as

a condition for resuming peace
talks.

Arafat warned that such an

attempt, especially to shut down

the Palestinian religious affairs

office on the Temple Mount,

would arouse bitter opposition

throughout Arab and Islamic

nations.

Netanyahu should realize that

Arab countries will review ties

with Israel in light of Israel’s

actions. Arafat said.

“I believe that Moslems, Arabs,

and Christians will never remain

silent in the face of such aggres-

sion," said Hasson Tahboub, who
was appointed by Arafat two

years ago to head the office.

Israel’s demands reportedly are

to be delivered to the Palestinians

this week.
TTie government will tell the

Palestinian Authority that it will

only resume negotiations on a

permanent peace settlement if

four Jerusalem offices - Islamic

affairs, education, statistics, and

the PLO headquarters - are

closed, according to media reports

Friday.

The Israeli-Palestinian autono-

my agreements forbid any activity

of the Palestinian Authority in

Jerusalem. ^
In a direct challenge to

Netanyahu's assertion that the

city is only Israel *s capital, Arafat

said Jerusalem is “Palestine's

eternal capital and those who
don't like that should drink from

the Sea of Gaza or from the Dead
Sea."

He said he already agreed with

King Hassan of Morocco, head of

the "Organization of the Islamic

Conference's Jerusalem
Committee, on measures to con-

front Israeli threats. He did not

elaborate.

Arafat said if Netanyahu fol-

lows through on threats to close

the Palestinian offices, he will ask

the United States, Russia, the UN
Security Council, and the

European Union to intervene.

“What we have signed are not
only Palestinian-Israeli agree-

ments, they are international

agreements and we should now
know if the world wants peace or

not," Arafat said.

Gazan human rights

monitor ‘gains insight

AFTER rwo weeks in a Gaza jail.

Dr. Eyad Sarraj, Gaza's chief

human rights monitor and its lead-

ing psychiatrist, feels he has
sharpened his insight into the situ-

ation there. Last week, straight

out of jail. Sarraj, 52, was elected

to a second term as director of the

Palestinian Independent
Commission of Citizens’ Rights

IPICCR).
He had been interrogated for an

hour, kicked onto the floor while

sleeping, taken to a black two-

meter-square cell for seven days,

and allowed to mix with other

inmates, mostly imams, only in

his last 10 days in prison.

He was falsely charged with

possessing drags, then with
assaulting a policeman, but the

real cause of his arrest was a letter

he wrote to Palestinian Authority

President Yasser Arafat, saying

Arafat had knowingly not told the

truth about him on CNN.
He was released as arbitrarily as

he was arrested. Sarraj said he

now sees some light at the end of
the human rights tunnel. His arrest

was covered critically in part of
the Palestinian press, and the

Palestinian Council has emerged
more independent than he expect-

ed. But for the first rwo days after

his release on June 26, he says, “I

couldn’t talk to people, I became
very irritable. Anything could
provoke anger. My gardener did

in PA jail’
JON IMMANUEL

something I did not like and I was
almost about to hit him, an old

man." He still harbors violent

feelings, “a post-traumatic stress

disorder*
1

and “almost every night

I have a nightmare that I am
locked up in a small cell with a
black door, banging on it"

He has presented himself a
vacation in Sweden, he says with

a characteristic touch of humor.

TI was tortured for two or three

minutes. Other people have been

tortured for weeks. But it gives

me quite an insight into-what oth-

ers have been through," he says.

What insight there is stops

short at the personality of Arafat,

who, Sarraj says, may not have
known everything that happened
to him. He credits Arafat with

popularity despite human rights

abuses, not because Palestinians

do not care, but because they dis-

tinguish betweeen “the rais"

(leader; and his corrupt adminis-
tration. As director of PICCR, an
organization appointed by
Arafat's own decree to monitor
human rights abuses. Sarraj has
been the victim of some of the

worst abuse from Arafat himself.

His criticism is no different from
that of other respected

Palestinian intellectuals, except
that most of them, like Columbia
University Prof. Edward Said,

live abroad. Sarraj calls the Oslo
Accords “psychological surren-

der.”

This may sound like a secular

way of saying what Islamic fun-

damentalists describe in religious

terms, but Sarraj is issuing a

wanting, not a threat. He thinks

that if more Western democracy
were applied to the Gazan malady,

people would feel better about

Oslo and the lure of Hamas would
diminish. Instead, he believes

they are being treated without dig-

nity either by Israel or their own
government.

“The problem is the whole West
and Israel are more concerned
about security and forget the

question of human rights. I think

the Palestinian Authority finds

itself in a position where it Iras to

prove to the Israelis they are pro-

tecting Israeli security from ter-

rorist acts but I cannot see the

contradiction," Sarraj says.

Following the release of Sarraj,.

Arafat gave orders to review the

files of an estimated 600 jailed

Islamic activists and to release

those who are no longer consid-

ered a danger to security. Some
have been released. Sarraj
believes there is a connection.

“The feeling I have is that there

is a new mood in the authority

and that we should work in a dif-

ferent kind of environment," he

says.

{Continued from Page 1)

give a speech, but answered ques-

tions from ihe audience of 400.

That prompted some to refer to

the event as “Ask the Prime
Minister." as others griped that

Netanyahu did not present a clear

message for the American Jewish

leadership.

; “He was at his best at parrying

questions," said Abraham
Foxman. director of the Ami-
Defamation League. "He is still

in an election mode. He was not

in ihe governing mode."
When asked how he would han-

dle the "national aspirations of
the Palestinians," Netanyahu said

he was seeking "a solution that

would enable them to run their

affairs, that would enable us to

stay alive, and for both of us to

prosper.”He drew applause from

NETANYAHU
the audience when he added, “My
mandate is to handle the national

aspirations of the Jews and not of

the Palestinians.”

Gary Rubin, the director of

Americans for Peace Now, said

later. “Mr. Netanyahu just won.

His policy is all ahead of him.”

Once Netanyahu's policies are

implemented, Rubin said, “he’ll

be challenged the way previous

prime ministers were chal-

lenged."

Questions on the religious sta-

tus quo, the most ticklish issue for

American Jews, followed

Netanyahu throughout his New
York visit.

“From the Conservative point

of view, there was concern on his

ambiguous answer" on the status

quo to the Presidents’

Conference, said Roy Clements,

the head of Mercaz, the

Conservative movement's Zionist

arm in the US.
When pressed to define the sta-

tus quo during a news conference

for the American Jewish media
Friday, Netanyahu said* “We will

not introduce a change [in the sta-

tus quo]. We will not Jet it regress

... The idea is to preserve the pre-

sent status quo."

The only public opposition to

Netanyahu occurred outside the

Sheraton Hotel on Thursday
night, where several dozen hared-

im demonstrated and distributed

leaflets.

Demonstrators
hurl stones at
Palestinian

Police
DOZENS of demonstrators
demanding the release of Islamic
militants threw stones at
Palestinian policemen outside a
Bethlehem lockup yesterday and
blocked the highway to Hebron
for more than an hour.

Police broke up the protest,
punching and shoving demonstra-
tors, many of them women. One
man was thrown to the floor and
beaten by several officers.

• The protesters want Yasser
Arafat's security forces to release
family members suspected of
membership in Islamic militant

groups.

Some 900 supporters of the
Hamas and Islamic Jihad were
rounded up by Palestinian police

this spring in response to the four

suicide bombings in Israel

between February 25 and March 4.

At the start of yesterday's

protest demonstrators set up stone

roadblocks outside the Palestinian

Police headquarters in Bethlehem.
The protesters barred police vehi-
cles from entering and leaving the

compound and also shut down the
adjacent Bethlehem-Hebron road
for more than an hour.

Raising their fists and pictures

of detained relatives, they chanted.
“The answer is going to’ be in Tel
Aviv."
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With deep sorrow we announce the passing,

in the fullness of her years, of our beloved mother,

grandmother and great-grandmother

ERNA (one nnDK) KLEIN rry
n6e Bachrach

Hamburg - New York - Jerusalem

The funeral took place on Erev Shabbat

Shiva at Rehov Hachida 24, Bayit Vagan Jerusalem,

Miriam Levy
EH and Chava Klein
Ruth and Ya'akov Feust and families

With deep sorrow we announce the passing of

my dear mother, our sister, and grandmother

LIVIA YEHESKELY *
The Mineral took place on Friday,

July *12, 1996 (25 Tamuz 5756).

Shiva at the home of the deceased,

King George Street 32, Jerusalem.

Mourned by:

Her daughter: Yardena Stern and family

Her brother. Dr. 1- Najovitz and family

Her sister. Raya Maysels and family

Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu, accompanied by security guards, walks from his New York
hotel to a local synagogue for Shabbat morning prayers yesterday. (Remer)

New York’s press:

Bibi takes Manhattan
NEW York's tabloids gushed at

the reception accorded Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu in

the Big Apple.

The newspapers glanced at

Netanyahu's substantive differ-

ences with the Clinton administra-

tion over the peace process and
instead focused on him as an
American-style politician-cura-

celebrity. The overall tone, as stat-

ed by Illinois Republican
Congressman Donald Manzullo,

was that Netanyahu is “one ofus."
This tone was not only captured

in the tabloids, but also,ina Friday

Wall Street Journal column by
conservative Paul Gigot. Gigot
complained Republican presiden-

tial candidate Bob Dole does not

have Netanyahu's rhetorical gifts,

as displayed in the prime minis-

ter's speech to Congress, which
had particular appeal to free-mar-

ket Republicans. The headline
read: "GOP Lament: Why Isn’t

Bob More Like Bibi?”

Gigot said some Republican
congressmen wanted to make
Netanyahu an honorary member,
and quoted Congressman Chris
Shays of Connecticut as saying

after the congressional speech, “I

was thinking to myself. ‘Why can’t

we run him’ ?" A guest on one
radio station insisted Netanyahu’s
speech even surpassed the presi-

dent, who is known as a gifted
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speaker. Netanyahu, said the guest,

“out-Qintoned Clinton."

The favorable coverage stood

in contrast to the news and editor-

ial coverage following the

Netanyahu-Clinton meeting,

which pointed to a gulf between
the two on the peace process and
the dismay of Palestinians that

Netanyahu brought no concrete

ideas to advance die talks. - -

OnTrkiay, Both theDailyftefcs* fori

and New York 'Post putNetanyahu
on their coverand each oaJlfi&hfoff:'

Bibr. The New York Tunes also

featured a front page photo ofhim
standing at a podium overlooking

the floor of the New York Stock

Exchange.
The Post’s headline, underneath

a picture of Netanyahu shaking
hands with New York Mayor
Rudolph Guliani, blared “Bibi
loves NY."

The Daily News screamed, “I

will not be bullied" in reference to

Netanyahu’s refusal to be swayed
by any pressure by the US and the

Arabs. Each focused on the prime
minister’s busy schedule in New
York, which one described as

being “all around the town.” One
New York radio station followed
his appearances rn the city by call-

ing it the "Bibi-watch."

Labor
denies

Gold’s

claims
LABOR Party spokesmen reacted

with anger over the weekend to

remarteby the prime minister's

political adviser, Dore Gold, who
claimed the previous government

had made secret agreements to the

Palestinians, saying they were
without basis.

Gold, who made these remarks

in an interview with Israel Radio

on Friday, said the government of
Yitzhak Rabin and Shimon Peres

had made commitments chat

included concessions on security

issues that together “would have

posed danger.”

Labor Party spokesman Yoram
Don said Gold's “baseless"
remarks were an attempt to divert

the public’s attention to Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu's
“diplomatic failure" during his US
visit

Don said Gold's allegations

were “a continuation of the base-

less canard that Peres intended to

divide Jerusalem."

Labor Knesset faction head
Ra’anan Cohen submitted an
urgent motion to the Knesset
agenda in which he criticized the

Netanyahu government and Gold,

“who are dragging Israel into a

sharp confrontation with the

Palestinians with baseless charges

against Labor."

MK Yossi Beilin demanded that

Gold specify which “diplomatic

concessions" he was referring to,

“and if he does not, the explana-

tion is that the Likud is continuing

its campaign of lies."

MK Haim Ramon, speaking to

the Trade and Industry Club in Tel

Aviv on Friday, said Gold must
offer some proof of his claims.

From whar he knew of the negoti-

ations with the Palestinians con-

ducted by the Labor government.

Gold's claims had no basis.

Right-wing politicians, howev-
er, defended Gold's remarks.

Moledet MK Benny Eton
demanded that a commission of
inquiry be established to unearth

die “secret Oslo agreements,” and
that no further steps be made to

implement them until the matter is

investigated.

MK Hanan Porat (NRP) said

Gold’s remarks -should be taken

seriously 'since it has been
‘

While deierrnmingthat'
t3tH takes' proven that Labor does not

Manhattan,’ she admitted- this^iSM always 'tell the truth, as with the

Post columnist Andrea Peyser
began her column by writing:

“Finally, an Israeli prime minister

who tools like a WASP, carries

himself like a film star, and has
pure chopped liver coursing
through his veins.”

Peyser claimed he bowled peo-

ple over with his oratory.

“Netanyahu is Israel's most mag-
nificent domestic product since the

Uzi rifle. You may not agree with

everything he stands for. But it’s

hard to areue in die face of such
f6fce," ^te' SecThred: ::

easy compared to the work on the
peace process ahead ofhim.

The papers were also compli-
‘

mentaiy of his Thursday appear-

ance on Wall Street The headline
of the Daily News was “Bibi's

Capital Idea: Bye-Bye to
Socialism,” while the papers all

noted favorably that many top
industrialists were in attendance

and reacted enthusiastically to
Netanyahu’s call to privatize the
Israeli economy.

Netanyahu was not die only one
to receive tabloid attention.

There were pictures of his wife
Sara taking children Yair and
Avner to the Winnie die Pooh play

area at New York’s Children’s
Museum on Manhattan's Upper
West Side.

Terrorists attempt Ashkelon jail-break
THREE terrorists serving lengthy
terms for murdering Israelis tried

to escape from Ashkelon Prison

Friday disguised as women wear-
ing veils and long floral robes.

The three carved a hole in the

tiled floor of their cell and man-
aged to slide down into a toilet

stall on die floor below.

The prisoners were identified as
Nadel Zalum, 32, of Islamic
Jihad, who murdered two
Jerusalem lawyers and received
two life sentences and 30 years;

Fatah activist Hafez Nimer. 28,

who is serving 27 years for throw-

News agencies

mg a grenade and possessing
weapons; and Mohammed
Mahmud, 29, also of the Fatah,

who is serving 30 years and two
life, sentences for murdering his

employer.

They were caught as they tried

to leave prison with a group of
visitors allowed to meet with fam-
ily members early on Friday
morning.

Prison guards said they became
suspicious because of the swarthy
faces behind the veils and the way

they kept their heads down.
“They looked and walked like

men,” said warden Yisrael Sankar.

secret -letter that Peres sent to

Arafat with regard toPLO institu-

tions in Jerusalem. (Itim)

Two killed on roads

TWO people were killed and 12
injured in road accidents over the

weekend. A 17-year-old motorcy-

clist, Rami Axbiv, 17, from Rishon
Lezion, was killed Friday when he
was hit by a truck on the Rishon

Lezion bridge, flan Esfioul, 49, of
Ness Ziona, was killed and 10

people were injured when his

vehicle veered out of its lane in

the city and crashed head-on into

a bus, A car traveling behind him
hit both vehicles and its driver

suffered serious injuries. The bus

driver and eight passengers,

including six children, suffered

light injuries.

In Lod, a woman suffered seri-

ous injuries in Lod when the car in

which she was traveling veered

into oncoming traffic and hit

another cat. Itim

Good Jewish Boys
“Bugsy” SiegaL Meyer Lansky. Dutch Schultz.

The lives and crimes of Jewish gangsters.
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in fierce Ulster riot
A Roman Catholic man died of his
wounds yesterday after riots swept
through militant Catholic parts of
Northern Ireland for a second
tense night.

The fatality from furious and
sustained street violence in Lon-
donderry was the first since gaso-
line bomb-throwing rioters on
Thursday began venting their an-
ger over two Protestant marches
that police had forced through
Catholic neighborhoods.
The man was struck by a police

,

armored car, according to local
sources, including a person at the
IRA-alBed Sinn Fein party’s office
in Londonderry.

Martin McGmnness, a negotia-
tor for the IRA’s political wing,
Sinn Fein, said the man was struck
by a British army vehicle.

'

“What I have heard is that he
was run over by . a British army
Landrover. I don’t know all the
full circumstances,’’ said McOuin-
ness, one of the party's most senior
figures.

Police would not discuss details

of the death or identify the man,
saying the matter was under
investigation.

Bat pahce said their forces were
confronted Friday might by a riot-

ous mob of at 2,000 men and boys
who threw some 1,000 homemade
gasoline bombs at them in Lon-
donderry, the province’s second-
largest town.

Police could not say how many
injuries either side had sustained
because there were so many..

“It was heavy going and rigjht

outside my door. There's still

. . News agencies
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burned-out cars all over the
place,” said Paul Campbell, a bar-
man at Bogsidc Inn, who watched
youths trade missiles with police

from 7 p.m. to 6:30am . and a
few locals stumble through Ins
door with wounds.
“The Brits (police and soldiers)

couldn’t move for at all without
getting barraged with bricks and
what have you.”

Campbell said police “easily

fired over a thousand plastic bul-
lets.” He said the death of the
local man, and

.
the injuries of

scores of others, would ensure that

tensions remain high.

The province's minority Catho-
lics resent a police decision to al-

low two Protestant Orange Order
marches through Catholic districts

Thursday and Friday.

Police banned that march last

Sunday and held off swelling
crowds of Orangemen for five

days. Police then reversed their

decision and shoved Catholic pro-
testers off the road.

The police response prompted a
heated telephone exchange be-

tween Irish Prime Minister . John
Bruton and British Prime Minister
John Major.

“People look to a police force

and government to be impartial,”

Bruton said later. Bruton said he
had accused Major of “giving into

pressure, and that is something
that should never happen.”
The acrimonious politics re-

sumed today when Britain’s

Northern Ireland Secretary, Sir

Patrick Mayhew, accused Bruton

of overioolong the critical ques-
tions-facedby police at the scene.

“It is very easy, if you do not
carry responsibility, to criticize a

decision taken by those who have
that responsibility, namely the

Chief constable and his senior of-

ficers here,” Mayhew told the

BBC.
Irish Foreign Minister Dick

Spring said the police U-turn had
plunged relations with Britain to
their lowest ebb and left pro-Irish

Catholic nationalists feeling be-

trayed by the Royal Ulster Con-
stabulary (RUQ police and the

London government.
'

“It has been a black week for

Anglo Irish relations and particu-

larly the people of Northern Ire-

land. The lade of trust in the na-

tionalist community in the RUC
and the British government is

probably at an all-time low,” he
told the BBC.
• Hundreds of British and Irish

tourists dashed on the Spanish is-

land of Tenerife yesterday when
an argument over Ireland erupted

into a full-blown fight. Three Brit-

ons were arrested, an official said.

Trouble broke out after a heat-

ed discussion between the Britons

and Irish in a bar in the resort of
Playa de las Americas. People be-

gan to attack each other with bot-
tles, glasses, knives and iron bars.

Around 300 people were in-

volved in the fight which spQled

out into the streets and police had
to call in reinforcements.

Bertha batters N. Carolina

coast, moves into Virginia
MOREHEAD CITY, North Car-
olina (AP) - A weakened Bertha
plowed north into Virginia yester-

day after crashing across North
Carolina’s coast and damaging
what might have been a peak sum-
mer weekend in the Carolinas.

“Losing one day in July is an
economic disaster,” said John
Bone, executive vice president erf .

the Outer Banks Chamber of.

Commerce.
Hurricane Bertha* which has

killed nine people since it formed
Sunday over the Caribbean, raked

Ninth Carolina's coastline Friday

with winds gusting to 190 kph. It

pushed surging water over sand.
"

dunes, washed out piers, toppled

trees and power lines and sub-

merged scores of homes in seawar
ter. About 250,000 vacationers

abandoned beaches for safer land.

But by midday yesterday. Ber-

tha was downgraded to a .tropical

storm, its top sustained winds hav-

ing dropped to 70 kpb. The storm

was about 70 km southwest of

Norfolk, Virginia, and quickly

weakening as it aimed north.

Torrential rain and wind gusts

battered boarded up oceanfront

cottages and businesses is Virginia

Beach yesterday.

Almost 13.cm ofrain fell before

midnight along Virginia’s eastern

shore and a tornado touched down
is Smifbfield, damaging 15 to 16
homes along a haK-rmle path 100

meters wide, the National Weath-
er Service said.

Atropical storm warning was in
effect from Virginia to Afassachu-

setts,.and officials along the East

Coast, were preparing for minor
Hooding.

A motorist who ignored warn-

ings to stay inside was killed in a

traffic accident in’ Kitty Hawk,
North Carolina. In New Jersey, a

surfer was killed after the hum-
cane sent drendring rain and high

winds op the East Coast
In North Carolina, almost

140,000 were still without power
yesterday, .and inland hotels and
shelters were filled with people

who were forced off the beaches.
- In aO, more than 250,000 vaca-

tioners abandoned the Carolina

beaches because of Bertha, punch-

ing a big hole in theeconomy in an

area where seasonal businesses de-

pend on every sunny summer day

to make up for winter doldrums.
The 175,000 tourists who fled

South Carolina's Grand Strand

would have generated $14 million

a day, officials said, and Bertha
blew away $4.5 milfion a day in

sales along foeOuterBanks alone.

Marion Edmonds, a marketing
director forSouth Carolina’s paries

department, said the tourist indus-

trysuffered after Hurricane Hugo
in 1989, .when reports of the de-

struction were overblown.

“We learned our lesson then,

and we're going to. get the news
out that we're open for business as

soon as possible," she said.

Patience was wearing thin

among tourists at the Hampton
frm in Morehead City, where Cary
Call, 17, and Lauren Douglas, 16,

killed time with a card game by the

glow of a hallway emergency fight

The teens were halfway through

a two-week vacation when their

condo's owner fenced them off

.Emerald Isle. They said they may
return, or go north to Virginia

Beach. But not if Douglas has her

way.

“We want to go home.” she

said. “I've had enough.”

Troops on terrorist watch in Moscow
POLICE and soldiers were out in

force yesterday in Moscow to

guard against feared new terror-:

1st attacks after two trolleybus

bombings injured 33 people and
set tire Russian capital on edge.

Authorities havg 'fielded doz-

ens of bomb threat calls since

Thursday's and Friday's explo-

sions, including atleast one warn-

ing of a future bombing on the
•

subway’s circle line* Moscow’s
busiest.

Troops - uniformed and in

plainclothes - rode in buses, trol-

leys and subway cars to reassure,

wary passengers and watch out

for any unattended packages.

Police were put on round-the-

clock full alert, with 1*000 Interi-

or Ministry soldiers called in to

help with the patrols. Police

checkpoints outside Moscow also

were tightened.

No one has claimed response

bitity for the bombings. Offioal

suspicion fell on Chechen sepa-

ratist rebels, who swiftly denied

involvement but have long

threatened terrorist attacks in

major Russian dries.

Fighting has flared up in the

News agencies
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past week, ending a pre-election

truce agreed by President Boris

Yeltsin and rebel leader Zefimk-
han Yandarbiyev in late May.

Russian forces have bombed at

least two villages in the south of

the region, saying that troops bad

.
been attacked by rebels in one of

them and that the other con-

tained Yandarbiyev’s
headquarters.
US Vice President A1 Gore,

who was due to begin a visit to

Moscow yesterday , said the Unit-

ed States was “extremely con1

ceroedT about- the fighting and

called on both sides to honor the

truce.

Some officials also suggested

mafia gangs might be showing de-

fiance to decrees signed this week
by President Boris Yeltsin that

put the fight against terrorism un-

der his special control and call for

an anti-organized crime crusade

in Moscow.
The newspaper Trud promoted

a variation on these two theories

yesterday, speculating that mafia

groups carried out the bombings,
counting on police to blame the

Chechens and drive out their

Cbechen rivals in Moscow’s crim-

inal underworld.
Many Chechens, including the

Kremlin-installed leader of
Chechnya, have been angered
that suspicion immediately fell on
them and complain about the dis-

crimination they face in Moscow.
“Unproven accusations must

not be pointed at the entire Che-
chen people because of the help-

lessness of the law enforcement
bodies,” said Mukhadi Israflov, a

professor at Moscow State
University.
- As long as the Kremlin contin-

ues to insist that Chechnya is part

of Russia, Chechens “have a

right , to consider Russia our
home,” Israilov said. (AP)

A horned out car smolders in Belfast yesterday after a night of sporadic disturbances following the climax of the-

Loyalist marching season. (Reuter)

Lebanese warlord cleared of church bombing
BEIRUT (AP) - A court yesterday acquitted

Samir Geagea, once Lebanon's most feared

Christian militia leader, of masterminding a

1994 church bombing that killed 11 worship-

os and wounded 60.

The verdict capped a two-year trial that

stirred Christian-Moslem tensions in a coun-
try still struggling to recover from the devas-

tating 1975-1990 civil war.

Geagea already had been given two death

sentences for the 1990 murders of Christian

rivals who challenged his control of Leba-

non’s Christian heartland daring the tivfl war.

Bat the court had immediately commuted
those sentences to life imprisonment

The five-judge Judicial Council, Lebanon’s

highest court, also cleared Geagea of working
to overthrow the government
But it sentenced the 45-year-old former

militia leader to 10 years imprisonment for

establishing “military factions” after the gov-

ernment disbanded other Christian and Mos-
lem militias, and two years for arms
possession.

Geagea, the former commander of the
' now-disbanded Lebanese Forces militia, and

other defendants were not at the court when
Chief Justice Philip KhairalJah pronounced
the 125-page summation of the verdict

The prosecutor, Adrian Addoum, had de-

manded the death sentence for Geagea and

several senior aides in the Feb. 27, 1994

bombing of Notre Dame de ia Deliverance

church in the Christian port city of Jounieh.

Addoum accused Geagea, a Maronite, of

engineering the bombing to create chaos, re-

kindle war, and proclaim a breakaway Chris-

tian mini-state.

Soon after the venfict was reported. Gea-
gea supporters in his home village of Bsharre

flooded the streets, fired guns in jubilation

mid shouted “Long live Geagea, in blood and
in soul we redeem you."
Meanwhile, the government announced

yesterday that parliamentary elections, the

second since the end of Lebanon’s 1975-90

civil war, will be held over five consecutive

Sundays starting Aug. IS.

President Elias Hrawi endorsed the timeta-

ble under a new election law widely viewed as

unfair to the country’s dwindling Christian

community, whose grip on power has been

considerably curtailed after the civil war.

The new 128-seat house will be elected in

five rounds, one for each of Lebanon's five

govemorales. The exact number of voters is

not known, but they make up about 30 per-

cent of the 4 million population. Every Leba-

nese citizen who has completed his 21st year is

an elector and qualifies for the franchise.

A new election law passed Thursday dis-

mayed Christians and prompted some of their

leaders to call for a boycott.

Former President Amin Gemayel, former

Army Commander Gen. Michel Aoun and
right-wing politician Dory Chamoun said it

was the “most dangerous forgery aimed at

erasing the Lebanese homeland ...”

However, the Phalange Party, the country’s

main right-wing Christian faction, said it will

participate in the polls and named 13 candi-

dates to run in various areas.

Divorce deal agreed:

Diana is rich and free

600,000 love paraders

dance through Berlin
LONDON (Reuter) - Princess

Diana was spending a quiet day
with herr sons yesterday after

agreeing terms for a divorce

from Prince Charles which will

leave her a free, rich woman
but with a far from certain

future.

With the bitter marriage
breakdown now behind him.
Prince Charles was free to

concentrate on what he regards

as his crucial role as Britain's

future king.

But Diana, Who loses the

prestigious title “Her Royal
Highness” in exchange for an

estimated 17 million pound
lump sum settlement, will now
never be crowned queen and
her hopes of becoming a

goodwill ambassador or fqueen
of hearts’’ appear to have been
thwarted.

“It isn’t working out quite as

planned. She will never
represent the queen abroad
again and the government is

lukewarm about the idea of

giving her a role of a roving

ambassador,” wrote Andrew
Morton, whose 1992
autobiography of Diana first

revealed the sham of the royal

marriage.

“She is jailed by her past

inside the royal family, her

present as mother of the future

king, and her future as the

possible bride of an adoring

billionaire," Morton wrote in

the Sun newspaper.
Royal sources said Charles.

47, was planning a huge
champagne party over the

weekend to celebrate the end of

the marriage that started with

such glittering high hopes 15

years ago but turned so quickly

into wrangling and infidelity.

The divorce will be
formalized tomorrow when a

civil court issues a decree nisi in

a brief bearing which neither

Charles nor 1 Diana is required

to attend. It should become
final on August 28.

Despite lacking the sympathy
of much of the public, Charles'

will have the full weight of the

establishment behind him as he

attempts to rebuild a reputation

tarnished by adultery with old

girlfriend Camilla Parker
Bowles.

Charles has said he has no
plans to re-marry but royal

watchers expect Parker
Bowles, also divorced , ro

become a more public
companion.
The future of Diana, only 35

and graced with good looks and
financial security, is far les

'

clear.
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BERLIN - The booming beat of
techno music thundered through

the center of Berlin yesterday as

over half a million colorful, ener-

getic young people converged on
the city for the eighth annual Love
Parade.

Police estimated the crowd at

between 400.000 and 500.000.

while organizers said 600.000 peo-

ple were dancing in the streets be-

tween Ernst Reuter Platz and rhe

Brandenburg Gate.
No incidents or injuries were

reported by late afternoon. The
orgy of drugs and dance has been a

nightmare for police, residents and
street cleaners in recent years.

But Berlin officials hailed the

event as a great boost and are

promoting the 24-hour marathon
party as a major cultural event,

which they hope could bring up to

110 million marks (about NTS 240

77JT

million) into the cash-strapped

city.

“As the world's largest youth

demonstration the Love Parade

plays an important role in promot-

ing Berlin's image," said economic

official Wolfgang Branoner.

The Love Parade began in 1989

with about 150 people dancing be-

hind a Volkswagen van under the

motto “Peace. Happiness and
Pancakes." It has grown every

year to become the world’s biggest

rave event for fans of electronic

dance music known as techno.

Some 40 trucks with 100.000-

watt loudspeakers provided the

beat for this year's parade, which

was carried live by MTV Europe
for the first time. People came
from as far away as Japan and

Australia for the party, which

adopted “We are one family" as

this year's motto. (Agencies)
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seasons. Translated from the Chinese: a fy > .*i i. vj&
hardcover, 126 pp.. Includes tables, /®1M?jS'?
charts, illustrations. —
jP Special Price: NFS 79
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FLAMES OF REVOLT
On February 1, 1944 the Irgun Zvai Leumi, under the leadership
of Menachem Begin, dadared its revolt against the British in

Palestine. This proved to be a critical factor in the BritishSuishing their occupation, and in the birth of the State of
. This thrilling, authentic 1 00 minute videocassette

i

documents the complete story of the daring young men and
women who made up the frgun, the large-scale operations they
undertook, and earth shattering events they caused, which
shook the world and the Jewish community in Palestine.

Includes interviews with Irgun fighters, British soldiers,

historians, and archive film footage.

JPJ*rL“NiS_7±00

fto:The JP Video Collection, POB 81 , Jerusalem 91 000,
Tel. 02-241282

I Please send me Flames of Revolt The Story of the Irgun.

I Enclosed is my check for NIS 75.00, payable to

j
The Jerusalem Post Credit card orders accepted by phone.

IqVHS-PAL VHS-NTSC {N. America)

HOMOEOPATHY
on Introduction to the

Understanding and Use of
Homeopathy

Clear intfoduciton to homeopathy,
including history, philosophy,

guidelines, index of symptoms,
remedy pictures, index, useful

addresses. Softcover, 186 pp.

JP Special Price: NIS 55

i

To: Books, The jerusalem Post, „»

POB SI, Jerusalem 91000

Please send me the following: O Optimum Time for Acupuncture

p The New Cona'dse Guide fo Homoeopathy

Endosed is my check payable lo the Jerusalem Post or credit card

details

Visa Qlsracard Diners OAmE*

CC No. Exp.

Name
Address

City Code

Tel./Fax (day) _ID No.
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TV news crews prepare to film bags with remains of Moslems buried in mass graves in Srebrenica yesterday. UN
investigators said that remains of civilians in a nearby mass grave bore evidence they had been massacred and not killed
in the fighting. (R«ncr)

US diplomat shot near Sarajevo
A US diplomat was wounded by gunfire

from a passing car west of Sarajevo, a
NATO spokesman said yesterday.

“We don’t know the motivation. There
are no indications that the attack was politi-

cally motivated,'* said US Army Maj.
Thomas Moyer.
He said the diplomat was shot overnight

while returning with her husband to the

Bosnian capital from the Croat-controlled
town of Kiseljak, about 25 km away.
“Shots came from a passing vehicle

Moyer said.

NATO officials first put the site of the
shooting about five km west of Sarajevo, but
police who conducted an investigation later

said it happened farther away from the capi-

tal - about five km east of Kiseljak.

Another NATO spokesman, Maj. Max
Marriner. said the diplomat's husband
flagged down a NATO patrol which escort-

ed her to a mobile surgical team in the
Sarajevo suburb of llidza. From there, she
was taken to an Italian hospital in Sarajevo.

News agencies

SARAJEVO

where she underwent six hours of surgery.
Marriner said the woman's condition was

not life threatening but did not reveal the

exact nature of her injury.

Embassy spokesman Jim Hutchison said

the woman is a foreign service officer tem-
porarily assigned to the US Embassy in Sa-
rajevo as an administrator. He said he could
not yet reveal her name.
The shooting took place in territory con-

trolled by the Moslem-Croat federation, but
Moyer was not able to specify whether it was
in the part held by Moslems or Croats. .

“It was a passing car, so it could have
been anybody." Moyer said.

Maj. Ken Barnes, the UN police com-
mander in Kiseljak, said an investigation

had been completed, but refused to give
details.

It was the first instance of a US diplomat-

being injured by gunfire in Bosnia.
In Tuzla, the former commander of Mos-

lem Srebrenica’s military garrison has pub-
licly vowed to regain the “safe area" which
fell to separatist Serbs a year ago, despite
world promises of protection.

“We will go back, “even if blood had to be
shed again," Naser One told an emotional
rally of 40.000 to 50.000 Bosnian Moslem
refugees from the town in eastern Bosnia.
The rally was staged as war crimes investi-

gators unearthed a mass grave near Srebren-
ica believed to contain missing Moslems.
“We want Srebrenica where our sons

are," and “We want to go back", people
cried, as several women fainted, weeping.
Men threw stones and apples and shouted
abuse at several speakers.
Separatist Serb forces overran the eastern

Bosnian town of Srebrenica on July 11,

1995, expelled some 30.000 Moslem women,
children and elderly and, UN war-crimes
investigators say* massacred between 3,000
and- 8.000 unarmed men .in flight, .......

France gets its turn to woo Nelson Mandela

Moslem

1
rebels end

j: Philippines

t uprising
f
-\ MANILA (Reuter) - Rebel chief

Nur Misuari, signalling an end to a
24-year Moslem rebellion in the

southern Philippines, yesterday
*- called for a meeting with President

Fidel Ramos to hasten peace.

Presidential executive secretary

Ruben Torres said Ramos had

f-
agreed to meet Misuari and that

the meeting would likely be held at

the Malacanang presidential pal-

> ace in Manila.

% Misuari, chairman of the More
National Liberation Front

T; (MNLF), also vowed during a ra-

! dio phone-in to work with rival

** Christians if elected governor of
! the southern Mindanao region.

I-
The former university professor

\ who commands an army of at least

1“ 20,000 guerrillas was speaking
7* from the rebel stronghold of Jolo

\ island in the southern Philippines,
'* fielding questions from Christian
• callers on Manila radio station

DZMM.
“There is no such thing as a

' perpetual war in history.” he said.
' “We have to adjust our lives to

that of a man of peace,”

Misuari filed his candidacy pa-
pets for governor of a semi-auton-

1

omous region covering four south-
. era provinces.

“Peace is now at hand,” he told

. reporters in Jolo, 900 km south of

^ Manila.

Misuari , who will run as the offi-

cial candidate of President Ramos'

.
Lakas party, said he wanted to

work out with Ramos a develop-
'

naent programme for the southern

. islands.

On the radio link, Misuari

> pledged to appoint Christians

among his advisers.

“Of course...there will be no
. discrimination,'' he said, adding he
‘ bad already forged peace with sev-

era] right-wing Christian armed
groups.

“We will all be together here.
• There will be no divide and rule.

”

The country's five million Mos-
lem minority regard Mindanao as

their ancestral homeland although

Christians now dominate the re-

gion after decades of migration.

Misuari's Ciristian callers in-

. duded housewives, students, a

. . taxi driver, a dressmaker and a
!• government employee. They con-

gratulated him for his decision to .

enter politics.

Misuari said he believed his fol-

lowers would abide by a peace
agreement Manila and the MNLF
are now finalising.

But Misuari was less sure about
the extremist Abu Sayyaf group
which demands an Islamic state

. and which the military has blamed
for a spate of attacks in the south-

• era islands.

PARIS (Reuter) - President Nel-
son Mandela yesterday began a
four-day state visit to France,

which is keen to develop political

cooperation, trade and investment

with South Africa.

Fresh from a hero’s welcome in

Britain, Mandela was greeted with

military honors at Paris’ Orly Air-
port by Finance Minister Jean
Arthurs, underlining the economic
priority of the visit

He flew by helicopter to the

country chateau of Rambouillet. a
former royal hunting lodge south-

west of Paris, where he was to

have private talks with President

Jacques Chirac last after a day's

rest in its leafy deer park.

The South African leader will

have three working sessions and
two lunches with Chirac and be
guest of honor at the annual Bas-

tille Day military parade in Paris

today and at a presidential garden
party marking the national
holiday.

He will also meet French busi-

ness leaders and receive an honor-
ary law doctorate from the Sor-

bonne University.

French officials said Paris con-

sidered the visit, Mandela’s fourth

since 1990 but his first state visit, as

a chance to pay tribute to a man
who defeated apartheid and has
led his nation on a peaceful transi-

tion to multiracial democracy.
The newspaper Liberation said

in an editorial that Chirac would
be well advised to learn from Man-
dela's example to work for greater

democracy and dean government
in France's former colonies in west
Africa.

French industrialists are keen to

use the opportunity to seek a big-

ger share in South Africa’s busi-

ness, notably through the privati-

sation of pablic utilities.

France is the number four inves-
tor in South Africa and Pretoria's

sixth-iargest trading partner- with
only 3.9 percent of market share -
behind Germany, the United
States, Britain, Japan and Italy.

Paris aims to boost trade by 50
percent in the next three years.

In return, Pretoria will press for

France’s support for a free-trade

agreement with- the European
Union, which Paris has been
blocking partly to protect its agri-

culture but also in a wider dispute
with Brussels over other free trade
negotiations.

Mandela's spokesman Parks
Mankahlana said the president

would outline his country's eco-
nomic policies.
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WE QUIT EGYPT TODAY

Dole sinks

Republicans

in gloom
ALAN ELSNER

‘ WASHINGTON

BOB Dole's fumbling perfor- fellowcolumnist Arianna Huffing-

yfjnnr** on the campaign trail has ton said in the Washington Times

fellow Republicans increasingly that Dole's straggles with the to-

fearful that be will not only lose to bacco issue suggested he had a

president Bjll Clinton but drag “political death wish."

others down with him. Dole spokesmen - did
;

not, tq-

Dole, who next month will ac- spond to a request far comment,

cept the Republican nomination to The candidate s .
missteps have

challenge Clinton on November 5. some Republicansin Congress so

has had a miserable two weeks, • rattled they are beginning to.

dogged by problems largely of his think about saving their own
own making. skins rafter than following their

“There's gloom and doom ift nominee.

Republican circles." said Bill Kris- Republicans in the House of

toL editor of the conservative Representatives dropped a contro-

weekly The Standard and a versial plan to fink welfare reform

staunch Republican to a health insurance proposal

“The notion of having two or Clinton opposes, increasing

three simple campaign messages chances he could sign a welfare bill

and sticking to them - I'm not before the election. If he does,

sure he's capable of that,” Kristol that would remove one of Dole's

said. best issues from the campaign.

Trailing Clinton by 15 percent- Dole’s troubles could not have

age points or more in most recent come at a better time for Clinton,

polls. Dole, in rapid succession: himself under pressure because of

became ensnared in a futile debate a scandal involving the improper

on whether tobacco is addictive; gathering of FBI .files on Some
came oft as testy and snappish in prominent Republicans by White
an exchange with a popular televi- House staff,

aon personality; alleged that a Re- Instead ofhoming in ou the files

publican former surgeon general scandal. Dole spent days discuss-

had been brainwashed by the me- ing whether tobacco was more
dia; sent mixed signals on his gun harmful than milk,

control views, and snubbed a re- ' When be visited New- Harap-

spected.black organization by de- shire. last week, be did not seem
dining to address its annual comfortable, rushing through a

conference. visit to a local company and can-

“It’s clear we haven’t had our celling a number of scheduled lo~

best two weeks,” saidTom Rath, a cal interviews.

Republican former attorney gen- This week, a visit to Virginia

eral of New Hampshire wbo ran went similarly sour. Instead of

Dole's 1988 presidential campaign concentrating on a computerized
in that state. system to keep guns out of the

“Our core message is good but hands ofcriminals. Dole managed
we get sidetracked. We’re talking to muddy the waters by backing
aboot things that are off-message away from his previous opposition

and there is concern as to when the to a federal assault weapons ban.
poll numbers are going to move,” “After Dole's speech, the Re-
Rath said. . publicans in the audience were ail

Other Republicans were more smiles,” said Scott Leake, a Re-
scathing, but did not want to be publican operative- in Virginia,

quoted by name blasting their “Then we turned on the evening
nominee. “I don’t see what die news and there was total
message is. I don't think he's deflation.”

found one ,*' said one associated Leake said Dole still seemed un-
with Dole's campaign. comfortable with his role of na-

Conservative Wall Street Jour- tionai campaigner and was still

rudcolumnist Paul Gigotkaid Dole wedded to the ways of Congress,
had been wandering around “like where he spent 35 years:*’; v*

1

some political- vagabond” while : I.-.?. (Reuter)—
• TT- — **• ~
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Royalty attends funeral for

Duke Albrecht of Bavaria
MUNICH (AF) — Spain's King
Juan Carlos and other European
royalty were among the hundreds
of mourners at the baroque The*
atine Church in Munich yesterday
for the funeral of Duke Albrecht
of Bavaria.

A survivor of Nazi concentra-
tion camps, the bead of the house
ofWittekbach died at age 91 at the
family's castle on Staraberg Lake,
near Munich.

Cardinal Friedrich Wetter, the
archbishop of Munich, led the Re-
quiem, praising the duke’s “un-
compromising'' opposition to the
Nazi regime. Hundreds watched
the Mass on a giant TV screen
outride the packed diufch.

Albrecht was heir to the throne
of the Bavarian kings when Ger-
many’s collapse at the end of
World War 1 ended his family's

738-year reign.

Protesting Hitler’s rule,- Al-
brecht fled toHungary in 1937. He
returned atthe outbreak of World
War II to volunteer far the Ger-
man army, the Wehrmacht, but

die Nazis refused 'to let him serve.

The Gestapo ariested Albrecht,

his wife and their four children in

1944 and imprisoned them at sev-

eral Nazi concentration camps un-

til their liberation by Allied troops

the next year.

.
Survivors include his son Franz,

65, wbo will become duke.

The news of the past 4,000 years is as fresh jnd relevant as this

morning's newspaper La CHRONICLES. CHRONICLES presents the
history of the wmjd, from the days of Abraham through the end of the

19th century, in the form ofa modem newspaper; including
advertisements, letters to the editor; editorials, and all the familiar
features of a newspaper that make CHRONICLES especially
enjoyable. The perfect gift!

CHRONICLES is published bv the Reubeni Foundation, Jerusalem.

Available again in a gift boxed 3 volume set that includes:

Volume I: In the Days of the Bible (1726-244 BCE)
Vblume II: Second Temple and the Rise of Christianity

(164 BCE-1038 CE)
Volume 12: TheDawn of Redemption (1099-1897 CE)

Reg. Price NIS 225JJC

JP Special NIS 199 plusNTS 9 for mailing in Israel

* Door-UbDaor delivery (zdiere aadbhk): NIS 19

To: Books, TheJerusalem Post P.OJ. 81,Jerusalem 91000

Please send me the CHRONICLES 3 volume gift set Enclosed is my
check, payable to The Jerusalem Post, for NIS 208 per set.

Credit card orders accepted by phone/ fax.

NAME

ADDRESS —
CITY .........._ CODE

TEL. (day)... ...... «...

—

GAME TIME
HISTORYOF CHESS - by Victor Keats, world-renowned expert

The most comprehensive review of chess history is now available in this 3 volume series by Victor Keats.
Most of the text derives from translations from Arabic and Hebrew, with accompanying commentaries, illustrations, rej
manusenpts, and pictures of chess pieces and early chess problems. This is an invaluable reference source for collectors, players and everyone
fascinated by this ancient game. -

Vbl. I - CHESS, JEWS and HISTORY brings together writings from all periods which have a
bearing on chess, and constitutes a unique review of the whole history of the subject 402
pp. t with 100 reproductions, book plates, Hebrew and Arabic texts, pictures of chess pieces,
problems and maps.

Vbl. II - CHESSAND ITS ORIGINS is the first ever translation into English ofthe work by
Thomas Hyde, chief librarian ofthe Bodleian library in the late 17th century. 352 pp., with 80
illustrations from period literature and iconography.

Vbl. Ill - CHESSAMONG THE JEWS - a catalogue of Hebrew sources, and a translation
and explanation of the woric of Moritz Steinschneider.

JP Special Introductory Price: NIS 269 per volume incl. VAT and door-to-door delivery (where available).

AH three volumes: only NIS 699 incl. VAT & door-to-door delivery (where available).

The Illustrated Guide to Worid Chess Sets by Victor Keats, is a book of immense value to established and new collector?
development of chess sets in each country is charted systematically in chronological order, giving the reader an instant means^ idel^catir»ri

'

color and 273 black and white illustrations give details of the diverse materials used, sizes and (fates, and highlights the variations in •«
'

•

English Staunton sets, Indian ivory sets, Spanish ’pulpit* chessmen, as well as highly unusual, one-of-a-kind sets from Africa and America.
10

JP Special Price: NIS 249 incl. VAT and door-to-door delivery (where available). Offer valid till February 16

To: Books, The Jerusalem Post, POB 81, Jerusalem 91000
Please deliver me the following History of Chess books:

°J^
ER er pro fit os pax

(^\ 02-24 1 282^ Fax: 02-241212

Title. . Price.

would like to order the 3-Volume set of Chess History, far NIS 699. Enclosed is my check payable to The Jerusalem Post, or credit
VISA Q1SRACARD Q DINERS

cara details

GC Number Exp .

i

Address.

Tei.(day)_

City.

Signature.
Code.
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JUDY SIEGEL-rrZKOVICH

Discovering how can-
cers develop and can be
defeated is very much like

piecing together parts of a jigsaw
puzzle. Oncology researchers
have supplied many more pieces
in the past decade - and a major
segment has been provided by Dr.

Bert Vogelstein of Johns Hopkins
University in Baltimore.

The physician and molecular
biologist last month received die

Dr. Tovi Comet-Walerstein
ScienceAward for 1996 from Bar-

Han University’s Cancer, AIDS
and Immunology Research
(CAIR) Institute. The prominent
researcher made his first visit to

the university’s Ramar Gan cam-
pus- and his second visit to Israel

- to receive the plaque and the

$10,000 check that went along
with it from Bar-Ilan rector Prof.

Yehuda Frietfiaoder. But he sur-

prised and pleased his hosts by
promptly giving the money back
and suggesting that they use it to

further their cancer research.

. The CAIR Institute, headed by
immunology professor Benjamin -

Sredni, aims at advancing
immunological research and pro-

moting academic and medical col-

laboration and cooperation.

A native of Baltimore,

Vogelstein received his BA from
the University of Pennsylvania,

where he graduated summa cum
laude with distinction in mathe-

matics. He took his medical

degree at Johns Hopkins
University School of Medicine in

1974. where he also finished his

internship and residency in pedi-

atrics.

But despite all this work,
Vogelstein chose research over

treatment of patients. Specializing

in the field of oncology, he served

as a research associate arthe US
National Cancer Institute before

returning to Johns Hopkins in

1978. Looking a bit hippyish with

his long hair and beard, he is

today a researcher at die Howard
Hughes Medical Institute and
director of the molecular genetics

laboratory at the Johns Hopkins
Oncology Center: He and Ms wife

(a lecturer in communications at

the University of Baltimore and
also a Hebrew school teacher)

have three children, aged 18, 16

and nine.

The Bar-Dan award is certainly

not his first. He has been elected

to the US National Academy, of '

Sciences and the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences.

The American Cancer Society

presented him with its medal of

honor, and he is also tbe.recipient

of the Dickson Prize and the

American Medical College's

Baxter Award
What he do to deserve all these

trophies?

Using the sensitive tools of mol-

ecular biology, he has played a

pivotal role in the genetic basis of .

cancer. He discovered the muta-

tions responsible for tumors of the

colon and rectum, which affect 6

percent of the entire US popula-

tion by the age of 70 or 80 mid is

the second most common cancer

(after lung cancer). There are

160,000 new cases and 70,000

deaths per year ia the US; the rate

of colon cancer is proportionately

die same in Israel.

His key papers on colon cancer

are regarded by other researchers

as classic studies and are now the

most-quoted works published in

the scientific literature.' His pio-

neering work has led to the devel-

opment of novel strategies for the

prevention, diagnosis and. treat-

ment of colon cancer.

Vogelstein explains that the

development of colon cancer is

chromosomes were cloned, as the

exact location ofthe gene was not

known- “We suggested that genes

hope

that in the years to come, there

will be Wood tests to identify easy

cases of colon cancer - or even

tests for mutant gdnes in the

stools.” Vogelstein will undoubt-

edly be a major player in the

efforts to track down such a bene-

ficial solution.

Healing in ancient times

Dr. Bert Vogelstein of Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore
recently received recognition from Bar-Ban University for His
contributions to cancer research.

Colon cancer
and the

gene connection

could be mutated in people with
colon cancer. Tbe next task was to

identify them and show that they
had mutated. All cancers derive
from defective genes,*’ he contin-

ues. "They can be inherited genes
- or they can mutate after, birth.

But since you need four or five

mutations for colon cancer to

appear, die disease usually

appears closer to the end of one’s

lifetime - at the age of 60 or 70.

If, however, the individual inher-

its the defective genes from his or

her parents, the disease can show
up much earlier in rate’s 20s or

30s. “But it can appear even in

children as yoimg as eight years

old," Vogelstein says.

Fortunately, inherited genes
account for only about 5 percent

of colon cancer cases - just as die

BRCA1 and BRCA2 genetic

mutations' are responsible for

about S percent of breast cancer

cases. “There, is a Jewish compo-
nent to both of these: Ashkenazi
Jews have a higher risk of passing

on these mutated genes, due to

their inbreeding over the cen-

turies.”

Because of Vogelstein's work, a

test looking for five different

grates is available to detect a high

risk of inherited colon cancer.

“This is available in die US and in

Israel, but it is meant only for test-

ing families with a history of the

disease, not for general screen-

ing."

Many people have been reluc-

tant to undergo genetic tests for

serious disorders, such as

Huntington’s disease, which
shows op in middle age and for

which there is no cure. There is

some reluctance even to undergo a

test for colon cancer - even

though this disease can easily be

picked up in its early, pre-cancer-

ous stages. Polyps due to turn into

cancer, and even small minors,

can be nipped off during

colonoscopy, and, if discovered

later, larger tumors can be
removed in surgery.

Vogelstein recommends that

everyone over 50 who has no
family history of colon cancergo
for periodic colonoscopies. If

two people in his family contract-

ed it - including one who got it

before 50 - his immediate family

should be tested as well. The
genetic test costsless than $1 ,000

in the US, while a colonoscopy
costs as much as $1,500 and has

to be done yearly in high-risk

individuals, so screening such
families with the test is cost

effective.

Since the vast majority of colon
cancers are due to mutations in the

individual himself rather than a

“bad inheritance” from his par-

ents, people can follow a healthful

lifestyle to reduce the risk. Eating

less fatty food and red meat is a

good idea, as is consuming a large

amount of fiber. Vogelstein says

he himself. 4s a vegetarian, “but

this is not connected to my colon-

cancer research.”

Vogelstein saysthat is the future

he hopes drugs will be available to

prevent the development of pre-

cancerous polyps in the colon.

One potentially useful drug dis-

covered accidentally by

researchers in New Mexico, and

undergoing preliminary tests at

Johns Hopkins is called Suiindac,

but this medication requires a

patient to undergo genetic tests.

Mass screening for occult blood

in the stools is 3 useful tool that

saves considerable lives, even

though- it comes up with numerous

false positives and some false

negative results as well. “I hope

JUDY SfEGEL-f7ZKOWCH

MEDICINE certainly has come a

long way since the fifth century

BCE, when the Phoenicians in this

region revered dogs and had them lick

human wounds because canine saliva

apparently healed cuts in the animals’ skin.

Well, maybe it hasn't come so far after

alL The ancient Jewish makers and users of

amulets for preserving good health and cur-

ing illnesses would probably feel at home
with those distributed by Rabbi Yitzhak
Kadouri, which helped elect a prime minis-

ter and made Shas the third latest party in

the Knesset *

Two dog skeletons from a dog cemetery
near Ashkclon and silver amulets from a
burial cave in Jerusalem are only two ofthe
items at a unique exhibition of Illness and
Healing in Ancient Tunes, which will be
open daily (consult the museum about
hours) over the next six months. The spe-

cial exhibition, free to all comers, is dis-

played at the University of Haifa’s Reuben
and Edith Hecht Museum. The exhibits

were painstakingly collected over the past

year by Ofra Rimon, director of the archeo-
logical museum in Haifa since 1989. She
notes that Edith and (he late Reuben Hecht
(who made his fortune as the founder and
owner of the Dagon Silos in Haifa) insisted

that the museum, established in 1984, not
charge an admission fee.

This is the first museum exhibition on
this subject in Israel, says Rimon, whose
husband, internist Dr. David Rimon, and
medical-student daughter Ayelet served as
her informal advisers and helped her under-

stand the descriptions m the classical med-
ical texts. Rimon, who is curator of the

exhibition, learned of suitable items by
word of mouth and quickly became a walk-

ing encyclopedia on the subject Pieces

were loaned to the Hecht Museum by the

Israel Antiquities Authority, as well as a

number of private collectors, and the exhi-

bition was designed, wife great imagina-
tion, by the Tav Design Group.
The items were arranged according to

four topics: illnesses and ways of healing;

medicine, cult and magic; hygiene and
medicine; and the making of medicaments.
They cover some 120 square meters and.

represent the era from the Chalcolithic peri-

od (fourth millennium BCE) to die close of
the Byzantine period (mid-seventh century

CE). Thus, the works of one of the best-

known medieval Jewish physicians,

Maimonides, were written too late to be
included in the exhibition.A 1 40-page, NIS
35 Hebrew and Englisb-language catalog,

with detailed explanations by medical and
archeological experts, has in a few weeks
sold most of its 500-copy first edition and
will soon go into a second printing.

Although many Jewish mothers want ai

least one child to be a doctor, the physician

was looked upon in ancient Israel with sus-

picion, sarcasm and even worse. This
derives from the verses in the Bible declar-

ing thatGod is the only healer, and thatheal-

ing are signs ofHis favorand Qlncss of pun-

ishment. Rimon notes thai Shmuel Harofeh

A display at the Hecht Museum exhibit shows votives of parts of the body that were dedicated at shrines of healing gods, in

the hope of a cure or as an offering for a cure. <Avi Hinchfiewi

noted in the Gemara that “the best of physi-

cians [are doomed] to hell. He was a known
physician, but although he was also a great

scholar, he was never granted the "title

‘rabbi,’ apparently because his vocation was
looked down upon.”

Experts say that ancient Egyptian doctors

were excellent diagnosticians but had
mediocre knowledge of anatomy. Medical
care m Pharaonic Egypt consisted mostly of

massage, washing, bandaging and drug
therapy, pharmacy and some surgery -

stitching wounds, excision of tumors and
lancing of abscesses. In Egypt, as in neigh-

boring countries, medicine and magic were
intertwined. Doctors consulted with oracles

for advice, and some patients were treated

by priest-physicians (some of them charla-

tans).

M the Greek and Roman world, patients

often dedicated a body organ to deities

reputed to have healing power, thus votive

organs in the shape of a face, mouth, tooth,

ear, bean or foot were formed from stone,

terracotta or precious metals. Also on dis-

play are models or X-rays of skulls

deformed by Hansen's disease (much differ-

ent from the biblical leprosy, which was a

variety of skin disorder), a view of bone
fractures and amputated limbs and the thin-

ning of an elderly man’s skull.

Sly snakes, says Rimon, were regarded as

sacred among many peoples in the region

and kept as guardians of the household and
property. A snake on a staff remains today

the symbol of medicine, arid the Rx of pre-

scriptions is a stylization of an Egyptian

amulet symbol that looked like an R.

Kelsus Cornelius, a Roman physician

who lived in Alexandria in the first century

CE. had a great deal of medical knowledge
and wrote the book to diagnose the symp-
toms of inflammation. He also described

cataract operations to remove the cloudly

lens from the eye. Kelsus described two
ways to "undo” circumcisions either in men
bom without a foreskin, or assimilated

Jews who had had a brit mila and were
ashamed of iL

Much is known about medical imple-

ments used by doctors due to the Roman
habit of burying deceased physicians with

their treatment tools. Many examples,
including sharp objects used for trepanation

(boring holes in the skull to release pressure

due to sinus infections or meningitis), spat-

ulas. scalpels, bleeding cups, shears, for-

ceps and an ear probe (to remove wax and
bugs from the ear) are on display at the

museum. There is also a bronze wire insert-

ed into a jaw that is unmistakenly an
ancient dentist’s effort at root-canal work.
Other fascinating items on show are ceram-
ic juglets dating to the Late Bronze period;

a former Australian ambassador to Israel,

Robert Merillees. speculated that these

pieces look like bulbs of the opium poppy,
which were used as anesthesia or merely

for “getting high." Archeologists also found

proof that the head louse has been with man
from his beginnings: combs found in the

Judean Desert 2,000 years ago were uncov-

ered complete with head lice and eggs with

louse embryos inside.

As for those amulets, the exhibition notes

that rabbis in ancient times feared that these

would lead to belief in magic and pagan-
ism, but they had difficulty barring their use

altogether due to public demand and the

influence of non-Jewish society. The
Talmud notes that an amulet should not be
used by a Jew unless it had been “tested"

and previously cured three people.

Experts in the relatively new field of

archeoparasitology have extracted and
identified parasite eggs from feces discov-

ered during archeological digs. Some of
these were found in ancient latrine pits in

Jerusalem. The discovery of so many para-

site eggs attests to the consumption of
undercooked or perhaps raw meat Among
the hygienic luxuries were a stone toilet

seat and bathtub from the City of David,

used 2,700 years ago.

Rimon notes that the many physicians

who come to see die special exhibition

could learn a thing or two from their

ancient predecessors. “Kelsus wrote about

the importance of not taking a patient's

pulse immediately. He advised letting the

patient rest and only then to take the pulse.”

Modem doctors have noticed that just tak-

ing a patient’s blood-pressure reading is

often enough to raise it unnaturally.

Calming the patient and taking several

readings, they know now, will produce a
more reliable figure. Another bit of
Kelsus’s advice to doctors should be heed-

ed today: he urged physicians not to be
greedy but instead always to have their

patients' interests at heart.

Cracking nails: If you’re lucky, it’s just fungus

/
dm a 59-year-old woman.
Some years ago, my right

thumbnail cracked and split,

and it has continued to do so ever
since. It sometimes grow back
and invariably splits again. As
though in sympathy, the left

thumbnail began acting up in the

same manner. Now, it seems, all

my nails are affected, with pieces

breaking off. My diet includes

plenty offresh salads and fruit,

so l don’t sufferfrom a vitamin

deficiency. There is no other sign

ofanything wrong with my nails.

What should / do? MJ3S.,
Jerusalem.
Prof. Sarah Brenner, chief of

dermatology as Tel Aviv’s Ichilov

Hospital and editor ofa booklet on
early diagnosis of diseases from
examining the nails, comments:
Nails that crack and disintegrate

.

can be a sign of fungus, if they are

discolored. But if they are not dis-

colored, as in your case, there is a

possibility of various medical
problems feat have to be investi-

gated by blood tests. Function of
the kidneys, thyroid gland or
parathyroid gland may be
involved. Go to your family doc-

tor for tests.

/ love eating the pith of an
orange, but remember once
hearing that it may be carcino-

genic. Is this true?
Jerusalem.

Prof. Shmuel Yannai, a toxicolo-

gist at the Technion in Haifa,

comments:
The white layer inside an orange

peel is not poisonous or carcino-

genic. It is pectin, which is used by
the food industry for making jams
and for other processing tasks. But
other natural substances in fruits

can be harmful. For example, the

soft seeds inside apricots, apples,

plums, peaches, bitter almonds and
cherries contains hydrocyanic
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acid- cyanide is a salt of this acid.

Eating one or two would not be
harmful to a child, but eating 1 0 of
these from an apricot could pose

some danger. This has an ecologi-

cal aspect as these pits are bitter,

animals are unlikely to eat them
and the species has more of a
chance of multiplying.

/ have a grandchild who is

always eating while watching TV
or at least listening to music. The
music (not to my taste) is often in

the background, as the mother
likes the background noise. I am
worried about the inevitable: that

they will do homework while lis-

tening to the radio or watching
TV. I admit that I

rm prejudiced

against this, as I think it spoils

concentration. Am I wrong?

PM., Jerusalem.

Prof. Avishai Henik, an expert

in cognitive psychology at Ben-
Gurion University ofthe Afcgcr in

Beersheba, replies:

I am not aware of any studies

specifically on this, but it’s hard
for me to believe that watching
TV while doing homework would
not be detrimental to one’s stud-

ies. It certainly won’t help. Some
people, however, find that soft

background music is conducive to

concentration, although this

should be less relevant with loud

music. It depends on the person.

A dietician toldme that women
who take contraceptive pills

shouldget special dietary supple-

ments. She did not give details. Is

this true, and if so, what type of
supplements are appropriate?
CM., Katzrin.

Yehudit Norman . a dietician at

Hadassah-Unh'ersiry Hospital in

Jerusalem’s Ein Kerem. answers:

The Pill can affect the choles-

terol level and the clotting ability

of the blood. If a woman with

such problems asks for contracep-

tive pills, the physician should

take this into account, and maybe
advise a change in diet. But taking

contraceptives in itself does not

require taking vitamins or mineral

supplements as well.

Rx For Readers welcomes
queries from readers about med-
ical problems. Experts will

answer those we find most inter-

esting. and replies will be printed

in the twice-monthly column on
the Health Page.
Write Rx For Readers, c!o Judy

Siegel-Itzkovich. The Jerusalem
Post. FOB 81. Jerusalem 91000.

orfax 02-389527. giiingyour ini-

tials. age and place of residence.

Phoned-in queries will not be
accepted.

New for diabetics: Insulin

taken right before a meal
Anew type of insulin that

Type 1 diabetics can take

moments before a meal
instead of long before they start

eating will be available in Israel at

the beginning of next year. Called

Hurnalog and developed by tbe

US company Eli Lilly, the new
type of insulin recently received
approval from die US Food and
Dnig Administration.

Humalog is said to mimic the

natural process of insulin

release in the body during a
meal. By changing the location

of two amino acids in the hor-

mone, the company speeded up
its absorption by the body, so

the insulin-sugar balance in the

patient is much more stable.

The company, which presented

the results of studies at a June
meeting of the American
Diabetes Association in San
Francisco, says the new product

is a “significant breakthrough”
that will improve the quality of
life of insulin-dependent dia-

betics.

Before Humalog. diabetics

have had to inject themselves, an
hour before a meal, with the

amount of insulin necessary to

handle the quantity of food they
expected to eat But if die diabet-

ic miscalculates, or loses his

HEALTH SCAN
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appetite, the amount of insulin

will not be the right one and he
could go into shock. Since the

new insulin acts faster to control

blood glucose' after a meal, the
patient can inject himself a few
minutes before the meal. His glu-

cose level is more stable, which

in turn reduces the risk of long-

term medical complications
involving the blood vessels, heart

and nerves.

LOOK FORASMART WIFE
Men who want to have intelli-

gent sons are best advised co

many bright women, according to

an Australian geneticist who says

boys inherit “intelligence genes"

only from their mother. In the lat-

est issue of the British medical

journal The Lancet, Prof. Gillian

Turner says a growing body of
evidence indicates that several

genes Mat determine intelligence

are located on theX chromosome,
which

.
men inherit from their

mother.

“These genes are distributed

along tbe whole length of die X
chromosome. A single mutation
will have more effect on a son

than on a daughter, a female
inherits two X chromosomes, cate

from her mother and one from her

father. Thus, if she inherits a
mutant gene on an X chromosome
from one parent, there is a good
chance she’ll inherit a normal
gene on the X chromosome from
the other parent, which will dilute

the mutant’s impact."

A man has only one X chromo-
some, from his mother, and a

much smaller Y chromosome,
from his father. Turner notes that

the Y chromosome is so small it

doesn’t have a gene to match

every gene found on the X chro-

mosome, so in a male, a mutant

gene on the X chromosome is

likely to be the only such gene

and - unopposed - will have its

full effect.

Harmful mutations of ” intelli-

gence genes” on an X chromo-
some tend to have more effect in

a man than a woman, which
explains why males suffer from
mental retardation more often.

But if it’s a mutation that

increases intelligence, its full

effect will be seen in men, while

the benefit to women would be
less pronounced. This may
explain, Turner suggests, why
some men are extraordinarily

intelligent.

TO GERSHN
- Tales of People of Zjembin

to
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JP Price NIS 49.00

True story-telling - in the

tradition of the shteti - from

the town of Zjembin,

30 miles northeast of Minsk,

to South Africa and America,

through tales told by cousins,

the many great-great-great

grandchildren of the patriarch

of the Shlfrin family.

Fascinating reading, an ;

unusually well done “family
jj

saga.”Illustrated with g
photographs and drawings.

Softcover, 304 pp.
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Standing up to terror

MOSCOW, London, Dhajrban, Jerusa-

lem, Colombo, New Delhi, Lahore -

all share one dubious privilege - this

year they have ail been targeted by terrorists. To
say that terrorism is an international problem is

a cliche so often mouthed by politicians that it

almost slips off the tongue without engaging the

brain any more. Hie growing list of cities from

Oklahoma to Paris, Algiers to Tel Aviv, that

have found themselves on the front line of

terrorism in just the past two years puts new
meaning into the old cliche, but unfortunately it

does not appear to be putting new muscle into

the fight against the terrorists.

The reason appears to be the same old reason

- one person’s terrorist is another's guerrilla or

even freedom fighter, which makes all interna-

tional leaders enthusiastic about stamping out

terrorism - except when it is directed against

their own favored causes. The two bomb blasts

in two days on Moscow's civilian trolleybuses,

targeting nobody but ordinary and probably

lower-income Russian citizens and their chil-

dren, is an unacceptable outrage deserving of

universal condemnation.

Without a claim of responsibility or proper

evidence itwould be unfair to point a premature

finger at Chechen rebels - the numerous mafias

in Moscow also fall under suspicion. But who-
ever is responsible deserves only one label -

vicious terrorists. As more and more of the

world’s citizens find themselves in a shooting

gallery for every criminal with a cause and a

bag of Semtex, it is to be hoped that their

pressure on politicians to get together and do
something about it will increase.

Israel is to be commended for the clear lead it

gave last week in sending to prison for eight

years the Iranian hijacker who commandeered a

civilian plane last year. By branding the hijack-

er a terrorist, without fear of favor, Israel sends

a dear message that it understands what the

bottom line is. It would have been easy to make
excuses that someone fleeing from a fundamen-

talist and repressive state is
“
‘different” and

simply grant him asylum. But it is not different,

and until every state in the world says so just as

clearly, there will simply be more terrorism and

less justice for the perpetrators. If the Chechens
did bomb Moscow, then it is the Chechen
authorities who should rush to put the terrorists

on trial.

Conflict is conflict, war is war, and there are

well-tried mechanisms for disengaging from

them eventually - and even for trying war
criminals. But terrorism is always mindless

terrorism, and it is time the international com-
munity devised an effective agreed definition of

the scourge, and then effective universal coop-

eration that would leave no hiding place on
earth for terrorists and a neutral international

court to bring them to justice.

The Lady as a beacon

ONE year ago Burmese Nobel Laureate

Aung San Suu Kyi was released from
house arrest by the intransigent military

dictators that run her country. Her release raised

some faint hope that the government was at last

responding to enormous international pressure

to improve its atrocious human rights practices.

In fact the release, to no one’s surprise, was no
more than a half-hearted and cynical tactical

maneuver to defuse foreign outrage. What the

military dictators really hoped was that Suu Kyi
would accept the inevitable invitations for en-

gagements abroad, or perhaps even join her

British husband, giving them the chance to bar

her reentry to Burma.
Suu Kyi, known only as “the Lady” to the

mass of Burmese who idolize her, failed to play

the game, refusing to abandon her struggle for

democracy in her homeland. A detailed report

from Amnesty International last week confirms

that since Suu Kyi’s partial release from arresL

no improvement has been apparent in Burma -
quite the reverse, says Amnesty, “The pace of
political arrests has in fact accelerated dramati-

cally since November 1995.”

More than 1,000 political prisoners remain in

Burmese jails and political turmoil has in-

creased dramatically since Suu Kyi’s party held

a congress at her home in Rangoon in May. It is

clear the dictators are also running out of pa-

tience with Suu Kyi’s quiet but growing power
over her own people and with her vast army of
admirers overseas. This one diminutive woman
provides all too rare and living proof that one
human spirit in pursuit of truth and justice is a

force impervious to generals, tanks, and mili-

tary decrees.

The military junta, the State Law and Order
Restoration Council, in May locked up more
than 250 members of Suu Kyi’s National
League for Democracy in a pathetically unsuc-

cessful attempt to block the party congress, held

mainly in the Lady’s front garden with huge
foreign media coverage. Amnesty says it cannot

confirm government statements that 169 of the

congress deputies have been freed, but it re-

mains “seriously concerned” by the confirmed
detention of at least 26 others. In addition, the

military in June issued a sweeping new decree

promising 20 years in jail for anyone merely

expressing political views - an enactment wor-
thy of George Orwell’s 1984 Thought Police.

International pressure must be intensified

against this police state, which is as worthy~of
_

tbe label “pariah” as any Middle Eastern ter-

rorist dictatorship. The pressure is indeed

mounting, but unfortunately it took the shock-

ing case of a diplomatic consul to wake up
European companies doing business with the

generals. James Leander Nichols, an honorary

consul for Denmark, Finland, Norway, and
Switzerland, died in prison in June under un-

clear circumstances. He had been jailed for

three years for the heinous crime of “operating

home telephones and fax machines without

permission.”

The European Union and the United States

are now threatening economic sanctions against

Burma and some firms have already started the

bail rolling. The US Pepsi-Cola withdrew its

stake from a Burma venture earlier this year.

Danish brewer Carlsberg recently bowed to

threats of a consumer boycott and scrapped

plans to invest in Burma. Last week the Dutch
Heineken NV withdrew from Burma and can-

celed its business activities with the country’s

Myanmar Brewery Ltd.

This is the only international censure dicta-

tors really understand Such boycotts should
now be intensified to target the rulers’ fatuous

Visit Burma Year, with the object of hitting

hard the billion dollar investments foreigners

have made in more than 30 new hotel and
tourist projects. The government has already

revised its estimate of half a million visitors for

the year to 200,000. For as long as Suu Kyi and
her democracy campaigners are persecuted, that

should be seen as still 200,000 too many.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
TELECOMMUTING

Sir, - The Friday, June 28 edition

made two interesting points: first

that the Tel Aviv area may well

become one of the most densely

populated regions in the world, and

second, that Tel Aviv has now sur-

passed the rest of the country in

terms of air pollution - a dubious

honor, to say the least

There is a simple solution that can

ease both of these problems:
telecommuting.

A US employers are beginning to

understand, there are often people in

a company whose physical presence

in the office is unnecessary. Those

who can and want to work at home,

either part- or full-time, should be

encouraged to so. There will be less

pollution from automobiles, less

traffic and the company will require

less office space, thus reducing the

cost of maintaining that employee.

Gan Yavne. SUSAN CNASIN

SMOKING AT AIRPORT
Sir, - Thank you for publishing

my letter regarding smoking in the

arrival lounge at Ben-Gurion Air-

port (“Smoking at airport,” J.P.,

June 26). I recently received a reply

from me Commissioner for Public

Complaints there.

“We have checked the matter of

smoking at the airport and discov-

ered that according to the law Ben-

Gurion Airport is not considered “a

public area” in this matter and

therefore is not required to prohibit

smoking.”

If there are any readers who can

explain to me in what way Ben-

Gurion Airport is not “a public

area,” I would be extremely

grateful.

In all fairness, they did express

long-term plans to introduce an edu-

cational campaign to limit smoking
at the airport. Unfortunately, with-

out the backing of law, this attempt

is doomed to failure.

DR. MENACHEM GROSS
Jerusalem.

GALA PERFORMANCE
Sir, - The recent gala perfor-

mance outside the newly lit Old City

walls was neither scheduled nor in-

tended as a religious event Yet the

plaintive shofar piece for Ron Arad

and tiie chorale "Zek Eli Ve'an-

vehu" surely touched the hearts of

both performers and listeners. I be-

lieve it brought out the pinteleyid in

all concerned and was assuredly

what the word at large would wish

to hear from the eternally Holy City.

Jerusalem. ROBERT CRAMER
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Hollow sentiment
B Y all accounts it was a most

impressive speech. At the

same lime ii was an
unprecedented historical event

winch was supposed to signal the

end of a period of bitter enmity

and the beginning of a new rela-

tionship based on friendship and
cooperation.

As a member of the audience. I

can testify that the words and the

setting had a special sense of
drama, as if history was being

made.
The speech in question was

delivered to the Knesset by
Lithuanian President Algirdas

Brazauskas on March 1. 1995 dur-

ing the first official visit made by a
Lithuanian president to the Jewish

state.

Given the massive and zealous

participation of Lithuanians in die

murder of Jews during the

Holocaust, Brazauskas’s trip to

Israel was of historic significance.

Lithuania bad been occupied by
the Soviet Union for almost five

decades following World War D
and only after obtaining its inde-

pendence could it truly confront its

-bloody role retheFinatfkflirtkm. f.

'« The visit- -by President*

Brazauskas was. ihiact, planned to

mark the beginning of a new era in

relations between Jews and
Lithuanians. Any such develop-

ment had to be preceded, however,

by a forthright admission of the

widespread Lithuanian complicity

in the Holocaust, and a genuine
expression of contrition and a
request for forgiveness.

It was expected, moreover; that

these declarations would be
accompanied by an unequivocal

commitment to prosecute the war
criminals who had still not been

brought tojustice and by a promise
that' the rehabilitations which had
been illegally granted in Lithuania

to Nazi collaborators would be
revoked.

Only after a firm commitment
on all four issues had been made
by Brazauskas could Lithuanians

and Jews begin to think of a better

future.

President Brazauskas said all

those things in his speech, and he
said diem in a way which touched
the hearts of many Israelis. After

speaking about the important role

Jews had played in prewar
Lithuania and the achievements of
its flourishing Jewish community,
he stated:

"L the president of Lithuania,

bow my head to the memory of
the more than 200,000 Jews of
Lithuania who were killed. 1 ask

EFRAIM ZUROFF

you for forgiveness for those

Lithuanians who ruthlessly killed,

shot, deported and robbed Jews.

“These are not easy words to

pronounce. Not only Israel and the

Jews need them. They are likewise

needed by Lithuania and the

Lithuanians.

“That is so because the

Holocaust of the Jews was also the

misfortune of Lithuania. Thai is so

To Israelis the

Lithuanian leader

said ail the right

things. But when it

came to indicting

Nazi war criminals

his actions spoke

louder than words

. only way^to- ^hieve^
Ii&on.^and &^bonun^ to.-,

terms with history is through an
acknowledgment of the truth.

“It is notenoughjust toask for for-

giveness. & is necessary constantly

to be aware of what occurred.”

Besides these declarations,

moreover, the Lithuanian presi-

dent spoke of his efforts to

advance the joint Lithuanian-Zszael

commission of inquiry regarding

the rehabilitations. He made an
unequivocal and - very important

promise that those responsible for

the crimes of the Holocaust would
be brought to justice. He said, "We
are prepared to prosecute war
criminals and will do so publicly,

consistently and conscientiously.”

Judged by the reaction of his

audience, Brazauskas’s speech
was a great success and achieved

the desired impact The historic

obstacles had ostensibly been
removed by the president’s painful

admissions and the path was now
clear for improved relations

between Jews and Lithuanians.

AYEAR and a quarter later, how-
ever. Brazauskas’s promises ring

increasingly hollow, and the
arrival in 'Vilnius last month of
accused Nazi war criminal

Alexandras Lileikis only rein-

forces the growing realization that

Lithuania is incapable of dealing

with its bloody record during

World War IL

For almost two years, various

groups, including the Wlesenthal

Center, have been urging the

Lithuanian government to ask for

the extradition from the US of
Lileikis. who headed the

Lithuanian Security Police

(Saugumas) in the Vilna district

and played an extremely important

role in- the annihilation of
Lithuanian Jewry. (This is particu-

larly important because Lileikis

could not be prosecuted for his

crimes in the US and US efforts to

deport turn could have taken years,

whereas a Lithuanian extradition

request would have been given

priority.)

Instead ofdoing so. however, the

Lithuanian authorities made every

effort to delay taking such action,

using absurd and ridiculous excus-

es.

In effect, their tactics would
have succeeded (Lileikis is already

in his late 80s) but for a surprising

development. Lileilds recently

learned that his case was being
investigated in both Poland and
IsraeL Fearing extradition to either

country, decided that Lithuania

-was tbesafestplace to go-- •*.
.

.. Despite -the feet that the procu-
rator-general of Lithuania has
extremely incriminating evidence

against Lileikis. the man was not

arrested upon his arrival in

Vilnius. In fact, it is highly doubt-

ful whether he. will ever be put on
trial. And in this respect, prece-

dent augurs well for his future.

At least four other Lithuanian

Nazi collaborators forced to leave

the US for concealing their

wartime activities have already

returned to Lithuania, including

Lileikis's assistant Kazys
Gtmzauskas. None of them has

been put on trial.

If we add the highly unsatisfac-

tory level of cooperation by the

Lithuanians on the joint commis-
sion to investigate the rehabilita-

tions, we see that President

Brazauskas’s speech was little

more than an empty gesture. It was
designed to pave the way for

unproved relations - perhaps wife

Israelis and Jews, but most of all

with the US.
Every day that passes without

Lileikis being arretted and indict-

ed Brazauskas’s words ring hoi-

lower and bollower, providing
conclusive proof that in Lithuania,

for for too many people, Nazi col-

laborators remain heroes rather

than villains.

The writer directs the Simon
Wlesenthal Center in Jerusalem.

PICTURE POSTSCRIPT

DAVID LEVY
Sir, - David Levy’s behavior over

the years, as documented in your
editorial of July 4, “Who's the

boss?” reveal an egomania that

knows no bounds. That oar foreign

minister was willing to humiliate his

prime minister in his presence and

before the media is an intolerable

affront. Levy has always desired to

be sole spokesman for anything that

would serve his dreams of aggran-

dizement and he succeeded all too

well, throwing a spoke into the

wheels of the state.

PROF. ROBERT KENNETH
Risbon Lezion.

SAFETY BEGINS AT
HOME

Sir, - IfPrime Minister Binyamin

Netanyahu wants to convince the

Israeli public that he is interested in

our security and safety he should

begin a! home and insure the safety

an security of his wife and children.

No one, whether an adult or child,

should ride a horse or even pose for

photographs ox one July 5)

without wearing appropriate protec-

tive head gear and having profes-

sional instruction.

KATHY SALMANSON
Jerusalem.

Walk around Dougie van Heerden’s baobab - all 46.8 meters around - and you thinh. &!«
Step inside, where van Heerden has carved out a bar that seats a dozen people comfortably and
you think; very big tree. Van Heerden, of Duiweiskioof, South Africa, rents the baobab out for
private gatherings. One evening, 56 partiers squeezed inside the tree. (AP)

ALEXANDER ZVIELLI

AS the yeare go by the

memory of my sister, par-

ents and grandparents

gradually fades. They perished

without trace at the time of the

Warsaw Ghetto uprising and I fre-

quently wonder how to preserve

their memory.

They seem like mythical figures

to my children and grandchildren,

who will never have an opportu-

nity to find their unmarked

graves. The few miraculously-

saved old photos hardly convey

much ofa message. And the ques-

tion remains: What can be done to

preserve the chain of family con-

tinuity?

An interesting answer was pro-

vided by some American visitors

who attended the first internation-

al gathering of Holocaust sur-

vivors in Jerusalem in 1981. They
brought with them memorial

stones of all shapes and sizes.

These were later placed in a cave

in the Valley of Lost

Communities.
This initiative clearly indicated

tbe survivors* need for something

beyond a single, all-embracing

monument. It reflected their inner

yearning for a more personal

arrangement
Yad Vashem somewhat reluc-

tantly welcomed tbe Americans'

bold initiative. But many years

passed before it finally agreed to

put up, in return for payment,

plaques memorializing any fami-

ly that perished in the Holocaust

Then in May Yad Vashem’s
board of directors decided, on the

recommendation of chairman

Avner Shalev, to halt all plans for

a memorial cave where survivors

and their families could purchase

plaques for permanent display.

The objections . ostensibly

stemmed from the question of
whether it was right to demand
payment for the plaques. The
board added, however, that any-

one who had already ordered a

plaque could go ahead.

I INFINITELY regret tbe board’s

decision. There is nothing I would
like more than to see my original

family name modestly displayed

on an individual plaque some-
where in or near die Valley of
Lost Communities,
Some 30 years ago I suggested

h similarscheme to Yad Vashem.
Holocaust victims, I said-deserve

more titan just their names cata-

logued and computerized in Yad
Vashem’s register. Whenever pos-

sible, they deserve to be. com-
memorated individually.

But I understood back then that

A scheme to bring

those who perished

in the Holocaust

symbolically to

Jerusalem

Yad Vashem had a different set oi

priorities. It was listing and inter-

viewing survivors, and was bus)

doing historical research. It took

excellent care of Righteous
Gentiles, allowing them to plain

trees and put up plaques, and il

.welcomed* magnificent project!

suggested by wealthy donors.

But if 30 years ago Yad Vashem
lacked organizational experience

and faced financial problems,
today its situation is far better.

' Time is passing. With
Holocaust research becoming
more and more limited, now may
be the time for Yad Vashem to

reconsider implementing the indi-

vidual plaque scheme. A single
cave might be too small for such
an ambitious undertaking, but the
forest dedicated to the memory of
the Six Million would be emi-
nently suitable.

As to payment for such a ser-
vice, I see nothing wrong in it. In
fact I wouldn’t expect anything
else. Having one’s family name
engraved on a memorial plaque is

a personal affair. Those who
couldn’t afford it could be
helped. The details could surely
be worked out in a democratic
way.
Many of us in Israel and abroad

have changed our original names.

Family members and friends
might thus be unaware of our
existence, and we of theirs.
A family memorial plaque

might attract the attention of vis-
iting relatives or friends dispersed
worldwide who never knew, we
lived here; and it would remind
my children and grandchildren of
their roots.

An individual memorial plaque
bearing my original family name
would assure the symbolic pres-
ence of my family here in
Jerusalem.

Weren't the Six Million granted
honorary citizenship of the State
of Israel by our national institu-

tions?

Let’s mark it in metal or stonfi-

We owe it to the Holocaust vic-

to world Jewry,, and to our-
selves.

The writer isafreelanced-. .
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Love Affair
Are Israeli-American ties in jeopardy?
By Gershom Gorenberg

B
enjamin Netanyahu loves America— its

power, its media, its politics—- and his crip

to Washington this week as prime minister

ofIsrael will be the high point ofa lifelong

romance. But Netanyahus emotional attachment

to the country in which he’s spent a third ofhis

life throws a potentially explosive twist into the

two countries’ relationship.

Built into Netanyahu s psyche, I suspect, is

.a strong proclivity to regard disagreements with

the United States— and specially pressure for

compromise with the Arabs— as betrayal in a

personal sense. There’s a risk that Netanyahu is

heading ro reenact the faded political Jove affair

between his fathers generation of right-wing

Zionists and the British Empire.

Insiders naturally downplay the possibility

of conflict. “There was very good chemistry,”

when Clinton and Netanyahu met four years ago,

says Dore Gold, Netanyahu’s foreign policy advis-

er. "They’re not far apart in age. And they both

know what a good campaign is.”

But personal rapport aside, basic policy dif-

ferences divide the two leaders. The United

States, as one foreign diplomat here notes, sees a

“strategic interest” in an IsraeU-Syrian peace

accord. “It would end the Hezbollah operation in

Lebanon. Ir would end die Arab-Israeli conflict.

It would isolate Iran.” But ifNetanyahu sticks to

fiis oft-declared vow that the Golan Heights

remain in Israeli hands, the talks with Syria

and Washingtons dream of a comprehensive

regional peace— may be history.

There are also latent conflicts over Israel’s

relations 'with the Palestinians. The United

States has signed the Oslo accords, which

Netanyahu has compared derisively to the

Munich Pact. The deal, which the U.S. will

push Netanyahu to honor, obligates Israel to

give up moss: ofHebron immediately and to •

carry out the first of three “further redeploy-

ments” in the West Bank in August— diplo-

speak for ceding more land to Palestinian rule.

Wriggling out of those commitments is a recipe

for iension with Washington.

The Clintori adminisaation has lirde to

gain from a public feud with Netanyahu before

the ‘96 election, and torpedoing the peace

process .isn’t good domestic politics for Bibi,

either. But, while pundits have made much ot

Bibi’s pragmatism, this trait wiU have to battle

with other instincts he learned at his facers

knee: territorial maximalism, reverence tor

power, belief in the nation as organic unit.

Netanyahu inherited a visceral attachment to the

idea of Greater Israel and a deep suspicion that

outside powers will betray this virion.

Netanyahus father, Bcnzion, now 86, was a

disciple and dose associate ofVladimirJabotinsky,

the fiery nationalistwho founded die pre-state

Revisionist Zionist movement. Reading Benjamin

Netanyahu’s 1993 book,A PlaceAmong the

Nations: Israeland the World, is like holding a

seance with Jabotinsk/s ghost. Netanyahu spends

pages attacking Britain's 1922 decision to give

Transjordan to the Arabs rather than indude it in

the plannedJewish national home. This was a

burning issue in pre-state days but not one that

usually exercises Israelis in their ’40s.

Much ofNetanyahu’s book is devoted ro a

tragic, long-ago political love story, one that

might well repeat itself In his telling, Zionism as

a young movement enjoyed wide support in the

West, particularly in Britain. In turn, theJews

proved to be Britain’s one true ally in the Mideast

in WorldWar I, when Jabotinsky formed a Jewish

Legion to fight on the allied side. At Versailles,

the betrothal was sealed with the British mandate

over Palestine, aimed at creating the Jewish

national home.

He names the next chapter “BetrayaL”

Unfaithful from the start, the British— or rather,

the Foreign Office Arabists who abducted policy

— tore offTransjordan, stopped Jewish immigra-

tion and taught die Arabs anti-Zionism. Rather

than building a Jewish state as the one safe base in

the Mideast, they aimed at making the Arab world

into a pro-British federation.

Netanyahu’s account echoes Jabotinskys

intense identification with the West and his bit-

terness at Britain’s “betrayal” What’s more, in

Netanyahu’s eyes, die pattern ofperfidy recurs:

the West supports Israel until 1967, then falls for

Arab propaganda. “The betrayal ofZionism by

the WesT
0
is expressed in demands that Israel

make concessions. Consciously or not,

Netanyahu seems to say treachery is inevitable.

This sense of foreboding implicit in Bibi s

view ofthe West and of the United States coexists

with extreme pro-Americanism. His inner circle

is packed with Americanized or American-born •

Israelis: Gold, political mentor Moshe Arens,

media, adviser David Bar-Hlan. For an economic

platform, Bibi imported made-in-the-USA sup-

ply-side economics. After his election, he set up a

U.S.-siyle national security council. During the

campaign, he broke with Israeli tradition and, a la

American campaigners, appeared regularly with

his wife. In what may have been the most bizarre

-I*

moment of his political career, he appeared three

years ago on national TV to confess his unfaith-

fulness to her.

Yet Bibi’s intense desire for American

approval coexists with a political ideology largely

at odds with American interests. In his book,

Netanyahu argues that Israel remains the one reli-

able, pro-Western stare in the region, Americas

one sure ally. As Israeli historian Anita Shapira

puts it, “The parallel with the past is his view that

we are a bulwark of the West in the Middle-East,

rather than part of the Middle East” The United

States, by contrast, doesn’t want an alliance with

Israel in opposition to the Arab world. It wants a

coalition of allies in the area. Shimon Peres

embraced Americas vision ofan Israel integrated

into the Middle East. Bibi does noL

That doesn’t mean a blow-up is inevitable.

Netanyahu might find proposals creative enough

to keep the peace process going— Gold is confi-

dent that’s possible— or at least to maintain the

appearance ofprogress. Joseph Alphcr, head of

the American Jewish Committee’s Israel-Middle

East office, notes that the prime minister’s circle

includes figures “with a strong pragmatic streak,

who don’t want ro be blamed for ending the

peace process.” But the Likud also includes rejec-

rionists like Ze’ev (Beni) Begin and Ariel Sharon,

and its governing coalition boasts parties even

further to the right.

IfWashington does demand greater flexibil-

ity from a Netanyahu government, it won’t be the

first rime the U.S. has pressured Israel. But, com-

pared to Yitzhak Rabins battles with the Ford

administration, or Yitzhak Shamir’s with George

Bush, Netanyahu will probably respond much
more stridently. Not only will he lobby sympa-

thetic members ofCongress and ask the U.S.

Jewish community ro do the same, he’ll appeal

directly to the American public.

In soundbites for domestic consumption,

Netanyahu will probably use the time-honored

Zionist term: “betrayal” He’s likely to blame

Stale Department Arabists for hijacking the poli-

cies ofthe country he so admires. The tone will

likely be hyperbole, if not fury.

Benjamin Netanyahu may be the most

American prime minister Israel has ever had. For

preasely that reason, the longstanding Israeli-

American love affair may be in for a rocky spell.

© 1996, The New Republic

Partisan politics

delay budget deal

By Robert Novak

P
resident Clinton, in a recent private conversation with

Republican norable Jack Kemp, agreed thar he probably could

make a budget deal with Senate Majority Leader Trent Lon
were it not for partisan politicians in both parties.

Seated next to the president at a White House breakfast, Kemp
commended his good friend Lott to Clinton. Now that Lon has

replaced Republican presidential candidate Bob Dole as majority

leader, Kemp suggested Lott, Clinton and House Budget Commirree

Chairman John Kasich would need only 10 minutes ro agree on bal-

ancing the budget in seven years with a cut in capital gains tax rates.

Whether sincerely or just to be polite, Clinron allowed that

might be so. However, Kemp responded, hard-nosed members of

Congress from each side of the aisle w'ould not let that happen.

Clinton smiled and added, “That’s probably true.”

Non-Republican Powell

The intimate meeting between Dole and Gen. Colin Powell

that enhanced speculation about a Dole-Powell Republican ticket

mighr, in fact, have ended any chance for that combination.

According to well-placed sources. Dole left the meeting with

this attitude: Although he likes and respects the general and wants his

active support, Powell is not really much ofa Republican.

Powell has agreed to campaign for Dole in mutually acceptable

places, but ftiends say he has not decided whether to go to San Diego

for the Republican National Convention in August. He will attend

only if Dole has revealed his vice presidential choice by then.

Defend Craig Livingstone

More than 10 months before the FBI files affair made him a

national figure, Craig Livingstone was collecting money for a legal

defense fund.

Democrats last year received a letter from Wally Chalmers, a

well-known Democratic operative, seeking money for White House

aide Livingstone’s legal expenses. Chalmers said Livingstone needed

representation in connection with investigations into Vincenr Foster’s

death and the White House travel office firings.

The Office of Government Ethics has no record of a legal

defense fund for Livingstone, though it is required by law. Chalmers

told me a Nov. 16 fund-raiser produced $3,600, and coral funds

raised were around $8,000 - hardly a dent in Livingstone’s current

legal needs.

Secretary Mitchell?

Former Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell is being men-

tioned as a leading prospect to be U.S. Secretary of Stare if Clinron is

re-elected and Warren Christopher, as expected, returns to Los

Angeles to practice law.

UN Ambassador Madeleine Albright has long been considered

the front-runner to succeed Christopher. However, Mitchell is highly

regarded by Clinton, who wanted to name him co the U.S. Supreme

Court when he resigned from the Senace in 1994. Mitchell is well

thought of at the U.S. State Department as a result of his trouble-

shooting diplomatic mission to Northern Ireland.

Mitchell was set to become commissioner of baseball once the

sport settled its labor problems. Bur since the owners and players have

yet to reach agreement, it is unclear whether he still is in line for the

$1 million-a-year job.

Stubborn Republican

U.S. Rep. Wes Cooley, the freshman Republican from Oregon,

is running for re-election despite impassioned pleas from his party’s

leaders that he step aside to save his congressional seat for the GOP.

Party sources say the principal plea came from U.S. Rep. Bill

Paxon, chairman ofthe House Republican campaign commirree.

Paxon told Cooley that he cannot be re-elected because of charges that

he concealed his current marriage so that his wife could receive benefits

as a wax widow and charges thar he falsified his Korean War record.

Privare GOP polls show that there is no chance rhat Cooley can

be elected in November but that any other Republican would be

elected from the district.

Robert Novak is a nationally syndicated columnist ofthe Chicago

Sun-Times.
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Bob Dole’s new policy

coordinator* lacks vision

By Michael Crowley

Your presidential campaign

has a dead battery. Your

stump speeches don’t ener-

gize crowds or move the polls.

Voters see you as an inside player, a

legislative sausagemaker without a

compelling rationale for your can-

didacy or a coherent vision for

your presidency. What to do?

If you’re Bob Dole, you turn

to a 1970s-era bureaucratic opera-

tor who’s also spent years in

Washington in service of no par-

ticular ideology. That man is

Donald Rumsfeld, who has held ,

four Cabinet posts and has

become policy coordinator for the

Dole campaign. His job will be to

choose and oversee teams of poli-

cy brainstormers. According to

Bob Woodward’s new book, The

Choice. Rumsfeld s also near the

top of Dole’s running-mate wish-

list.

But Rumsfeld hardly seems

the perfect “10" Dole claims to be

seeking. So why is Dole so enam-

ored ofhim? The connection is

personal. The two served in

Congress together and have been

close since the Nixon administra-

tion. When Rumsfeld aborted his

1988 run for the presidency, he

quickly backed Dole instead of the

favorite, George Bush. Ic’s easy to

see why the two get along. Both are

establishnje&t^process

Rjqpublieai^ Dole; is>well-known «

to behappifesrwhen surrounded by

familiar faces from his generation.

Ic’s also true that the famously

undisciplined Dole, who at times

in past weeks has seemed to be

next door to each other in the

Cannon office building. After turn-

ing down Nixons offer of the GOP

chairmanship, Rumsfeld accepted

the NATO ambassadorship in

1 970. But it was under former

president Gerald Ford, another
'

sometime congressional ally, that

Rummy shone brightest. Ford /

picked him as his chief of staff and

he later served as Secretary of

Defense. ..

It’s Hbng that Rumsfeld's

most notable political legacy is

probably "Rumsfelds Rules, a

blend of political aphorisms and.

dos and don’ts of running the'

.

For when it comes to

vision, Rumsfeld

(“Rummy” to

friends) is a little like

George Bush without

the thank-you notes.

White House collected from his

days under Ford. Together the

snippets form a short manual that

preaches corporate-like manage-

ment structure and efficient use of

subordinates. “The President s key

assets are b is words and his rime,

reads a typical entry. “Help him

allocate each with care. It sounds

pretty banal, but a few recent

^^g^^xationsicould^have be^ifefit-

^^^^i.Sttch banality.':

The managerial skills exhibit-

ed in his “Rules” served Rumsfeld

well during a long private-sector

inp^weekstos^nMtoDc ^0^0^ ^priTubk dT<i-

ESKK. whose stock soared more^an50°

new policy coordinator seems likely
percent under

^
rogn^nd the

only » make matters worse.
technology pan C*neml

For when it comes to vision,
Tmtrument

,

Rumsfeld (“Rummy” to friends) is
Rumsfeld earned hrmsdfsmretsl

a little like George Bush without

the thank-you notes. He’s a con-

summate insider, an Ivy League

WASP with a double-barreled

Beltway resume but not much ide-

ological firmness. Like Bush, the

64-year-old Rumsfeld was first a

fighter pilot, then a congressman.

He represented a Cook County,

Illinois, district in the House in the

1960s, and he and Dole worked

millions along the way, and a place

among Fortune’s 10 roughest

bosses in America. •

While Rumsfeld’s style may

have translated into profits in the

corporate world, in Washington it

sometimes burned bridges. His tac-

tics left him many enemies in the

House. “Typical Rumsfeld, noted

Bob Haldeman in his diary after

Rummy faked out Nixons staff in

pursuit of sui administration
job in

1972. “Rather slimy maneuver,

Haldeman called it, which is some-

thing considering the source. But

few found much ideological pas-

sion behind Rumsfelds climb. Pat

Buchanan called him a “party prag-

matist of vast ambition and no set-

tled political philosophy." .

In 1988, Rumsfeld flirted

with his own presidential run.

Columnist George Will even

droolead over the “hardness in his

gaze and temperament,” and

pitched him as a potential ^
“Republican'heartthrob" to succeed

Ronald Reagan. But, a litde like

Dole today, Rumsfeld found that

the qualities that served him well

inside official Washington— his

pragmatism and ability to get

things done— did not serve him

well on the big stage, where voters

demanded a vision..His exit

announcement reflected the lack of

flair on the campaign trail that had

so quickly sunk his bid; “For a dark

horse,' the probable imbalance of

revenues and expenses early in the

• campaign raises the specter of a

deficit ofseveral millions of dol-

lars.” he droned. I am unwilling

to proceed on a deficit basis.

There is, however, one

important exception to Rumsfelds

blurry political philosophy, and it

oouid have important implications

as he helps shape Dole’s platform.

• Rumsfeld approaches hawk purity

and is likely to encourage the Dole

defenie. Unde? N&fe Rumsfeld :

was suspicious ofdetente with

Russia, opposed the SAIT II treaty

and won bigger Pentagon budgets.

Today, he champions the proposed

missile defense system that Dole

continues to tout, particularly in

defense-industry-rich California.

Yet this will probably prove

to be small change given Doles

general lack of focus. The rap

against Dole is that he doesn’t

knewwhy he wants to be presi-

dent. How is Rumsfeld, a man

who didn’t even know why he

wanted to be president, supposed

- to find the answer?

Michael Crawley is a reporterfir The

New Republic, in which this article

firstappeared.

© 1996, The New Republic
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102 ‘Annabel Lee' pod

103Shaw evidenca of

104 Young min
105 God dub

107 Sea water

108Jota
ilitndotere

113 Timber piece

114AirportWo
115 Commerce
116'Ctean—

'

117 Mine produa

118 Male ortsprmg

119Prea monogram

120 Actress RigS

121'Eoropean

finch . .

122 Society

woman
125 Freedom of

expression

120Hd*uate
129 Historic .. . .

.

130 safety.

131 GBUadpent-
l32Helpacrlmind :

WgSOtrmun
134 Received wages

135 Pitcher

1 Precipitated

2 German painter

Max—
3 Actress Sommer
4Teat ske
5 Openwork atrucbne

B Shrewd
7 SUtject

6 Wtakl cover
SComodbnPhHps
10Make pure

llJob-nletyagcy.
12 Pod vegetable

13 Perceived

14 Free ticket

15 Cover
IbScfltude

17 Broncos' QB •

18 Fine tableware

. 22 Eve’s gmndaon

23 Streetcar Brit

24 Caught sight of
-

26 Female deer

30 Make tun of

34EM0O
.35Away
36-— UtearatoleE-

37 Refer to

39 Uko the ocean

40 Quid pro—
41 Writer Levin

- 42RockyMl
43 Baflfctg question.

44SotdlweM saloon
40 Woodwind

Instrument

47Y0ungchM
48Yoke—
49 Lighted

50 Slowly: must
51 Of Ue ' '

52 Actress Oteuth
S3Hadasnack

'

54 Cedar Rapids

ooflaga

56*Norma—' •

57 Island instrument

58Aew*sJoersie—
61 Favorite

-82 Common

contraction

63 North Star

64 Attempt
66 Ctdded
67 Wyoming city

69TsketnU cuteody

70 Salad ingrodknt

71 Tooth layer

73 Londorft Sg

—

76 Daisy

—

76 Evi
79 Actress Weid

80 Model Carol—
81 Grade tear
82 Annoy
83 Wipe out

85 Passenger vehicle

86 Crafty

07 Onion's cousin

88 Actor Votghl

09 Wraft

90 Ramose Lost
chancier

92 Entertained

94 HOfl

98 Dansor or Turner

97 Doctor's org.

90 Garden tool

99Typeofwredh
101 Work unit

102Ms. ZBdara

109 Strutted

105 Baby’shat

108 Sberian plain

107Cook slowly

108Actor Jsmee—
109 UcortaHfce flavor

110 Trait carrier

111 IteBan resort

112Sportypace
113 Maine

—

115 Giant

llBNewHarpattre
•town

1 18 BOW'S order

110 Cotege official

120 Venison source

121 Freight boat

123 Actress Mery-
124 Three: praL

126 Palm led

127 FOod fish
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Open Air PM newspaper

makes a New York debut
. jrtiU ji:«

By Scott Malcolmson

F
our thousand years ago, the rabbi said,

“there was an Abraham. This Abraham

set out to change the world. He was not

popular." Yet Abraham created “the bedrock of

civilization the rabbi said. “We have here

today another Abraham. Abraham Hirschfeld."

The man ofwhom rhe rabbi spoke did not

blush at the comparison. For Abe Hirschfeld

fancies himselfa parriarch, roo: of lire, upbeat

news, the odd bit of puffery for political

friends, wire copy, multi -culri good feelings and

unedited (or so he promises) reporting. In other

words, all the most baleful journalistic trends in

one small daily afternoon paper. Hirschfeld

plans to fund it with paid-for obituaries. How
strangely appropriate.

Atop the New York hotel he owns, the

Pennsylvania, in a rarely used ballroom where

Tommy Dorsey once reigned, Abe Hirschfeld

was announcing the new project, to be called

Open Air PM, which was to begin publication

three days later. (It did.) And so gathered the

rabbi, a roomful of cronies and the actress Sylvia

Miles, who graciously said a few words to cover

the absence ofNew \brk Lieutenant Gov.

Elizabeth McCaughey Ross, a last-minure no-

show.

Three years ago, Hirschfeld, a real estate

magnate and sometime political panjandrum,

briefly owned the newspaper founded by

Alexander Hamilton, the New York Post, Its first

issue with Hirschfeld at the helm was, he said,

“che only edition in the history ofthe press to

become a collectors item." He doesric mention

chat it became a collectors item because it

viciously attacked its new owner. The cover illus-

tration showed a weeping Alexander Hamilton.

For a rime, the Post editorial staffwouldn’t allow'

Hirschfeld into the newsroom.

The exuberant owner famously kissed a

pained Pete Hamill, then che Posts editor, who

was revered by all of hackdom as a Yeltsin-on-

the-tank figure trying to save the hapless tabloid.

Hirschfeld has a New Yorker cartoon of

the kiss framed on the wall behind his desk.

The couple ofweeks rhar he ran the Post have

burned in his memory, and he spent the next

three years, he says, dreaming of having a paper

again. Hirschfeld. who emigrated to New York

from Israel in 1 950. made his fortune by build-

ing multi-story garages without wails— “open-

air” garages: now he has decided to start a

newspaper named after his revolutionary park-

ing concept.

These days all hackdom seems to be par-

taking in an understandable conspiracy to

ignore Hirschfeld. His new venture has elicited

squibs here and there, but not the sort of cover-

age you would expect when a new daily starts

up in Manhattan. This is probably because

Hirschfeld, like USA Todays Al Neuharth of a

decade ago, is a professional nightmare: He has

loads of cash and believes char journalism is an

essentially trivial occupation. Thar New Yorks

dailies and weeklies have, on the whole, been

making themselves increasingly trivial over che

past few years docs not make Hirschfeld any

more appetizing a vision. (Who would ever

have guessed that society columns would make

a comeback?) Ifsuccessful, he could make The

New York Observerlook like Le Monde
Diplomatique,

A few weeks before the Open Air PM
launch, he seems a man filled with purpose. On
a Monday morning in his offices atop the

The last editor quit when
Hirschfeld told him there

would be no editing.

Hotel Pennsylvania, he is wrapping up the

usual eight o'clock meeting with the editor and

general manager of his new venture. The editor,

Eric Gerard, is the second to hold this post in

the paper’s short life. The last editor quit when
Hirschfeld told him there would be no editing.

The owner had decided earlier that day that

editing gets in the way ofa writers voice.

Hirschfeld wants strong opinions, strongly

expressed. Gerard, formerly of Real Estate

Weekly, says he plans to do some editing, but

lighdy. There have also, incidentally, been three

managing editors so far, and one copy chief

who offered to quit the very day she scaned

work.

So the meeting is brisk. The editor asks

permission to do a profile. Hirschfeld says OK.

I notice on che couch a stack ofwide ties in var-

ious colors, all printed with a crossword-puzzle

design. According to a timorous source,

Hirschfeld had had these made when he took

over rhe Post, and when he was forced out, he

cook his ties with him. Now he’s giving them

away again.

The morning meeting over, Hirschfeld sits

down for a talk He shows me a dummy issue.

He emphasizes the mission ofthe paper: to pro-

vide upbeat news and to encourage harmony

among the races. Some articles will be in

Spanish. A section headline announces “Black

News." A small pen-and-ink drawing on the

cover illustrates the harmony idea. It shows

DonaldTrump, Michael Jackson, Barbra

Streisand and Abe Hirschfeld. At the paper’s

earlyJune launch party, Hirschfeld pointed to a

black man on the dais and explained chat each

issue would feature “a complete section of black

arrides." He also invited a Hispanic man to

speak, who delivered a briefaddress in Spanish

before conduding, in English, “I hope you

understand what I said.” Hirschfeld certainly

didn’t— he knows no Spanish. But he does

know chat Spanish-speakeis exist and presum-

ably will die and buy obituaries like everyone

else.

Like the open-air garages before it, the

success ofOpen Air PM will depend on a com-

mercial innovation: the chance to write, for a

fee, your own obituary (in advance), or obituar-

ies for your loved one, employer or employee.

Illustrations are optionaL Hirschfeld says a cor-

poration can deduct the expense ofan obituary

for an employee from its taxes. Obituaries alone

are supposed to cover, he says, “for more than

the cost of che newspaper.” One wonders: How
many must die that this newspaper might live?

ScottL Maleomson is the author most recently of
“Empire's Edge: Travels in South-Eastern Europe,

Turkey and CentralAsia*

© 1996, The New Republic
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Whitewater: Where do

the Clintons stand?

ByAlan Dershowitz

The conviction ofArkansas Gov. Jim Guy Tucker and che

McDougals by Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr poses

potential problems for rhe Clintons which transcend the

political opportunism ofthe Al D’Amatos and the Newt Gingnchs

of che world. The real danger to them is that one or more of the

convicted defendants— who now face serious prison time will

decide to cooperate with the independent counsel in exchange for

a reduced sentence. Such cooperation can mean che difference

between a long prison term and a slap on the wrist.

• There is a great temptation by convicted defendants to tell

prosecutors what they want to hear. Sometimes this requires cre-

ative fiction. Other times it can be accomplished by stretching che

truth just a bit, or by describing ambiguous events more dearly

than they actually occurred. Often it simply means telling the

unpleasant truth about friends and associates.

Professional prosecutors have always been skeptical of

“bought witnesses” who ay to “trade up” in order to help themselves.

One experienced federal prosecutor, now a judge, lectures to prosecu-

tors around die country about che rides inherent in believing such wit-

nesses- He recommends that witnesses who have something to-gain by

incriminating others should not be used, except as sources ofinforma-

tion, and that every bit ofinformation provided by such witnesses

should be independently corroborated. This would be a wise rule for

the independent counsels office to follow, in the event that any ofdie

convicted defendants become cooperating witnesses. The same rule

should be followed in respect to those defendants currently feeing trial

as well -as to “targets" and “subjects” ofongoing investigations.

One expected consequence of the Arkansas convictions

will be some muscle Hexing by che independent counsels office

and some rethinking ofoptions by chose who face prosecution.

Had Gov. Tucker and his co-defendants been acquitted by the

Arkansas jury, the dynamics would be different. Lawyers for chose

now under investigation would be able to flex their muscles,

because they would have understood that the independent counsel

could not have afforded to lose another case. Indeed, it is even pos-

sible that the independent counsel would have cut bade on its

investigations and prosecuted only slam-dunk cases against low-

level defendants. But now everything is different. The independent

counsel can afford to take more‘chap^jj^sferidauts 'realize

that the independent counsel is not about to dose up shop, and

that it may be to their advantage to win the race to the prosecutors

office and be first in line to make a deal.

There is che even greater danger that the highly political

independent counsel may be willing to believe a story that is not

entirely true. Remember that this is an independent counsels office

that has elevated the politically motivated leak to an art form, even

chough it is improper to disclose what has taken place in front of

grand juries. There are good reasons for wondering whether the inde-

pendent counsel will exercise an appropriate degree ofskepticism

toward witnesses who seejk to buy theirway out ofprison by offering

testimony against the president or the first lady. Even ifdie indepen-

dent counsel decides not to prosecute on the basis ofuncorroborated

testimony ofa wimess-for-hiie, there may still be leaks ofthe ques-

rionable testimony,' calculated to embarrass the "White House.

The jurors in the Arkansas case seem to have applied the

rule ofcaution reward cooperating witnesses, in so far as they

rejected testimony by David Hale. One juror characterized Hale as

an “unmitigated fiat:” Another said, “We didn’t believe a thing

Hale said.” Yet another witness said sheconsidered Hales testimo-

ny only when she could corroborate it by documentary evidence or

the Testimony ofa credible witness.

The independent counsel has said chat the jury in

Arkansas has spoken. Now he must liscen carefully to what they

said. They disbelieved his cooperating witness. They believed

President Clinton. They based their conviction primarily on docu-

mentary evidence and the testimony ofwitnesses who had nothing
to gain from their testimony. Unless Mr. Stair has an airtight docu-
mentary case againsr the president— which is highly unlikely

he ought noc to wallow in che muck ofsleazy witnesses seeking to

buy their way oux ofprison by creative cooperation.

Alan M. Dershowitz is a.professor oflaw at Harvard University. His
newest book is “Reasonable Doubts* (Simon & Schuster).

© 1996, United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
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Agony aunts in the Yiddish press
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Mad cow, dogs
and Englishmen

Anumber of readers
haveasked whether, in
view of the bovine spongi-

form encephalopathy (BSE, or
madcow; virus in British cattle,

there is any danger to pets from
feeding them dog and cat food
imported from Britain.

This is not an easy question to
answer. First of all, there is cer-
tainly no proof that the BSE virus
can attack other animals. Even in
the case of humans there is only
suspicion and no one is really sure
that this is the cause of the neuro-
logical disease some humans have
suffered.

Second, the Ministry of Health
does not check animal food for

this virus for a good many rea-

sons, of which the most important
is that the chance of an animal
companion getting it from this

food is so small as to be almost
nonexistent

But aside from that, ifBSE real-

ly is the cause of human illness, it

would appear that the incubation

time is quite a number of years, in

fact far more years than the lifes-

pan of dogs and cats. Therefore
the chances of an infection, even
if the virus is there, is almost nil.

As in every other aspect of our
lives, common sense must be the

guide: It is far more likely that a
dog or cat will die from poison-

ing. from swallowing a foreign

object, from a household accident.

HEADS -N' TAILS

D*VORA BEN SHAUL

a traffic mishap, tick fever or any
number of other things than by
contracting a disease from import-
ed animal food.
The British are extremely caring

of their dogs and cats, yet in this

entire crisis no one has suggested
removing the standard animal
foods from the market.
On the subject of imported ani-

mal food, it should be remem-
bered that this is a very hot cli-

mate and a large number of for-

eign-made animal kibbles and
such contain far too mach fat.

which in small dogs often results

in obesity. For animals in our cli-

mate a diet containing not more
than 12 to IS percent crude fat is

recommended.
Incidentally the packages of

ground-up chicken parts sold as
meat for dogs and cats contain a
very large but not standardized

amount of fat and an inordinate

amount of crushed bone which
causes digestive problems and
constipation in some dogs.

Other than these considerations,

fee main one is whether your pet

approves of fee food. For finicky

eaters erne may find it worthwhile
to change brands of food on occa-

sion. Usually a dog or cat that has
started to show apathy to the food
dish will suddenly discover its

appetite when presented wife a
new food. This is especially true of
cats but also applies to fussy dogs.

THERE AND THEN

SRAYA SHAPIRO

TO be a successful writer or

editor for fee Yiddish press

in America at fee turn of

this century, a vivid imagination

was essential. Not only had he to

compete with the sensationalist

headlines of Joseph Pulitzer's

New York World and Randolph
Hearn's New York Journal. His
reader was fee poor new immi-
grant who needed vigorous
prompting to part with the few
cents feat his newspaper cost
Getzel Zelikovitch of the

Yiddishes Tagehlat. was such an
editor, Ze’ev Goldberg of the

Hebrew University writes in fee

current issue of Kesher.
A typical headline in the

Tageblai in 1892 announced:
“Something temble! Fight
Between Two Eagles About A
Live Baby! Father Shoots His
Own Child]”

The story was about a woman
who bad left her baby on a lawn
near her house. A big eagle

grabbed tire infant and carried him
into tire air. “No pen can describe

the terrible howls of the mother!
Her husband, upon hearing what
had happened, mounted a horse
and rode to the place where fee

eagle's nest was. He saw his child

balanced on a pick while two
eagles fought over their “piece of
flesh.' The stronger of the eagles

killed his rival, but when he

soared into the air the child's

father fired. Eagle and child fell

into a river. Tire desolate father

brought home fee body of bis son
and fee two dead eagles. Awful!"
The editor’s duty on his paper

required him to fill several pages

of a miscellaneous nature. He
translated news items from the

local English-language press and
European papers; wrote the lead-

ing articles; discussed scientific

and religious problems; and edit-

ed fee women’s page. He also

wrote novels which appeared in

weekly or daily installments.

Anything was fit for print,

remarks Goldberg. In a feature

article the editor explained at

length feat he hated flies because

once a fly fell into his bowl of
soup. He reported that a woman in

the Polish town of Yaroslav had
her glass eye shattered by thunder,

but that happily the woman did

not suffer otherwise.
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The daily Forverts was edited by Abe Cahan for nearly half a century. It played an integral part

in lives of new Jewish immigrants to America. (Cuihrict

In Mississippi, the editor wrote,

a sleepwalker went down to fee

river in the black of night, caught

three fish and returned home safe-

ly. He remembered nothing of his

adventure when he woke in the

morning.

Zelikovitch's successor at

Tageblat was John Paley, a con-

troversial personality it seems, but

highly imaginative. One story of
his was about an observant Jewish
peddler who was given a dish of

oysters. When fee man learned

what he had eaten he simply died.

“The police could not find fee

perpetrators of fee crime."

THETREND of sensationalism in

fee Yiddish press was established,

so it seems, by Y. Wagman, fee

editor of the weekly Der
Telegraph. W3gman. too. wrote

most of the stuff which he pub-

lished. His imagination had a reli-

gious benL In the Machpela Cave,

he assured readers, “One found

the hat and the candlesticks of

Matriarch Sarah!"

Nearer home, in a cave in

Mexico, the remains of several

Jews wearing their prayers shawls

and tefiliin were discovered.

The Hebrew poet Menahem-
Mendel Dolitzki, who immigrated

to fee US in 1892, tried to estab-

lish a literary periodical, but

Zelikovitch was skeptical about

fee chances of survival of Di Zeit.

“You certainly have enough talent

to ran your paper." he wrote
Dolitzki; “but do you have

(Guthrie)

enough hutzpa?” By hutzpa he

meant “fee ability to bluff. In

America the most talented man is

just a fledgling. The all-powerful

bully is fee one who can bluff."/?/

Zeit folded within a few months.

The daily Forverts (“Onward")
was edited for nearly 50 years by
Abe Cahan, who took seriously

his task of introducing immi-
grants to their new country.

People turned to Cahan for guid-

ance.

Tel Aviv University’s Gideon
Spiegel quotes in Kesher some
typical letters feat appeared in the

Bimel Brief section of Fonerts
between 1908 and 1953.

“DEAR EDITOR ” one reader

wrote. “Wasn’t it a scandal feat a

boy of 13, who works for S5-20
weekly, was fined two cents
because he was late for work one
morning?"

“Dear editor," another wrote:

“My girlfriend is religious, I am
noc moreover she is much shorter
than me. Would our liaison lead to

an unhappy marriage?" The edi-

tor’s reply: ““Love conquers all!"

Or again; “Dear editor A
Russian-born colleague where 1

work said the other day that all

GaJizianers should be dead. 1 am
from Galicia. Why should one
Jew malign other JewsT Answer.
“He should not.”

““Dear editor,” wrote another
reader. “1 married a fine girl, a

shikse, on the understanding that

each of us keeps his religion. But
I realize that my wife is unhappy
about my friends. 1 don’t want to

convert.” The answer. “There are

many cases like this. Perhaps you
should move to a Jewish neigh-

borhood."
"Dear editor.” a worried reader

wrote. ”1 was a member of the

Bund in Bialystok, a revolution-

ary aiming to tear down the

regime. I came to America to

avoid going into the army in the

war against Japan. I hear there

was a pogrom in Bialystok.

Should I return to Russia and help
those whom 1 had urged to oppose
fee regime - or bring my parents

and sister here?"

Answer “Since you are here,

stay here."

A desperate young man of 25
wrote to announce that he would
end his life on his next birthday

because he was lonely and had
no strength to work. The editor

printed the message “in fee hope
that some readers who know the

man [might] save him. A doctor's

advice might help.” he added.

A desperate wife appealed to

fee editor on a major issue. She
had saved a few hundred dollars

by hard work but her husband's

salary was very low. “Now he

wants to leave all and go to

Palestine where he plans to buy a

citrus grove. 1 don’t want to

leave America " the wife com-
plained.

“Ask at the American
Committee for Palestine whether
your husband is fit to [work in]

agriculture," the editor advised.

“But as his wife does not want to

leave, he must be persuaded to be

considerate and not break up the

family."

Ten Commandments of photography (Part 1)
ON CAMERA

DAVID BRAUNER

Y / am the camera who brought

m thee out of die age of drawing,

M- • out ofthe atelier ofpainting.

Imagine a world without the camera.

It's almost as difficult as imagining a

world without the Ten Commandments
and the far-flung influence they have

had on life on this planet The camera,

fee handy image-making box, has

entered virtually all known spheres of

practical and intellectual fife, and is the

source of livelihood for literally millions

of people around the globe.

Without the advances of photography

as a vital tool, virtually all branches of

science and technology would have

remained frozen in the mid-19ih centu-

ry. The X-ray, which owes a substantial

debt to photographic development, is

indispensable to medical practice and

research- Our daily security, including

everything from police mug shots and

surveillance cameras to the latest

advances in spy satellites and battlefield

infrared techniques, relies heavily on the

principles of photography.

The vast entertainment, television,

sports, advertising and news industries

could not function without still, video

and cinematic cameras. Education

spends millions on illustrated books,

slides and films. And, of course, fee

camera (what the 19th century called

“mirror with a memory") allows us to

make, countless pictures of our loved

ones throughout their lives.

2. Thou shaft make thee images, any

manner of likeness ofanything that is

in the heaven above, or on the earth

below, or in the water under the earth.

Paul Womball, director of the

Photographers Gallery in London, says,

-The one photograph feat has altered

‘A pood photograph is one that communicates a fact, touches the heart and leaves the viewer a changed person for having seen it’ The photographer often

seeksto capture an unusual essence ofa usual event. Such is the case in these photographs from a recent wedding in Jerusalem. (Bran*,;

our oeiceotion of the world more than on this planet. “ the green movement, because this image leaves the viewer a changed person for

imv^uherwas fee 1972 NASA color “It was the first photograph ever taken created a totally different vision of what having seen il It is. jn a word, effec-

nhotoeraoh of the earth taken on a trip to where we could see the whole earth the earth’s future might be.” uve. says fashion and portrait photog-

fee moon You can see Africa. You can from outer space. We were looking rapher Irving Penn. Nouce that Penn

S feeclouds. you can see the sea. back, and the earth looked very fragile. 3. Thou shah not take pictures m vain. ays a “good not a great photograph

^era is no de^SLtion of nations. This image was partly responsible for “A good photograph is one feat com- Good photos are taken every day. Great

there are no other kind of marks drawn creating fee environmental movement, municates a fact, touches fee heart and pictures come along perhaps only once

on this planet.

“It was the first photograph ever taken

where we could see the whole earth

from outer space. We were looking

back, and the earth looked very fragile.

This image was partly responsible for

creating fee environmental movement.

the green movement, because this image

created a totally different vision of what

the earth’s future might be."

3. Thou shah not take pictures in vain.

“A good photograph is one feat com-
municates a fact, touches fee heart and

in a lifetime.

A good photograph can be just as

well taken by an amateur as by a pro-

fessional. By consciously willing the

photograph to be good each and every

time you press the shutter release, you
are not taking a picture in vain. Willing

a picture to be good means you are

thinking about what you are doing,

concentrating on the subject, working
towards improving the quality of

results. Taking a picture wife anything

less than a strong determination for a

better picture is a recipe for disappoint-

ment when your work comes back from

the shop.

4. Remember the camera, to keep it

around.
From the moment George Eastman

(1854-1932), builder of the first roll-

film camera, said, “You press the button,

we do fee rest," the ubiquitous Kodak
became an inseparable part of our lives.

By 1896 Eastman’s company had sold

100,000 “pocket" cameras and was sell-

ing 400 miles of film a month. The ener-

getic Eastman, descendant of a

Massachusetts Puritan family, spread

the gospel of fee camera. Anyone with a

loaded camera at hand could take pic-

tures. If you’ve ever said to yourself, “If

only I had had a camera with me,” you

are a perfect candidate for serious pho-

tography.

Why not give yourself the chance io

see what you can do? Take a camera

along. Your camera will reward you
wife a great hobby.

Incidentally, after achieving his dream
of photography for fee masses. Eastman
committed suicide, leaving the message.

“My work is done, why wait?"

(Wife thanks and apologies to fee

Author of fee original Ten
Commandments. Part n to follow in two
weeks' time.)
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ORCHESTRA, ISA

SCHUBERT Sonata in G Major, Opus 78

DEBUSSY 12 Preludes, Book 1

Saturday, September 5, 1996 at 9.-00 PM

Bmyanei Ha’ooma DANIELBARENBOIM

. . U»tl rwifein the complete package of 5 recitals the cost of each ticket will be N1S

The Orchestra Box Office Tel: 61149S Bimot TO: 240896
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2.2

Kam-Rasiorf-Golao

8.3

Tokyo Ouaitei

5.4

Paata Borcbuladze

17.5

Radu Lopu

Israel’s own agony aunt has the answers
Dear Ruthie,

I miss reading Dear Abby. What should I do?

Dear Ruthie,

What should I do? I have a serious problem that I feel only

Marge Proops could handle. Any advice?

Dear Ruthie,

How can I explain to my relatives abroad what life is REALLY
like here?

Answer: Buy “Dear Ruthie!'

JP Price NIS 35, inc. VATandp &hin IsraelL For airmail, please addMS 8perbook

TVfu £<;t!;iP.

To: Books, The Jerusalem Post, POB 81, Jerusalem 91000 BSfJjliliSSiS3
Please send me copies of Dear Ruthie, at NIS 35 per copy, e-mail: orders@jposLco.il

Enclosed is my check, payable to The Jerusalem Post

Credit card orders accepted by TeiTFax./e-mail. f

Name.

-Tel. (day).
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Puckett

announces

retirement
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Kirby

Puckett retired from baseball Fri-

day after as operation revealed

irreversible damage to his retina.

The 10-time all-star has been

sidelined since the start of the sea-

son because of glaucoma in his

right eye.

With his ever present smile, the

.roly-poly Puckett was one of the

most friendly and popular player

in baseball during an era of some-

times snarling stars. He retires

with a .318 average in 12 seasons,

'207 homers and 1,085 RBIs.

“The only regret 1 have about

this game is that I know 1 could

have done so much better if I

could have played,” Puckett said

.during a news conference, ap-

pearing with a bandaged right

eye.

“The world is not over now,”

he said, thanking his wife, Tonya,

'who was seated next to him.
* He told teammates gathered at

;the news conference in the Metro-
dome that he loved them and
would miss them.

“This is the last time you’re

going to see Kirby Puckett in a

;Minnesota Twins uniform,” be
said. “1 loved the game. I thought

-I played the game with some
-reflect-*’
' Puckett, who led the Twins to

World Series titles in 1987 and

1991, hit 20 or more homers six

times, had five seasons with 200 or

more hits and three seasons with

100 or more RBIs.

. His best year was 1988, when he

hit 356 with 24 homers and 121

RBIs. The following season, he
wan his only batting tide with a
.339 average.

He won the RBIs title in 1994

>ith 112 and led or tied for theAL
lead in hits four times. He was
honored with six Gold Gloves and

six Silver Slogger awards, and
was the Most Valuable Player of

Ihe 1993 All-Star game.

. “Kirby Puckett’s going to be ail

right,” he said. “And Pm going

to have fan and have a smile on
my fece.”

Puckett said he plans topnQ his

World Series rings out of storage

and start wearing them now.

Cards belt seven homers to rout Cubs, 13-3
CHICAGO (AP) - Gaiy Gaetti

and Ron Gam each hit two of St.

Louis’s seven home runs, and the

Cardinals routed the Chicago

Cubs 13-3 for their eighth win in

11 games Friday.

Brian Jordan, John Mabry and

Ray Lankford also homered -for

the SL Louis, which sent Steve

Trachsel (7-6) to bis second
straight loss. 'Die seven hornets

tied a Cardinals record set on

May 7, 1940, against the Brook-

lyn Dodgers.

Andy Benes (7-8), who lost

seven consecutive starts in April

and May, won his fourth straight

decision. He allowed three runs

and nine hits in eight innings and

is 6-1 in 10 starts since May 19.

Braves 6, Marlins 3

Chipper Jones bit a Iwo-nin

homer during Atlanta's three-run

seventh inning as the host Braves

rallied from a two-run deficit.

The Braves trailed 3-1 in the

seventh before rallying against

All-Star A1 Leiter (9-8), who
walked Jeff Blauser and Mike
Mordecai. A groundout moved
Blauser to third where he scored

on Mark Lemke's sacrifice fly.

Jones followed with a towering

two-run shot over the left-field

wall, his ISth homer, giving the

Braves a 4-3 lead.

Blauser added a two-run single

in the eighth.

Tom Glavine (10-5), replacing

scheduled starter Greg Maddux,
won for the third time in four

decisions. Maddux was scratched

because of a cracked toenail on

his right foot.

Phii&es 5, Expos 3

Terry Mulhofland bear Montreal

again with a complete game and im-

proved to 12-2 lifetime tn 18 appear-

ances against the Expos as Philadel-

phia won for the fifth time in six

FIELD FATIGUE - New York Mets’ shortstop Rey Ordonez has trouble holding on to the ball

after forcing out Houston's Shane Reynolds at second. (Reuter)

Mulholland (7-6), 3-0 this season

against Montreal, allowed nine hits

and three nms in pitching his second
complete game this season, both
against the Expos. He struck out six

and walked none.

Todd Zeile, 4-for-20 with four

homers and seven RBIs this season at

Olympic Stadium, hit a two-run
homer in the first inning off Pedro
Martinez (7-4).

Martinez worked four innings, his

shortest outing in 19 stalls, allowing

five runs — four earned - and seven

hits.

Reds 5, Pirates 2
Mark Portugal won his fifth consec-

utive start, and Eddie Taubensee and

Reggie Sanders homered as Cincin-

nati snapped a three-game losing

streak.

The Reds scored three runs in the

first inning off Danny Darwin (7-9)

and held on to snap the Pirates’ five-

game winning streak at Riverfront

Stadium.

Portugal (6-5) gave up six hits over

eight innings to remain unbeaten
since June 24. Jeff Brantley, making

his first appearance since back spasms

sidelined him last weekend, got three

outs for his 23rd save.

Astros 3, Mets 1 .

’ Shane Reynolds beat host New
York for the' third time tins season

and Derrick May hit a two-run single

in the first inning as Houston snapped

a three-game losing streak and re-

mained percentage points behind
first-place St. Louis in the NL
CentraL

Reynolds (21-5), who won his third

straight start, scattered seven hits,

struck out five and allowed one walk

in eight-plus innings. In 23 1/3 innings

against the Mets, he has a 1.93 ERA.
Rookie Billy Wagner struck out

two of three batters in the ninth far

his third save.

Bobby Jones (8-6), who was 3-0 in

six previous career starts against the

Astros, allowed three nms and six

hits m three inninpL

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Red Sox 11, Tigers 3

Mo Vaughn hit a grand slam and

Reggie Jefferson had four RBIs 3s

visiting Boston won its third straight.

Tom Gordon (7-4) gave up three

runs and six hits with 10 strikeouts in

seven innings. The right-hander again

received excellent run support The

Red Sox have averaged more than

seven runs in Gordon’s 19 starts.

Omar Olivares (4-6) lasted just two

innings and lost his third straight

start He gave up seven runs and five

hits, including Vaughn's slam in the

second inning, with three walks.

Jefferson is batting .615 (16-for-26)

with six homers and 16 RBIs - seven

in the last two nights - against Detroit

this year.

Brewers 12, Blue Jays 5
Ben McDonald won his sixth

straight decision and Pat Listach

drove in a career-high four runs.

McDonald (10-3) allowed two nms
and three hits over six innings in snap-

ping a five-game losing streak to the

visiting Blue Jays, whom he hadn’t

beaten since August 12, 1992.

FRIDAY’S NL RESULTS:
St Loots 13, Chicago 3
Philadelphia 5, Montreal 3
CSndmHi 5, RS&tanjh 2
Honstoa 3, New York 1

Atteate 6, Florida 3
Los Aagdea 6, San Francisco 1

Colorado 13, San Diego 12

THURSDAY’S NL RESULTS:
Pittsburgh 5. Cincinnati 3
Chicago 6, St Louis 0
New York 8, Houston 2
Philadelphia 3, Montreal 2

Florida 9, Atlanta 8

Colorado 8, Saa Dkgo S (10)

Los Angeles 8, San Francisco 3

FRIDAY’S AL RESULTS:

New York it Baltimore (pptL. rate)

Boston 11, Detroit 3
Milwaukee 12, Toronto 5

Chicago 7, Kansas City 6

Cleveland 7, Minnesota 5

Texas 8, tWfcisnd 4 (14)

Seattle 7, CnDforata 6 (10)

THURSDAY’S AL RESULTS:
Oakland 8, Texas 3
Boston U, Detroit 4
Kansas Cky 3, Chicago 2
New York 4, Baltimore 2
Taranto 6, Milwaukee 3

Ctevebnd 11, Minnesota 7
Seattle 5, California 4 (12)

• AL LEADERS
BAITING - Knoblauch, Minnesota,

565; RAJomar, Baltimore, .350; FThomas,

Chicago, .349; Seitzar, MPwaitftee. -347;

EMaSnoz, Seattle, .346; MVeughn, Bos-

ton,' 544; ARodriguez, Seattle, ,339; CSr-

Uta, Milwaukee, .339.

RUNS -BdarUnez, Seattle, 62;!

Chicago, 73; AflcxMauez. SestL_.

Bede, Cleveland, 70; RAtotnar,Mm
70; MVaughn, Boston, 69: Knoblauch.

Minnesota, 68.

RBI - FThomas, Chicago, 85;

MVaughn, Boston, 82; Belle, Cleveland,

79; BMarbnez, Seattle, 79; RPalmeko,

Baltimore, 77; GVeughn, Milwaukee, 76;

Btfmr. Seattle, 75.

HITS --hfifoughn, Boston. 120: Mofior.

Minnesota, 118; Knoblauch, Minnesota,

116; FThomas, Chicago, ITS; RAJomar,

Baltimore, 116; Lofton, Cleveland. 115;

(Rodriguez, Texas, 112.

DOUBLES - EMartinez, Seattle, 43;

ARocMguez. Seaffle, 31; IRocMguez. Tex-

as, 29; Gtembt, Oakland, 25: Cordova,

Minnesota 24; Greer, Texas. 23; AGonza-
tez, Toronto, 23; JnVatentin, Boston. 23;

RAJomar. Baltimore, 23; Carter, Toronto,

23.

TRIPLES - Knoblauch, Minnesota. 9;

Vina, MHwaukee. 6; JsVatentm, Milwau-

kee, 6; Gufflen, Chicago, 5; Garter, Toron-

to, 5; Onto, Milwaukee, 4; Pride, Detroit,

4; Thome, Ctevaland, 4; Cora, Seattle. 4.

HOME RUNS - ByAnderson. Baltimore,

30; Bede, Cleveland, 29: McGwire, Oak-
land, 29; MVaughn, Boston. 27; Canseco,

Boston, 27; GVeughn, Milwaukee, 24;

Sprague, Toronto, 23; FThomas, C
23; Griffey Jr, Seattle, 23; Buhner,

23.

STOLEN BASES - Lofton, Cleveland,

42; TGoodwin, Kansas City, 38; \fizquel,

Cleveland, 20; Nixon, Toronto, 20; Listach,

Milwaukee, 18; Knoblauch, Minnesota, 17;

Damon, Kansas City, T5; Md-emore, Tex-

as, 15.

PITCHING (1 1 Decisions) - Pavfik. Tex-

as, 11-2, .846, 4.82; Nagy, Cleveland, 11-

2, .846, 3.53; BWedte. Seaffie, 9-Z .BIB.

3.79; Pethtte, New York, 13-4, .765. 3.81;

Boskte, Caflfomte, 9-3, .750, 4£7; McDon-
ald, Milwaukee, 9-3, .750, 3l96; Hitchcock.

Seattle, 8-3, .727, 4.76.

STRIKEOUTS -Ctemens, Boston, 144;

Finley, Cafifomia, 123; AFemandsz, Chi-

cago, 116; Mussina. Baltimore, 113; Guz-
man, Toronto, 110; Appier, Kansas City,

109; KHffl, Texas. 102/
SAVES - Wettetand. New York, 30;

RHfcrnandoz, Chicago. 27; Mesa, Cleve-
land, 24; Perrival. CaRfomia, 22; Heme-
man, Texas, 21; Montgomery
City, 18; RMyers, Baltimore, It

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division

NL LEADERS

BATTW6 - Piazza.

Burts. Colorado. .345; EYoung. Colorado,^ Bfcfwte, Cob

TGwynn, San Diego, .338;

Matey. St Lexis. .334.

runs - buaaj
Colorado, 75;

£.Gnrf-

ztelanek, Montreal. 68; BkiwbS. Hasten,

68: Booto. Houston. 68; CpJgne^Aflanta,

67; Bonds, San ftattisco, 67; RHender-

&SBB Cotorsdo, 85; Ga&naga,

Gotorado. 76; Crioratto^ra; Bm-
wefl. Houston, 74; McGriit AHarta. $
HRodrlguBZ, Marred, 71; CpJones. At-

lanta, 68; MaWlfflams. San Franasco, 68;

Hoods, San Francisco, 6a
HITS - Bichette, Colorado, 124; [John-

son. New York,

treaL 120; Buika, Colorado. 119; Piazza,

Los Angeles, 112; Grissom, Atlanta, 109;

Fintey. San Dtego, 108. _ _

'

.

DOUBLES - LansinQ. Montreal, -23;

Bagwell, Houston, 26; Fiitoy. San Diego,

26; Hftodriguw, Montreal, 25; Cmffa,
Colorado, 25: Buka. Colorado, 25; OfiaS,

Houston, 24; Grace. Chicago, 24; Bichatte,

Colorado. 24; Javfec San Rancaco, 24.

TRIPLES - LJohnson, New York, 13;

Grissom, Attenta, 6? Rntey, San Diego, 6;

Morandtni. Philadelphia. 5; DeShtekte, Los

Angeles, 5; Vizcaino, New York, 5;

Dvwtfe, Florida, 5. _ _
HOME RUNS - Sosa. Chicago, 27;

Sheffield, Florida, 20; Piazza. Lx* Ange-

les, 25; HRodriguez, Montreal, 25; Hund-

tey, New York. 23; Bonds. San Frandsco,

23; Klesko, Atlanta, 22; Bagwel. Houston,

22: Burks, Colorado. 22; Galarraga, Colo-

rado, 22.
STOLEN BASS - EYoung, Colorado.

32; DeShrekts, Los Angelas, 30; Uohrv
son. New York. 29; McRae, Chicago. 25;

RHenderson, San Diego. 23; Laridn, Cin-

cinnati, 22; 5 am tied with 20.

PITCHING (11 Decision*)- Smoltz, At-

lanta, 14-4, .778, 3,16; Gardner, San Fran-

cisco. 8-3, .727, 3.73; Hamilton, San Die-

go, 10-4, .714, 4.63; Neagle, Pittsburgh,

1 O^K ,714, 3.00; Raynokte.Tk>U8ton, 11-5,

.687, 3.60; IValdas, Los Angetes, 1M,

.667. 3.16; FWz, Colorado, 10-5, .867.

4.53; Gtavine. Atlanta. 10-5, .667, 2.6a
STRIKEOUTS - Smoftz. Atlanta, 149;

Nano, Los Angetes, 133; PJMwftwz,
. Montreal, 129; Wte, Houston. 1 28; Reyn-

olds. Houston, 124; Fassero, Montreal,

118; GMaddux, Atlanta, lia
SAVES - JBranttey, Ctndnnati, 23;

TdWmeB, Los Angetes, 23; Botialfco. Ph4-

adelphla, 21 iVVoraers, Atlanta, 19; Franco,

New York, 19; Hcrfftnan, San Diego, 18;

Nen, Florida. 18.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division

w ' L PcL GB W L Pet GB
Now Yoric' 53 33 £10 — AHanta 55 34 618 —
Bettmora - 48 40 J33& 7 Montreal 48 40 651 8
Toronto 38 50 j438 156 New York 42 47 .472 13

Boston 38 48 .437 15.5 Florida 41 48 j481 14

DetnH 27 83 300 28 PhBaMpMa 39 49 643 156

Central Division Control Division

W L Pet GB W L Prt GB
Ctevaland 54 35 607 * - St louts 47 42 628 —
Chicago SI 38 673 3 Houston 48 43 6Z7 —
UBwauiua 44 44 600 96 CtndnraC 40 44 478 46
Minnesota 41 47 688 126 Chfcaoo 42 47 .<72 5

Kansas C8y 39 633 156 Pittsburgh 40 49 448 7

West Division Wort Division

W. L • Pet GB W L Pet GB
Texas - 52 37 684 _ Loo Angeto* 48 42 638 —
Seaffle 48 -39 652 3 San Diego 48 48 627 1

Oakland 44 46 689 86 Colorado 44 44 600 86
Cefitorma 43 47 .478 96 SanFrandaoo

.
38 S .432 96

All is not forgiven for
i ^National Pastime’

COMMENT
JIMLITKE

33-year-old Lydia Hatoel is ready to cross swords in Atlanta

-SOME people jusi are not coining

-back to baseball.
" Oh, some people are coining

back - in some places. Colorado.

^Cleveland. Baltimore. Places like

that

. Places with new ballparks.

^Places that might get new ball-

parks. Quirky places. Places no
longer ruled by dictators named
Marge. Places with ivy on the

- walls. And the old standby: Places

with the feel of a real Series con-

tender.

• But that’s about »l

A look at recent attendance fig-

ures shows baseball drawing an

',average crowd of 26,074. That’s 5

percent more people this year than

JasL But it’s 15% less than two

'years ago, when the players and

owners stopped the actual games,

took the bats and balls and liberal-

ly applied them to each other's
Lheads.

The world is full of all kinds of

people. Some will see this partic-

ular glass as one-third full; others

jas two-thirds empty. The guys in

charge would see the 5% surge

.and they’d be right The cynics

^vould see the 15% who haven’t

come back and they’d be right

'too. And as soon as either one
started talking about it the rest of

-us would go see if anything else

was on TV. That’s another strike

baseball has against ic It requires

an attention span.

- It used to be most summers that

Tf you took the game’s pulse on

-the Fourth of July, you got a

strong beat Summer is sizzling by
then, everywhere. Kids are oul of
school, everywhere - even in New

..York. Evenings are a great time to

fbe outdoors. And this summer,
baseball has a little more going for

it than most of the recent ones.

Nobody is talking labor. The
.owners and players put some dis-

-riance between them. Or at least

quit fighting in public.TV ratings

'are holding their own, even com-
pared to pre-strike levels two

years ago. ESPN has a funny

string of commercials going. The

Fox network bought in. Just last

.week. Sports illustrated finally

ran out ofMichael Jordan pictures

to run on the coverand put a base-

-ball player, Alex Rodriguez, on it

"instead. With this headline:

"Baseball Heats Up
”

Still, it better heat up fiasL In

'five days, the Olympics begin in

Atlanta, and baseball’s grip on the

remote, already flimsy, will be

.almost non-existem during prime

time. And that’s not the only thing

up against iL There are reruns of
The Simpsons. And Baywarch.
CNN. PBS. Computers. Nintendo
(the company that brings you the

Seattle Mariners). Super
Nintendo. Sega. The many tenta-

cles of Disney (the same company
that will soon bring you the

Anaheim Angels). Soccer. And so

on.

Though cheaper than some of its

competitors, baseball is no longer

cheap. That accounts for some of.

the empty seats. Baseball no
longer seems so easy to pass on.

That accounts for some more of

the empty seats. It was in a down
cycle, even before the strike. But
it didn't help. Not staging the

World Series broke the force of

habit, reminded us that the

America that existed when base-

ball was king doesn't exist any

more.
The nation doesn’t have a single

pastime any more, either. Or even

the luxury of separate seasons.

They blend together, calling atten-

tion to themselves in no fixed

order. Michael Irvin catching a

touchdown pass in the Super
Bowl is a story in January. Getting

caught in a motel room with drugs

and exotic dancers in March is a

bigger story. When a cop is arrest-

ed in June for trying to get Irvin

killed, it’s an even bigger story.

The guys who own die teams hold

on until the stories get so big - but

no bigger.

Right now, football and basket-

ball have an edge on the field.

Hockey is closing the gap.

They're faster than baseball,

faster-paced, faster to provide

gratification, louder, more con-

frontational. Those aren't univer-

sally better things. Far from iL But

they more closely resemble the

rest of American life now.
What should baseball do?

Hang on. This latest round of

attendance figures suggests it has

a few things - other than wayward

stars - to sell.

Having a new ballpark helps. It

makes the game seem more inti-

mate, easier to explain. Even the

robber barons understand that

much. Thai’s why they want to

build only small ballparks with

tax dollars now. Nice weather,

fireworks, cap nighL a decent

team filled with accommodating
players, a pennant race - having

any or all of them helps, too.

Still, some people just are not

coming back to baseball.The truth

is they're probably gone for good.
(AP).
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HEATHER CHAU

“FIRST of all. I’m a mother,”

says Lydia Hatoel Zuckerman.

This may sound familiar com-
ing from a working woman but

Hatoel is that, and more.

As Israel's leading fencer, now
in Atlanta for her third Olympic
Games, she is the success behind

the first Israeli women’s fencing

team in the Olympics besides be-

ing the only mother In the

delegation.

Hatoel did not exactly choose a

sports life. She was thrust into it

Bom in Morocco 33 years ago,

HaioePs family came to Israel

when she was three months old

and settled in Acre. Her father

was a boxer, her brother Yitzhak

was a champion fencer, runner-

up at the world championships,

and Haim, another brother, is

both her individual coach and the

national team coach.

As a youngster, the agile Lydia

was involved in acrobatics but

from the age of eight, she had

already chosen fencing as her

sport.

This year she clinched her 16th

national championship, title and
also finished eighth in ’the World

Cup Super A series of tourna-

ments held in Europe.

Her current world ranking is

11, her highest ever and her

chances for Atlanta, which will

be heT last Olympics, look

promising.

Hamel's Olympic career spans

16 years. In 1§S0 Israel joined the

western countries in a boycott of

the Moscow Games and Lydia

was forced to stay home. Her first

performance was in Los Angeles

in 19S4 where she ended in 26th

place. Seoul was a bitter disap-

pointment for her as the fencing

event fell on Yon Kippur and

EN GARDE - Israeli fencer Lydia Hatoel is more titan ready forher final Olympic performance.

tod says wistfully, “j don't know
if I will enter tournaments, but
TU always be involved.'-’ -

Jousting alongside. Hatoel in
the saber class group event will be
Ayelef Ohayon ,22, LOach Par-

idci >23, and Ira Slavotsky.,,24),

Hatoel was forced to forfeit her

appearance. In Barcelona, she

ended in 23rd place.

How does the petite, charming

Hatoel rate her chances this

time? “I hope to do better,” she

says. “Realistic expectations are

a place in the final 16 but I hope

for more. I dream of more.”
The toughest competition is

likely to be provided by Italy,

Germany and Romania.

When asked if she will contin-

ue in the sport after Atlanta, Ha-

all from the Hatoel dub in Acre.

The heart of fencing in Israd

is, thanks to fee Hatoels, thriving

in Acre but Lydia is not overly

'optimistic about the sport’s fu-

ture. ‘/There are not enough

dubs or fencers and although.we
have improved and have talented

younger athletes, there is not

enough encouragement”

Conditions for training are also

vastly sub- standard, according to

her. “The dubs are dirty and un-

suitable. Better conditions would

definitely lead _ to more results.

There has ' to be greater invest-

ment in the sport.”

Although Hatoel .preferred to

train in Israel to be sear heir son,

she is painfully aware of the facili-

ties offered at overseas clubs.

“The differences are enormous.

There the sport is treated as the

only thing in life.”

Hatoel explains how, at the rel-

atively old age of 33, she is enjoy-

ing such success. “I changed my
lifestyle, freeing my time for

fencing.' And these are the

results,”

Until , this year, Hatoel was
working as a replacement physi-

cal exercise teacher, co-managmg
her clothing business in Haifa,

exercising twice a day and being

mother to 34-month-okI Man.
Finding time for her training

schedule which includes physical

fitness in fee morning and fight-

ing in fee afternoon, besides jog-

ging,' swimming and weightlift-

ing, was indeed an Olympian
feat

Hatoel allocates much of the

credir to her family.

• .Her . husband, Robert, a me-
chanical engineer, and both their

parents • were a great source of
support. “Being an athlete in Is-

rael is very difficult if you don’t
have a strong family framework
or a lot of money ” comments
Hatoel.

.

•

As for her own financial well-

being, Hatoel i$ foil of praise for

Jeunesse Cosmetics, her sponsor.
The Hite Sport. Unit was also

involved, giving a monthly sti-

pend to the Olympic athletes..

Hatoel lists mobDity/ power,
tirtennhiaticm and a firm belief'in

joey ability as the secrets for
feeding success.

In -fact, exactly r W
characteristics.

' j~: -
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Boxing match becomes free-for-all at the Garden
NEW YORjC (AP) - Boxing's lat-
c«L wack eye came courtesy of a
^ild post-fight brawl ignited by .

heavyweight Riddick Bowe’s
huge entourage, a nationally tele-
vised fistfighi that could block theNew York City native from ever
returning to Madison Square"
Garden. •

The^ Thursday night melee,
wfucn started in the ring and
spread into the standsrresulted in
16 - arrests, 22 injuries and yet
another low blow for the belea-
guered fight game. The brawl
raged for more than 30 minutes
before more than 250 police offi-
cers and Garden security person-
nel managed to restore order.
“it was a very ugly night," said

Bowes manager. Rock Newman.
"I apologize ... for the pain, grief,
anguish and embarrassment ft has
caused all of us."
Two of the suspects in custody

and a third at large were members
of Bowe’s entourage - and all
three had criminal records, said
police commissioner Howard
Safin The trio, including a man
who splinted across the ring to
cliib Bowe’s opponent, Andrew
Goiota, with a walkie-talkie, were
identified from videotape of the
fight, he said.

Newman himself could also
face criminal charges, Safir said.
Newman entered the ring shout-
ing and pointing at Goiota - a ges-
ture that some took as a call for
others to follow. Newman said
Friday that was not tree.

**I did not participate in it or
encourage in any way people to

conduct themselves the way they
did last night,” said Newman,

whose past post-fight, conduct
belies his claim.

MSG president Dave Checketts
vowed that anyone convicted in

connection with the brawl would
be banned from the Garden for
life. If that included-Newman and
his fighters. Checkers said, “So
be it.”

The Garden, which re-emered
die fight business last year after
staging fights only sporadically
since 1982, will continue to stage
boxing, Checketts said. The next
card at the arena, famous as tire

site of the 1971 Muhammad Ali-
Joe Frazier bout, is scheduled for

August 13.

At this fight, Bowe was being
battered by the unheralded
Goiota, a Polish fighter who
appeared on the way to a major
upset. The brawl started after

Goiota was disqualified in the
seventh round for repeatedly land-
ing low blows.
A group of 20 people affiliated

with the Bowe camp - some in his
corner, others seated behind it -
then flooded the ring, witnesses
said.

‘There was a wave of humani-
ty,” said ring announcer Michael
Buffer. “I didn’t even try to get in

the ring. There was no security
ringside.”

The initial group of brawlers
apparently received credentials or
tickets from the Bowe camp.
“This was precipitated by peo-

ple inside one fight camp ” said

MSG vice president John Cirillo.

Fighting then spread into the

crowd, with scores of Goiota sup-
porters waving Polish flags and
squaring off with Bowe backers.

Jordan signs

$25m. deal

with Bulls
Contract is biggest ever for one season

WELCOMETO THEJUNGLE- Security guards try to restrain boxerAndrew Goiota after a melee
erupted in the ring when Goiota was disqualified during his match against Riddick Bowe. (ap>

Safir said there was no indication

that the fightwas racially motivat-

ed.

Garden officials did not call for

police until at least five minutes
after the fighting broke out. As a

national television audience
watched on HBO, the combat
raged on while announcer Jim
Lampley scrambled from ringside

to safety.

Lampley went from play-by-

play man to concerned parent,

waidering on the air if his 16-

year-old daughter, Brooke, was
safe amid the melee. The teen, as

wefl as die rest of HBO’s crew,

escaped injury, said HBO
spokesman Ray Stallone.

There were some terrifying

tableaus amid the waves of vio-

lence: A man in his wheelchair

getting knocked to the ground.

Angry men lifting and tossing

chairs across the Garden. Lou
Duva, Goiota*s 74-year-old train-

er, flat on his back with chest

pains, getting kicked by an
unidentified attacker.

“I was half-screaming and half-

saying, ‘Get him out of there!”’

Duva’s daughter, Denise, said

Friday.

Denise Duva, echoing Garden
officials, said the Bowe camp
clearly started the fracas.

*

NBA, player’s union sign labor peace agreement
NEW YORK (AP) - The NBA and the
players'' union finally made labor peace,
signing a collective bargaining -agreement
that opened the richest free-agent market in

league history.

The six-year deal, which extends
through the 2000-2001 season, was signed
at a New York law office Thursday just a
few minutes before a 10-day moratorium
on signings, trades and negotiations was to
expire. .

Minutes later, agents and general man-
agers were on the phones, talking business

legally for the first time since June 30.

Among the players who can now negoti-

ate with any club (hey choose are Shaquille

O’Neal, Reggie Miller, Juwan Howard,

Dennis Rodman and Gary Payton.
The Los Angeles Lakers and Charlotte

Hornets didn't wait long. The Lakers sent

Vlade Divac to Charlotte for the rights to

high school phenora Kobe Bryant, die 1 3th

: pick in last month’s draft.

By trading Divac's $8.5 million salary for

the next two years, the Lakers freed money
for a lucrative offer in hopes of luring

O’Neal from Orlando.
In another expected move. Milwaukee

acquired center Andrew Lang from
Minnesota for a first-round draft pick.

Lawyers from tire league and the union
reviewed- about 300 pages of documents
Thursday before signing them to end a
year-long drama that included two lock-

outs. two ratification votes, two moratori-

ums and several 1 lth-hour compromises.
“The process has been a difficult one,’

said Jeffrey Mishkin, the NBA’s chief legal

officer. "But I think we now have an agree-

ment that will provide a constructive frame-
work for the long-term relationship

between the NBA and its players."

“We’re very happy with the deal said

Jeffrey Kessler, the lead negotiator for the

union. “It's fair to the players, makes the

players’ association much stronger and
should lead to a renaissance of the union.”

The expiration of the moratorium ended a

ten-and-half day period in which teams,

were forbidden from talking to their own
free agents and the players’ agents.

The moratorium on signings was sup-

posed to expire at noon last Tuesday, but it

was extended 53 hours after a brief lockout

was imposed last Monday when the league
and union found themselves at odds over
one last issue - the dispersal of $50 million

in television revenue.

It ended up being the last in a long line

of disputes that kept the labor agreement
from being completed for more than a
year. Last summer, a three-month lockout

ended when the players voted to ratify a

modified labor deal rather than decertify

the union.

The agreement remained unsigned, how-
ever; while the two sides to argued over

details.

CHICAGO (Reuter) - Michael

Jordan’s contract negotiations

went so quickly he had time to get

to the golf course.

Jordan, the superstar guard of

the NBA champion Chicago
Bulls, on Friday agreed to a one-

year contract worth a reported S25
million, the biggest one-season

deal in team sports history.

He had just completed an eight-

year, S24 million deal and was a

free agent for the first time in his

career.

Telephone discussions among
Jordan, representatives David
Falk and Curtis Polk and Bulls

chairman Jerry Reinsdorf lasted

just an hour before the landmark

deal was consummated. Jordan

spent tire rest of the afternoon at a

golf tournament
Jordan said he expected to stay

in Chicago all along.

“For the most part every time

I’ve had conversations with Jeny,

we were very positive about it”

Jordan said.

“So it didn’t leave me any
thought to think elsewhere or

think differently. I think my agent

may have considered other things

because that’s his job. he has to

research and see what the options

may be. But me, I always thought

I would be in Chicago.”
Various reports including ones

by the cable network ESPN placed

the value of the deal at $25 million,

but when Jordan was asked how
much he would receive, he said:

“It’s none of your business.”

Jordan is the most popular and

prominent sports figure in the

world. He is also the richest, earn-

ing S44 million in 1 995. But just

$4 million of that came from the

Bulls, who have won four NBA
championships in six years behind

Jordan.

The 33-year-old Jordan official-

ly became a free agent Thursday

when the NBA announced a new
collective bargaining agreement

was signed with the Players
Association, lifting a moratorium
on player transactions.

“We are delighted that the dis-

cussions with Michael and his

representatives, David Falk and
Curtis Polk, were able to be con-
eluded rapidly,“ said Reinsdorf.

“Once we were able to speak, the

total elapsed time of our phone
calls was less than one hour.’’

Jordan averaged 30.4 points in

82 games to win his record eighth

scoring title and led the Bulls'to a

record 72 wins this past season.

“This contract is a testimony to

Michael's unique contribution to

the Chicago Bulls franchise, the

United Center and the city of
Chicago," said Falk. "The time

frame in which it was finalized

reflects the special relationship

Michael has developed with Jerry

Reinsdorf over the past 1
1
years."

Jordan and Bulls forward
Dennis Rodman became eligible

for free agency when the morato-

rium was lifted. Jordan, Rodman
and coach Phil Jackson, whose

‘ contract also expired, were the

Big Three facing the Bulls in off-

season negotiations. Now only

Rodman remains.

Jordan had hinted strongly he

would not return if Jackson was
not re-signed. After Jackson
signed a one-year contract on June

20. Jordan said that he also would
probably sign just a one-year deal.

Reinsdorf confirmed that Jordan

preferred a one-year contract.

"Michael asked for a one-year

contract because he never wants

to play if he is unable to meet his

own high standards," said

Reinsdorf.

“This way. Michael and the Bulls

will be able to discuss whar is

appropriate for each subsequent

season. Michael's desire for a one-

year contract is refreshing in this

era where athletes often seek to be

paid beyond their productive

years
”

Lancashire wins
B&tf final

LONDON (Reuter) - Lancashire,

the club with the best English

cricket one-day record of modem
times, fittingly won yesterday’s

25th anniversary Benson and
Hedges Cup final at Lord’s.

A typically professional perfor-

mance brought them victory by 31

runs against Northamptonshire in

a match which never reached die

heights demanded when such

occasions are blessed by sunshine

and a full house of 28,000.

Neil Fairbrother’s bustling 63,

lan Austin's doable strike with the

new ball and Mike Atherton’s

solid 48 all contributed to

Lancashire’s 12th one-day trophy.

Four of them have been Benson

and Hedges triumphs and
Lancashire skipper Mike
Waikinson has been involved in

all of them alongside top scorer

Fairbrother.

Northants under-achieved as

clearly as Lancashire won reward

for a display that was workman-
like rather than inspired.

Medium-pacer Austin cleaned

up the tail to finish with figures of

four for 21, but it was his opening

burst of 1-2-1-2 which set

Northants back on their heels.
.

Austin claimed the wickets of

top order hitter David Capel for

nought and opener Alan Fordham

for four, giving Lancashire die

belief that' their total of 245 for

nine could be useful.

Capel’s failure, in particular, to

a thin-edged drive at an

outswinger, put enormous pres-

sure on Northants captain Rob
Bailey to produce a decisive
innings.

Bailey, almost provided it,

reaching 46 in a calm manner and
putting on 87 with Richard
Montgomerie for the third wickeL
Montgomerie scored 42 but,

crucially, both fell in the vital

mid-innings period, which, in

torn. Left Kevin Curran and semi-

final hero Tim Walton with too

much to do.

klAtfMfcn c Bafley b Embursy
u.Weikinaon c Eribusy b Taylor

JjGalan tan out
•LCoMtay e Warren b Penbartfiy -

MflBrtw b Capet
OLioyd b Taylor

England thrown out
j?jve Nations

LONDON (Renter) - England is being thrown out of the Five

Nations rugby union championship.
After the English union’s (RFU) annual meeting on Friday,

Scotland, Ireland and Wales, supported by France, yesterday
announced plans beginning with (he 1996-9

7

championship and
excluding England.
Tbm Kkrrnan, Five Nations committee chairman, said In a state-

ment: “The key points of the new championship will be that it wiD
be played on a home and away basis between January and May in

each season.

“The signed agreement is in place for the next 10 years. Unless cir-

cumstances change in the near future, Ireland, Scotland and Wales
will not play England.”

England’s position in the Five Nations has been in doubt since the
> RFU’s decision to go it alone and to sell future rights at Twickenham
' to Sky TV for £87.5 million.

CLASSIFIEDS
RATES REALTY

tun out
WusdncandbAradnoM
(XYates c PBribflrthy b Capel ..

OCnmpte not out

P.Martin not out

B*as (w-10

Total (tor nine wteksta, timing

Frit otWats: 1-18 2-52 3-10S

203 7-236 8-236 S-243

i

IB
idosad)
4-131 5-180 8-

BowUng Ambrose 10-2-35-1. T«torS£»2.
Cunan 7-0-480, Capel 8-1-37-2, Anbertty 80-

31-1. Emburey 10-1-39-1-

Northamptonshire
D.Capelc Hegg b Austin 0
AJ=ordhareb Austin 4
FLBaUey c Hegg b Chappie 48
RMomgomefie c Heggb Yaxes ... 42
K.Curran c Crawtey b Chappte ...35
R.Warren c Crawley b Waflanson . . 11

T.WaBon st Hegg b Waikinson 28
A-Penberthy b Austin 8
J.Emdureyb Austin 6
CJUntxose run out 10
•LTfaytor not out .0
Extras (to-10 w-12 nb-2) 24
Ttotal 214
Fall of wldcets: 1-1 2-10 3-97 4-111 5-

132 6-184 7-186 8-194 8-214
Bowling: Austin 9J3-2-2T-4. Martin 9-2-

32-0, Chappie 10-1-51-2, WatWnson 10-0-

68-2, Yales 10-0-34-1-

Rasuit Lancashirewon by 31 runs .

Morns avoidsJail v •

;
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:
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“Bam Means, foe Jeadwglusher.pffoe Super-BowL was fined

. SjT.Oppfor possessing marijaana but avoided jafftiroe.

!ye^ntprisc«iSifioeof &aead, hfcwas given

Denmark’s Riis retains

overall Tour lead
SUPERBESSE-SANCY, France

(AP) - Denmark’s Bjarne Rtis

fended off foe most-vicious

attacks to his yellow jersey in yes-

terday’s 1 3th stage of the Tour de

France since taking foe overall

lead 5 days ago.

Denmark’s Rolf Sorensen won

the 177-kilometer stage from Le

Puy en Velay to SuperBesse-

Sancy while Riis crossed 'the fin-

ish line with five-time defending

champion Miguel Indurain 23 sec-

onds back.

“There were so many attacks

today, bull was strong enough to

hold them off," said Riis, whose

Ifelekom team controlled foe stage

until foe final climb when a string

ofchallengers made charges.

Indurain was poised to make an

attack when his Banesto team

paced the front of the main group

of riders with 20 kilometers to go.

Indurain, who remains in 8th

place at 4- minutes, 38 seconds

back, had a flat and the team had

10 pull back while Indurain s

brother and teammate, Prudencio.

gave him his bike. - - --

Indurain and Riis battled over

three short, but steep climbs, with

Riis staying on Indurain’s tire to

the finish at SuperBesse-Sancy, a

ski resort along the flanks of an

extinct volcano.

Swiss ridbr Tony Rominger and

Russian Yevgeny Berzin both lost

time in the quick-paced , stage

through France's Massif Central,

with Rominger falling from third

to fourth at 1 miiiute, 21 seconds,

and Berzin falling from second to

third 1:08 back.

That put Abraham Olano, who

won the world road race title last

year, in second at 56 seconds

behind. •

•

. ,

Sorensen, 31, attacked in foe

final 10 kilometers, pulled ahead

when foe main pack of riders

caught a 15-man break that

gapped the leaders by up to five

minutes midway through the

stage.

The 2I-stage,3,900-kiloracter

Tour de France continues today

186-5 kilometers from Besse to

Tfclle in another rolling stage

through France’s Massif Central.

Eventually fc.rerooved fromJus recoirii\ . .
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Packers >

.
TheGreen BayPackershav^. j^signedWe-timelyBowl right

end Keifo Jackson to a two-year contract, foe team announced.

The 31~year-okI Jackson, -sufoo became afr^unrestricted free agent

foBowing tire 1995 season! shmfcd infod playoffs forthe Packers,

catching 12 passes for 223 -yards and two touchdowns in two
games.
..“Hebad .four catches foe 101 yards hnd a touchdown in Great

.
Bay’s stunning 27-17 fovisional.playoff win at San Francisco

*

January 6- " ••.. " Reuier

Walker l>ack^¥ffth'C»wbb^ .

Ihe SuperJBbwl champion DallasCowboyssigned veteran-

* running back HOTb^^iker, i^uihg hiscTOrandretimun^
taro to foe team where he beg&riii tbeNfL IVyears ago.

*
frfatker 34, Was-wafted/by theNew’^ fast month and

: it’ appeared his days la the NFL nuglre.be over, but foe Cowboys* .

flamboyant owner Jerry Jones said be would strengthen foe foam.

tS^oplc who understand sfod know his skillsand versatility know

he will be ah invaluable this particular

football team,? JcmestoldTeportersL Reuter

Barkley^sued for bar

?

A.New York,manisued Charles Barideyoo Friday, seekmg350,000

..** VlYT^wiv wuiiwyui I . -

TVler aside a lewd comment io a w&fcfowho waswith Barkley .

: ami .fellow Dream Tfeam pfoyerReggfeMleh and-that Tyler-

.

attacbedhkrc -.
‘

:
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SCOREBOARD
AUSTRALIAN RULES FOOTBALL: Results Friday and yesterday in

Australian Football League: Carlton 19.17 (131) det Adelaide 9.10 (64);

Coltingwood 22.12 (144) de£ North Melbourne 1211 (83): Hawthorn 11E (74)

deL Geelong 10-12 (72); Sydney Swans 14.12 (96) de£ Sc Kilda 11.13 (79); West

Coast Eagles 20.H (131) del Fitzroy 93 (63).

BRITISH GRAND PRJX - Britain's Damon HJn claimed the pole for today’s

British Grand Prtx, setting himself up on his home turf for a ran at his seventh

Formula One victory this season and his second in this race.

The 35-yeaxH>ld £01 - leading the drivers’ championship this season - turned a
time of 1 minute 26.875 seconds yesterday with an average speed of210.177 kpb
to nudge out Williams Renault teammate Jacques YiUenenve in 1:27.070.

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - All rates
include VAT:
Single Weekday - NIS 117 lor 10 words
(minimum), each additional word NIS
11.70
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
175.50 10 words (minimum), each addi-

tional word NIS 17.55.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 257.40 for 10 words
[minimum),each additional word - NtS

WEEK RATE (6 insertions) - NIS 351.00
for 10 words (minimum), each additional

word - NIS 35.10
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - nis
444.80 for ID words (minimum), each ad-
dMonal word - NIS 44.48.
MONTHLY (24 Insertions) - NIS 702.00
for 10 words (minimum), each additional

word -NIS 7020.
Rates are valid until 31.10.96.

DEADLINES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon me day
before ptAficalion; for Friday and Sunday:
6 pJn. on Thursday.
Tel Aviv and Halts - weekdays: 12
noon. 2 days before publication; for Friday
and Sunday 4 pjn. Thursday In Tel Aviv
and 12 noon Thursday in Haifa.

DWELLINGS
General

WHERE TO STAY

JERUSALEM LODGES LTD. ' Short
term rentals * Bed and breakfast * P.O.Box
4233, Jerusalem 91044. Tel. 02-611745,
Fax: 02-618541.

Jerusalem

HOLIDAY RENTALS
JEWISH QUARTER- BRIGHT, 2 bed-
room apartment, hilly furnished, kosher
kitchen. From July 28-August 28. Tel. 02-
280778 (NS).

RENTALS
LONG TERM/ UNFURNISHED: Lev
Rehavia: 4, luxurious. Aboutor (Amina-
dav): 5, beautiful, furnished. Gwai Oranim:
4, beautiful duplex, terrace. TAC, TeL 02-

831764.

REHAVIA, BEAUTIFUL AND neat cot-

tage, 4 + roof and garden. St,500. Exclu-

sive 10 MISHKENOT HAMELECH DAVID
(Marian) . TeL 02-6426363.

SALES
ARNONA, UNDER CONSTRUCTION,
built on Arab house, 4 and 6 rooms, high
standards, magniftcern view. Exclusive to

AMBASSADOR. TeL 02-618101.

BARGAIN! GiVAT HAMIVTAR, villa.

270 sq. m_, view, garden, southern, imme-
diate, S575.00Q. Exclusive to Shiran
throughANGLO SAXON. TeL 02-251 16l.

f

EFRAT - A GOOD PLACE TO LIVE/
houses, cottages, apartments- new and
second hand (also rentals). "Miriam Real-

ty,* TeL 02-9931633.

EIN HEMED, NEW private neighbor-
hood in Jerusalem Hite, superb cottages/2

family homes, beautiful countryside. TeL
05CM07-169.

GERMAN COLONY, 2, quiet, central,

20 sq.m, easement, garden, underground
parking. Immediate. "ISRABUILD" Tel 02-
666571

GERMAN COLONY, 3. quiet, central,

new building, parking, balconies. Imme-
diate. ISRABUILD- Td 02-666571.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5. 11th floor, view ot Knesset, stor-

aa^partjng, S496.000.* ISRABUILD". TeL

KIRIYAT SHMUEL (ATAYASSIMJ, 3T
large, balconies, quiet, convenient floor

T.A.C. Tel. 02-631764.

KIRYAT SHMUEL (SHAI AGNON)7 4.
luxurious + parking and fabulous view. Im-
mediate. Exclusive to MISHKENOT HA-
MELECH DAVID (Maldan), Tel. 02-
6426363.

KIRYAT SHMUEL, 4, SPACIOUS and
quiet + dinette -t- terraces + view of Knes-
set + elevator. BEN ZVI. Tel. 02-630066.

PENTHOUSE, EXCELLENT LOCA-
TION, new building, marvelous view, fully

furnished. TeL 050-407169.

RAMAT ESHKOL (RAMAT HAGO-
LAN), a find! 4, 3rd floor, neat and weB-tt,

S206.000. Srivan exclusive through IDAN,
TeL 02-734834.

RAMAT ESHKOL, MEVO TIMNAH, (4
rooms). 120 sq.m., 2nd floor, must sell.

Exclusive to Stnran through AM GAR. TeL
02-616333.

TALBIEH, 4, 1ST FLOOR, quiet and
green, needs repairs, S420,000, imme-
diate occupancy. Exclusive to MISHKE-
NOT HAMELECH DAVID (MeWan). TeL
02-6426363.

WHERE TO STAY

THE JERUSALEM INN at the City Cen-
ter - Double or large lamily rooms, priv.

bathroom, T.VTTel, quality furnished. Tel.

02-252-757, Fax 02-251-297.

Tel Aviv

HOLIDAY RENTALS
~~

BEAUTIFUL APTS/SUrtES Gan Ha'ir/

near sea, tourists/ businessmen, short,'

long-term. Tel. 03-6969092. 050-356-972.

RENTALS
RAMAT AVIV GIMMEL. beautiful 5
rooms + balcony. SI 400, long term. YAEL
REALTOR (MALDAN) . Tel 03-6426253.

SALES
JAFFA, BREATHTAKING SEA view,
apartment end variety of dwellings. Tel.

03-6839652. 03-5184368.

General

PLOTS

FROM PRIVATE, PITUAH ZICHRON
YAAKOV. plots are being planned in land
release scheme + tabu. 310,000 + pay-
ments. Tei. 03-5257359/70. 04-8644062.

SERVICES
Tel Aviv

COUNSELING/HEALING

FOR A HEALTHY BODY & a happy
mind, have a professional massage or
Shiatsu. TeL 036602328.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Tel Aviv

GENERAL
DANISH, GERMAN + GREEK, speak-
ers wanted! High salaryl Cal Sigai, leL

036758255.

HOUSEHOLD HELP

FORGET THE REST!! We are the
best!! The biggest and oldest agency In

Israel. For the highest quality Jive-in jobs
phone Au Pair International. 03-6190423.

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE,
friendliest families, best conditions, the

agency with a heart for Ihe Au Pairs. Call

Hrtma Tel. 03-9659937.

IMMEDIATE!!! $700 + ROOM AND
board for pleasant, mature au pair, per-
manent position. Te). 03623408a.

WARM FAMILY SEEKS South African
au-pair, live-in, central Tel Aviv, S750 *
200 NIS, immediate bonus. Tel. 03-
6201185, 052-452002.

PURCHASE/SALES
Jerusalem

FOR SALE
DELICIOUS "LOX
CUTS) at below whole

SALMON OFF
le prices.

DWELLINGS
Sharon Area

RENTALS
HERZUYA, BEAUTIFUL MODERN
penthouse, 5. quiet 3lreet. elevator. *Yael

Realtor (Maldan). Tel. 03-6426253.

HERZUYA PITUAH FOR rent, 5 bed-
room cottage, three oathrooms, long
lease. MORAN REAL ESTATE (MALDAN).
Tel. 09-572759.

"Daglicaiesse*, Tel. 02611-488, Tel/tax

02667090a

Outside Israel

FOR SALE

LOTTO AUSTRALIAN POWERBALL,
scratch tickets, ( this oiler is void where
prohfcned by law ), multi-millions, world's

best - since 1985. Free brochures. A.L.S.,
GPO Box 7A. Melbourne. 3001 , Australia.

Fax: 6f-3-S527208fi.

SALES 1 VEHICLES |

General

swimming pool, + sea view! air condition-

050-231 725, 05-363261. PASSPORT
CAESAREA. NEW HOUSE . 300 sq. m.

buiE of 550 sq. m. ol land, comer, swim-

ming pool, enclosed parking, oeauiilul.

Avafebie 9/96. Tel. 08-343777.

VOLVO, 855, 1995, station. 7 seats,

34.000 km., excellent condition. Must sen.

TeL 03-6991269.

NETANYA, COTTAGE, IMPROVED.
religious neighborhood, no agents.
5420,000. TeL 09-640123. | VEHICLES |

Haifa and North

SALES

MAGNIFICENT BEACH FRONT
APARTMENT, Beach Towers. 3 + balco-

ny, ftegba kitchen + appliances, oppor-

tune TeL 04-8261 21W 052-419104.

UNRESTRICTED

ARIE PALOGE - QUALITY CARS:
buying, salting, leasing, trading.

Tel. 02-6523735, 053-240977.



Key Representative Rates

Change

US dollar ...NIS 3.1870 -0.16%

Starting ...... NIS 4.9531 -a.12%

Mark NIS 2.0979 +0.30%

New York market indexes

oj takisoteta asiojsa
Jitanspon
OJUtb — ami?
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1768*
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Dow drops 10 points Stock fall continues

W&

WORLD MARKET ROUNDUP

NEW YORK (AP) - Lower in-

terest rates and some bargain

hunting helped steady the stock

market Friday as most indexes

reversed course to avert a contin-

uation of Thursday’s frightening

slide.

But growing pessimism about

corporate earnings and inflation

prevented a big rebound fbT the

second time this week.

The Dow Jones industrial aver-

age fell 9.98 to 5,51056, having

recovered from a midday slide

that threatened to give the blue-

chip average its third toss of more

than 50 points in six sessions.

Some broad indexes rose Fri-

day, but the beleaguered Nasdaq

market failed to erase all of the

clay’s losses as investors grew less

certain about where technology

and speculative shares might bot-

tom out in a decline that’s

dragged on longer than a month.

“We’ve had this mentality of

buying the dips, but 1 think that

mentality has played itself out,”

said Steven Goldman, market

strategist at Weeden and Co. of

Greenwich. Conn.
‘
‘Stocks are

about as pricey as they can gel

Here's little room for moving off

the consensus mark” in corporate

earnings or economic data.

Bond prices were bolstered by

government reports showing that

wholesale prices rose a moderate

0.2 percent in June while retail

sales fell for the second time in

three months.

Slocks reversed course as the

yield on the 30-year Treasury

bond, a key determinant of cor-

porate and consumer borrowing

costs, briefly moved below 7 per-

cent, then settled at 7.03 percent

That compared with 7.0S percent

late Thursday. Lower borrowing

costs can help stocks by reducing

corporate expenses and increas-

ing consumer spending.

The two reports Friday raised

hopes that inflationary pressures

are modest enough for the Feder-

al Reserve to postpone an expect-

ed increase in interest rates at

least until later this year, and that

economic growth might be slow-

ing enough to forgo a rate hike

altogether.

LONDON (Reuter) - A cautious

stock market ended loweF but

with losses cut as Wall Street

showed a relatively steadier tone

after a sharp drop on Thursday.

Thursday's 83-poiai earaings-re-

lated shake-out on the Dow jan-

gled nerves, prompting fears of a

possible further sharp correction.

Analysts pointed out that Lon-

don’s medium term performance

relative to New York should pro-

vide s cushion against any signifi-

cant Dow fall. The FTSE 100

ended 20.7 points easier at

3,7283, falling 14.9 on the week.

TOKYO - Stocks ended sharp-

ly lower, hit by Wall Street’s foil

overnight and selling related to

the expixy of option contracts in

the morning. Brokers added that

shares, which touched a technical

support level on Friday, were un-

likely to foil further. The key Nik-

kei 225 average ended at

21,656.45 down 236.13 points- or

1.08 percent, foiling 575.97 from

Friday week.
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Dollar reverses slide
CURRENCY REPORT

Correction, bear or bull?

WALL STREET WEEK

NEW YORK (AP) - Perusing a

graph of the Dow Jones industrial

average that only plots year-end

prices, you might forget that

there was a slock market crash in

October 1987. Within 2 1/2

months, most of the damage was

undone.

Fortunately, stock market
crashes can still be counted on

one band, bear markets have
been sandwiched between bull

markets and those steep declines

euphemistically dubbed correc-

tions have seldom been as abun-

Opting for a bull's eye,
}

every time? f
Let us handle your I

portfolio.
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Portfolio kttuugeinent Co. UtL
1

A Membflr 01 Israel

Discount Ban* Groop.

JOINJOB THEBANK.
DIAL 036120111 FROM 8AM TV 11 PM.

dant and long-lasting as Wall

Street's rallies.

But such long-term prosperity

breeds imfamiliari ty with market

trauma. So when the Dow
plunges as sharply as it has in

recent sessions, analysts invari-

ably start debating whether it’s a

little indigestion or a turning

point in the market’s fortunes.

In reality, it may be more an

argument over nomenclature

than substance. For some ex-

perts, a market decline as small as

3 percent can be a correction,

while fot others, a correction

doesn't become a bear market

until there’s a 15 or 20 percent

slide.

The market’s recent stumbles

have already qualified as a cor-

rection by some measures. The

Dow is off 4.6 percent since it set

a record at 5,778 on May 20, and

the Standard and Poor’s list of

500 large companies is down 4.8

percent since that index set a new

high oil May 24.

If you insist on a 5 percent cut-

off, then consider that the Dow
was off as much as 53 percent

before rebounding into Thurs-

day’s close.

NEW YORK (AP) - The dollar

snapped a three-day losing streak

Friday, rebounding back toward

the 111 -yen level on big pur-

chases by Japanese buyers and

diminished fears about a rout in

the US stock market

The strength of the dollar

against the yen also helped it ad-

vance against the mark and other

currencies. As the dollar sur-

passed 110.60 yen, many traders

who had bet on farther weakness

in the dollar joined in the buying

to minimize their losses, pushing

the dollar higher still

“To a certain extent, the mar-

ket had positioned itself short of

dollars," said Tom Hoge, vice

president of corporate trading at

the Bank of New York. “The
market got caught leaning the

wrong way.’’

At the dose in New York, the

dollar traded at 110.80 yen, up
from 11035 yen Thursday. The
dollar traded at 13236 marks, up
from 13216 marks. The British

pound cost 513515, down from

$13533.
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Patah (foreign currency deposit rates) (20.6.96)

Currency (deposit far) 3 MONTHS 8 MONTHS 12 MONTHS
U.S. doter (S2S0.C00) 4A75 MTS
Pound sterling (£100.000) 4.000 4000 • 4.250

Gorman mark (DM 200.000) 1.875 1JB75 2375
Swiss franc (SF 200.000) 1.000 1.000 1-500

Yen (10 mtfBon yen) — — —
(Rate* vwy higher or towerthan Indicated accortSng to deposit)

Shekel Foreign Exchange Rates* (12.7.96)
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Currency basket 3.5343 33914 — «
U.S. dotar 3.1602 32112 .3.10 • 3.28 3.1

German made 2.0806 2.1142 2.04 2.15 20
Pound starting A»121 A9B14 4.82 5.07 48
French franc 0.6146 0.6246 080 0.64 0.6

Japanese yen (TOO) 2.8709 2J173 2.82 ZM ZB
Dutch florin 1.8533 1.8832 182 1.91 1.6

Swiss franc 2.5199 2.5606 247 2.60 2.5

Swedish krona 0.4721 0.4798 0.46 0.48 0.4

Nometfan Ivons 0.4888 0,4947 0.47 0.51
.

0.4

Danisnwone 0.5400 0^488 0^3 0.56 05
Finnish marie 0.6796 0.8906 0.66 0.71 0.6

Canadian (foliar 23046 23420 2^6 Z38 23
Austraian dollar 2^064 2.5489 246 259 2S
S. African rand 0.7232 . 0.7349 . 0.65 0.74 A7
Befolan franc rip) .1.0097 1.0260 V- 0.99 1.05 J.C

AuSrian schWig (10) 28564 - 20041'r 290 205- -.','28

(taflan Ora (1000) 20658 20982 .
203 213 .

-2~C

Jordanian dinar 40900 4.7000 439 4.70 ^ 4A
EcrypHan pound 0.9000 0.9800 0.90 038 1.0

ECU 3.9400 4.0036 — — 28
Irish punt 5.0427 5.1241 435 520 5.0

Spanish peseta (100) 24738 25137 243. 255 24

*TKmw rates vary according to bank. “Bank of Israel.

SOURCE: BANK LEUM1
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CRITIC’S CHOICE
CLASSICAL MUSIC
MICHAEL AJZENSTADT

JERUSALEM music lovers
have a tough choice to make
ronjghi between Mahler and
Pucci upas Stanley Sperber leads
his Haifa Symphony Orchestra
in Puccini's La Boheme at the
Sherover Theater, while Zubin
Mehta leads his Israel
Philharmonic Orchestra in
Mahler’s Eighth Symphony at
the Jerusalem International
Convention Center.
Both concerts showcase some

of the. finest singers in the
world, including Deborah Voigt,
Elizabeth Connell, Elizabeth
Futral, Denyce Graves, Yard
Van Nes, Keith Lewis, Hakan
Hagegard and bass Anatoli
Kotscherga with the IPO; and
Deborah Riedel, Sharon
Rostorf, Christopher
Schaldenbrand and John Fowler
with the HSQ. Both concerts at
S:30.

DANCE
MICHAEL AJZENSTADT

TONIGHT is your last opportu-
nity this season to see the Batsheva Dance
Company in artistic director Ohad Naharin’s
newest opus Yag. a very intimate work for six
dancers. At the Suzanne Della! Centre in Tel
Aviv at 9:45..

FILM

AD1NA HOFFMAN

FARGO - The least fraught and most
affectionate of brother Joel and Ethan Coen’s
films to date, Fargo is based on an improbable-
sounding true story about a Minneapolis car
dealer (William H. Macy) who runs into debt
and concocts a desperate scheme to make back
some quick cash. But things don’t go quite as
planned and by the time the movie ends, many
people are dead and ample blood, has spilled

across the clean Midwestern snow.
Although the crime-gone-afoul plot feels

plenty familiar, it*s clear from the outset that the

Coens are up to something else, a tonal torsion

that's evident the very first time the' characters

open their mouths to speak and the pinched,

pseudo-Scandinavian sing-song of the region
comes out. with just the slightest cartoon edge.

As a guileless and very pregnant small-town
police chief, Frances McDormand brings into

When be finds himself in trouble. Easy (Denzel
Washington, right) is forced to call bpon his volatile
friend Moose (Don Cheadle) in ‘Devil in a Bine Dress.’

amiable focus the whole warped-tender-cheer-
ful caustic battery of feelings the Coens still

seem to harbor for their home state. (English
dialogue, Hebrew subtitles. Parental guidance
very strongly advised)

***DEVIL IN A BLUE DRESS - Based on
a Walter Mosley mystery novel from 1990. Carl
Franklin’s film is set in Los Angeles in 1948
and stars Denzel Washington as Easy Rawlins,

an unemployed World War H vet who finds

himself caught in a complicated plot involving
the missing girlfriend of a candidate for mayor.
Along with the familiar pleasures the movie

offers at the level of whodunit (and whatisit,

actually, since the true nature of the crime does-
n’t become clear until the very end), Mosley
and Franklin have worked an inspired twist on
the most standard of potboiler outlines. Film
noir takes on a rich new set of meanings in the

context of a black - literally a noir - hero. In

this -kind of movie, innocent men are always
getting themselves mixed up in trouble they

don't quite understand, and the same is true of
Easy, although his predicament seems less exis-

tential than it is social: he’s a black man who
was doing pretty well for himself until he got
tangled in die white folks’ problems. (English

dialogue, Hebrew subtitles. Parental guidance
strongly recommended.)

ACROSS .

7 Put up or cut up (9)-

8 Coffee for 'a short tune,

then tea (5)

10 Corresponding but never

meeting <81

11 When in a hole, use your

ingenuity |6)

12 Inventor of the

telephone—or part of it <4)

13 Break our codes in a

conventional way (8)

15 Service initiation (7)

17 Academic gToups

selected—by new masters?

17)

20 Tricked into side issues 18}

22 Letter without a beginning

produces irritation (4)

25 Where rackets may be

exposed (6)

26 I am ccmdusxvdy shown to

be better (8)

27 Schemes thrown aside (5)

28 UTge to go into action,

though dispirited (9)

DOWN
1 Young insects raised, up on
pea soup (5)

2 Pound note in packing case

(6 )

3 Traditional drinks are a
sell out (4,4)

4 Child that is dressed up for

Gaelic gathering (7)

5 Meet a number on the
border (8)

6 Skinny, toothless
what’s-hjs-name (9)

9 Just for the record, 500 is

over 100 (4)

14 Ground and house might
be theirs (9)

16 Getting out stupidly in.

Test is a sort of lesson (8)

18 Dancers on tour (8)

19 Hoped to rise from despair

(7)

21 This oven has a ring
outside for roasting (4)

23 Pick a hundred socks with
a hole in (6)

24 Submit to delay, perhaps
(5)

SOLUTIONS
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Quick Solution

ACROSS; 1 Winter*. 5 Stale, 8 Lap
up, 9 Layered. 10 Zeatonatjr, 13 Sir,

13 Gibbet, 14 Effigy, 17 Tag, 18
CaauuitigJit, 20 Pfiaocy, 21 Clamp,

23 Try-ou, 24 Endemic.
DOWN: 1 Walts. 2 Nip, 3 Explode, 4

Splash. S Shyly, 6 Arresting. 7
Elderly, 11 Ambiguity, 13 Go to pot,

15 Flaccid, 16 Enzyme, 18 Canon, 18

Topic. 22 Aim-

QUICK CROSSWORDa
nag

TELEVISION
CHANNEL 1

&30 NOWS in Arabic &45 Exercise 7:00
Good Morning Israel

EDUCATIONAL TV

&00 Animals 8-JO Tomcats SfcQQ Gaya, Gal
and Gill 8:15 Kafimaw 930 The Little

Mermaid ItWJO Little Women - animated
version 10.-30 vacation siudb 13:00
Animals 1330 Tomcats 14:00 Gaya. Gal
and G41 14:15 KaQmaru 1430 Moonwts
1530 Pretty Butterfly

CHANNEL

1

15:30 Zap on the Wave 1533 Tom and Jerry
1 5-JO Zappers i&OO Heartbreak High 1&45
Zap on trie Wave 1659 A New Everang
1734 zap on the wave 17-30 Ya«udes
18:00 Zap on (tie Wave 18:15 News in

Engfch

ARABIC PROGRAMS
1830 Himalayas 1930 News

HEBREW PROGRAMS
1930 News Heacfines 1931 Grace Under
Hre 20:00 Matoat 20:45 Warm Summer
Nights in Jaffa 22:10 Centennial gold.

Altana -96 2330 Crown Prosecutor -BBC
drama series 2330 News 00.-00 European
Soccer Championships 0030 Language
Comer

CHANNEL 2

10:00 Hz and Mltz 10:30 Little Miss
Broadway (1 938) - an orphan grows up in a
theatrical boarding house. Starring Shirley

Temple. (70 mins} 1235 Tush Tush 1330
Without Umfls 1430 Tick Tack 1430 AJI

Together Now 15.-0Q Genie and the Captain
1530 DavtfS World 1630 Bold and the
BeaiObjl 17.-00 News magazine with Rafi
Reshef 1730 46 Atienby 18:00 Senora
1930 Central Park West 20&0 News 2030
Wheel of Fortune 2130 Prime Tims 22:00
Murder One 2238 24 Hours -Varan London
presorts a 24-hour capstde of Israeli society

0030 News 0035 A Smal Place 0035
MoonOght 1 35 Beadles About - British can-
cBd camera fcOS On the Edge ot the Shalt

JORDAN TV

15:00 The Mask 1530 Bush Sctod 15:40
Mac & Mufley 16:10 Ofyrnplca 17:00 News
Sash 1731 French programs 1930 News
heacfines 1935 Cinema, Cinema 2030
American Chart Show 20i45 Fresh Prince of
Bel Air 21:10 Blacke's Mage 2230 News in

English 2225 Guitar Legends 23:15 Short
StoryCinema 23:45 Nelson's Column

MIDDLE EAST TV

1030 Changed Uvea 10:30 Lighthouse
1130 Hour of Power 1230 Central

Message 1330 Love Worth Finding 1430
Benny Him 1430 John Osteen 1530 In

Touch 1630 Light tor ati Nations 1630
Adventures in Odyssey 1730 Carman
Cornin’ On - Musical adventure 1830
Beverly HlbiBes 1930 Bob Newhart 1930
Rhoda 2030 Remin^on Steele 21 30 Cats
Eyes 2230 Lou Grant 2330 CNN

ITV3(33)

1630 News in Arabic 16ri5 On the Side of

Justice 1730 Weekly Column (Arabic)

WHERE TO GO
Notices In this feature are charged at

N1S28.0B per line, Including VAT. Insertion

every day of the month costs NIS520.65
per line, including VAT. per month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the

Mount Scopus campus, in English, daily

Surt-Thur., 11 a.m. from Bronfman
Reception Centre, -Sherman
Administration Bldg. Buses 4a, 9, 23. 26.
26. Fdr'irtfo. call 88281 &HADASSAH.
Visit the Hadassah installations. Chagall
Windows. TeL 02-416333. 02-776271.

TEL AVIV
Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Susan and Anton
Roland-Roseqberg Cotiection 24 master-

g
eces by modem, artists. Fauvism Wild

easts. Josef Beuys Drawings and
Otyecls. Prints: new acquisitions. New
Horizons: Sculpture. Yaacov Dorchin:

Blocked Wall. Face to Face. The Museum
Collections. HELENA RUBINSTEIN
PAVILION FOR CONTEMPORARY ART. I

Am You Artists Against Violence: 20
posters. Hours: Wsekdays 10 a.m. -6 pm
Tlie. 10 ajn.-IO p.m. Fn. 10 am-2 p.m.
Sat 10 3 p.m. Meverhoff Art Education
Center, Ted. 6919155-8.

HAIFA
WHATS ON IN HAIFA. cBal 04-374253.

Jerusalem: Amona, 9 Lalb Yafle, 731 901;

Balsam. Safari e-Din. 272315; ShuafaL
Shuafat Road, 810106; Dar Aldawa,
Herod's Gate. 282058.
Tel Aviv: Ben-Yehuda, 142 Ben-Yehuda,
522-3535; Kupat Holim Maccabl, 7
HaShis. 546-5558. Til 3 a.m. Monday:
JabOteTSky, 125 ton Gvirol, 548-2040. TB
midnight: Superpharm Ramat Aviv, 40
Einstein, 641-3730; London Mlnistore

Superpharm, 4 Shaul Hamelech, 696-

Ra’anana-Kfar Sava: MefiBcstore, 24
Tchemlchowsky, War Sava, 765-7034.
Netanya: Netanya. 11 Herat 822842.
Krayot area: Harman, 4 Simtat ModPin,

KjTWt Motzkin, 870-7770/3.

Haifa: Balfour, i Massada. 862-2289.

Herztiya: Clal Pharm, Beit Merkazim. 6
Maskft (cnr. Sderot Hagalim), Herzbya
Pituah, 558472, 558407. Open 9 a_m. to

midnight
Upper Nazareth: Clal Pharm, Lev Hair
Man, 570468. Open 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Shaare Zedak (Internal.

ENT); Bikur Holim (Surgery); Hadassah
ML Scopus (orthopedics, obstetrics);

Hadassah Bn Kerem (pediatrics, ophthaF

Ttef Avfv Medical Center Dana
Pediatric Hospital (pediatrics); Tel Aviv

Medical Center (internal, surgery).

Netanya: Larvado.

POLICE 100
FIRE 102
FIRST AID 101
Magen David Adorn
In emergencies dal 101 (Hebrew) or 911
(English) in most parts of the country. In

auummm

ACROSS
7Altitude (6)

DOWN
1 Pebble beach (7)

8Motive (6)
2 Summary of a
meeting (7)

10 Impartial (7) 3 Allotment (5)

11 Swift (5)’ 4 Scent 17)

12 Ibid fibs (4) 5 Awry (5)

I3Fbe<5>

17 Mar (5)

18 Too (4)

22 Foreign (5)

6 Combine (S)

$ Abundant (9)

14 Aperture (7)

15 Aged (7)

lB Cockerel (7)

23 Vain (7) 19 Flavour (5)

24 Gift (6? 20 Name (5)

25 Grating (6) 21 Tired (5)

addtloru
Ashdod* 8551333 Kfar Sava" 902222
Ashkelon 6551332 Naharlya*
9912333
Beersheba- 8274767 Netanya* 604444
Beit Shamesh 6523133 Petah
Trkva* 9311111

Dan Region' 5793333 Rehovot* 9451333

Bat* 8332444
Rlshon' 9642333
Haifa* 8512233 Safed 920333
Jerusalem* 523133 Ttel Aviv* 5480111

Karmtel- 9985444 Tiberias" 792444
* Mobile Intensive Care Unit (MICU) ser-

vice hr the area, around the dock-

Medical help for tourists (in English)

177-022-9110
The National Poison Control Center a!

Ftombam Hospital 04-8529205, 24 hours

a day, tor information in case of poisoning.

Eran - Emotional Fist Aid. i2D% also:

Jerusalem 610303. Tel Aviv 5461111 (ctill-

dren/youth 6961U3), Haifa 8672222/a.

Beersheba 6494333, Netanya 625110,
Karmiel 9688770. Kfar Sava 7674555,
Hadera 346789.
Wteo hotlines for battered women 02-

8514111. 03-5461133 (also In Russian).

07-8376310. 08-8550506 (also in

Amharic).
Rape crisis Center (24 hours), Tof Avfv

5234819, 5449191 (men), Jerusalem
255558. Haifa 8530533. Eilat 6331977.
Hadassah Medical Organization - Israel

Cancer Association Support service 02-

247676).

1830 Amores 19.00 News m Arabic 1930
Today-news in Russian 20ti)Q totetbal 20:45
Tefekesset 21 :15TheMayor of C&sierbridge
- Eight-part BBC production 22tiSDanang
23tiw International Crime OCkOO Closedown

ETV2(23)

1530 vacation Tone 18:00 Alpine Academy
18:30 A New Evening iftoo ZomtM 19:30

Poirti ol View 20,-00 A New Evening (with

subfiles to Russian) 2030 Zorrhii Busness
21 tin Mama Cumpla Cen Anos (1979) - a
divided family is briefly reunited tor the 100th
birthday of the matriarch.

FAMBLY CHANNEL (3)

toOO Falcon Crest (rpt) 9:00 One Life to Live
(ipt) 9*5 Young and the Restless (rpr)

1030 Days ol Our Lives (rpt) 1100 Peris
Negra (rpt) 12:10 Neighbors (rpt) 12:40
Dates (rpt) 1330 Starting at i3Q I4tits 21

Jump Street 14:55 Falcon Cresl 15:50 Days
0! Our Lives 16:40 Neighbors 17:10 Dallas
18:00 One Life to Live 18:45 Young and the
Restless 1930 Local broadcast 2&0S Peria

Negra 2050 Semfeid 21:15 Friends 21:40
E-Ft 2230 The Cfieni 23:26 Wmqs 23:45
Melrose Place 0055 Sweet Justice 1:25
Rosie CTNeffl

MOVIE CHANNEL

1130 Ned Btessing (1991) - a loaner sher-
fff, now on death row; recounts his story (90
mvisj 13:00 What’s New m the Movies
13:15 Happy Go Lovely (1951) - British

musical about a theatrical producer who
gives the lead role to a chorus gut. With
David Niven, Vera-EUen. ana Cesar
Romero. (95 nvns.) 14:55 A Bear Named
Arthur (1992K38 mins) 16:30 Murder in

New Hampshire (19911 - a schooBeacr-er
convinces his studenttover to murder her
husband. (89 mins.) 18:05 Ouatre Chariots
Mousquet (1E72; French) - parody ol Three
Musketeers (108 mms.) 19:55 What's New
at the Movies 200)5 Best Fiends 0982) (rpt)

22:00 Formula tor Death (1995) - a lethal

virus reemerges. (89 mins.) 2335 Face
Value (1991) - a beautiful girl hoping to

become a model meets a man who courts
her obsessively 191 mans

j
10)5 Special on

T/anspottng 1:15 Cold Dog Soup 11989} -

A psychotic cab driver lakes two children and
theirdead pet ona madodyssey. ISJ mms)
2:40 Dean Run (1990) - a woman (tees her
woiert husband r (83 mms.)

CHILDREN (6)

6&0 Cartoons 8.-00 Maya the Bee 8:25 The
Forest ol Wishes 8-^5 Tales of the Big Wood
9:40 Batman 10:15 Heattefife 10:50 VR
Troopers 11 :2S Kirk 12:15 Rocko's Modem
Life 12£0 Anfmaniacs 13til0 Harry and the

Hendersons 13:30 Hugo I4ti» Chiqutitas

15:10 Batman <rpl) 15:45 HeathcSfle 1620
VR Troopers (rpt) 17:05 Kirk (rpt) 17:45
Rocko's Modem Life (rpt) 18-JO Harry and
the Hendersons (rpt) 19:00 Hugo (rpt) 19-.30

Throe's Company 20.-00 Mamed with

Children 2035 Roseanne 20--50 The Ren
and Slimpy Show 21ti)5 Big Brother Jake

JERUSALEM
G-G. GIL Jerusalem Mas (Matka; » 788448
To Die FcrWCutthroat island 11 am, 1.-30.

4-30. 7:15. 9:45 * Babe (EngSsfi dialogue!

7:15* Babe (Hebrew dialogue) 11 atm., 1 JO,

4:30 * American Oufit 9:45 * Fargo 11 am.
4:45, 7:15. 9:45 * The San'ani Family 1 :30 *

The Birdcage 11 tun., 130. 430. 7-15. 10 *
Las HEsembles 9 * The Littte Princess 11

am. 130, 430, 7 * Primal Fear 7:15, 10 *
Richie Rich 11 am, 1:45. 430 * White
Squafl 11 a.m., 130, 4:30, 7:15. 10
JERUSALEM THEATER 20 Marcus SL =
617187 Nelly et M. Amaud 7. 9:30 * Ffirt 7,

930 RAV CHEN 1-7* 792799 Credit Card
Reservations* 790477 Rav-Mecher Building.

19 Ha'oman St„ Talpiot The Hunchback of

Notre Dame (EngBsti dialogue) 730, 9:45 *
The Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew da-
logos) 11 aun, 1,5* Restoration 5, 7:30,

9:45* Dracuta, Dead and Loving It 11 am.
I * It Takes TWo 11 am., t, S. 730 * The
Juror 9:45 * Nowand Then 11 run.. 5. 730,
9:4S. * Leon 1 * Richard 111 9:45 * Toy
Story (English dialogue) 730 * Thy Story

(Hebrew italogue) 11a.m.. 5 * Jumanp
Ham., i , 5, 730, 9:45 * The Rock 11 am..
4:45, 7:15, 9.45 SEMADAR » 6181 68
Trainspotting 5:45, 7:45. 10 MEVASSERET
ZION GJSjGIL Casbbnca 11 am. * Babe
(English dialogue) 730 * Babe (Hebrew db-
togui9) 11 am. 5 * Kansas Cby 10
TCLAVTV
CINEMATHEQUE 2 Sprinzak St * 5772000
A Summer In La Goulette 5, 7:45, 9:45 *
Moucette 730 * Jules et Jim 930 DtZEN-
GOFF 5172923 White SquaU*Leaving Las

Vegas*Cutthroat Island 11 am, 1 , 3, 5:i5.

7:45 , 10 DRIVE IN Up Close and Personal
10 * Sex Film 12 midnight GAN HATH *
5279215 71 Ibn Gabon) St Priscfila 230. 5.

730, 9:45 GAT Jumanji fl am.. 230. 5.

7:30, 9:45 GORDON Eat, Drink, Man.
Woman 530, 7:45. 10 G.G. HOD 1-4 »
5226226 Hod Passage, 101 Dizengob SL To
Die For*Fargo n am.. 130, 5. 730, 10 *
American Quirt 11 am, 5, 730. 10 *
Kansas City 10 * Babe (Hebrew dialogue)

II ajn.,4:30. 5 * Babe (EngSsh cBatogue)

7:30 LEV 1-4 * 5280288 Trainspotting

12:15, 230. 5:15. 7:45. 10 * The Utile

Princess 11 am., t. 2:45, 430, 630 * The
Shanghai Triad 1:15, 3:15. 6

,
10 *

Antonia's Line 11:15 ant, 3:15, 5:15, 730.
16 * The Secret of Roan Irtish J1.-15 am..
1:15, 5:15, 730 * Strange Days 10 G.G.

PE’ER Fargo 7:30, 10 * Aya 5 * Kansas

Cfty 5, 730, 10 * The Perez Family 10 *
Babe (English dialogue) 7:30 * Babe
(Hebrew dialogue) 11 ajn., 1 , 5 * Les
Bfisorabtes 9 * The Little Princess 11 am,
130, 5, 7 RAV-CHEM* 5282288 Dizengofl

Center The Rock 11 am.. 2. 4:30, 7:15. 9:*5

* The Hunchback ol Notre Dame (Hebrew
Oatogua) tl am.. 1 . 3. 5 * The Hunchback
of Notre Dame (EngSsh dialogue) 7:30. 9:45

* It Takes TWo 11 am, 1 , 3. 5. 73Q * City

Hall 730. 6:45 * Draeula, Dead and Loving

It 11 am, 1,5* The Juror 9:45 * Tel Aviv

Stories 3 * Toy Story (English tSatogueJ

730. 9:45 * Toy Story (Hebrew dialogue) 11

am, i, 3. 5 * Now and Then 11 am.. 1. 3,

5:15, 730 RAV-OR 1-5 * 5102674 Opera
House D Postino*Restoration*A Woman
(n Blue Oras$*Star Man 2:30, 5, 7:30, 9:45

* Richard ID 5, 7:30. 9:45 * Late Summer
Blues 230 G.G. TAYELET 1-3 * 5177952 2
yfcno Hanavi SL Executive Decision*Sense
and SensfbTrty 7:15, 10 * Strange Days 10

* The San'ani Family 7:30 G.G. TEL AVIV*
5281181 65 Pinsker SL Primal Fear 5, 730,
10 * The Birdcage 5. 730. 10 * Twelve
Monkeys 730, 10 * Funny Israelis 5 TEL
AVIV MUSEUM * 69612B7 27 Shaul
Hameiekrt Boulevard Nelly et M. Amaud 5,

8. 10
HAIFA
CINEMA CAFE AMAUI * 8325755 II

Post!no 7:15 * The Shanghai Triad 9:15 *
Star Man 7:15, 9:15 ATZMON 1-5*0673003
Cutthroat Island 4:30. 7, 9:15 * The
Birdcage*While SqualHrPrimaf Fear 4:15.

6:45. 9:15 * Sense and SenSfeBOy 4:15,

6:45. 9:15 CINEMA CAFE MORIAH *
6242477 The Secret of Roan inish 530 *
Trainspotting 7:30. 9:30 CINEMATHEQUE *
8383424 Woman Sesame Oil Makar 7 *
Mighty Aphrodite 930 ORLY* B381S66
Restoration 7. 9:15 PANORAMA 1-3 *
8382020 Babe (EngSsh dtalpgoel 7 * Babe
tHetxmrdahgue) 11 am. 1,430* Strange

Days 930 * Fargo 7. 930 * Richie RIcfl U
am, 1 , 4:30 * American Quin 930 * the
Little Princess 11 am.. 1. 430. 7 RAV-GAT
1-2 * 8674311 (OS] The Hunchback 01
Notre Dam (EngBsti OolOQue) 7:15, 930 *
The Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrewda-

tome) tf am, 5 + The Rock 11 am.. 430,

7. 930 RAV-MQR 1-7 “ 8416890 [OS] The

Hunchback of Notre Dame (Engtsh dia-

logue) 7:15. 930 * The Jwor 9:16 * Toy

Story (Hebrew dialogue) 11 am, 1. 5 * Now
and Then 11 am, 1:15, 5, 7, 9:15 * The

Rock fl am. 4:?5. 7, 930 * Jianflnp 11

am, 1:15, 4;45, 7, g-.is * Bed of Roses 11

am., 5. 7, 9:15 Restoration 7, 9:15 * It

Tales TVvo If am, f. 5. 7 * 7he Hurtahbscfc

of Notre Dame (Hebrew epilogue) 11 am., 1.

5 * Leon 1 RAV-OR 1-3 “ 8248553 (OS)

jumar^f fl am, 4.-45, 7, 9:1? * The Juror

8:15 * B Takas Two 11 am, 4:45. 7 * Toy

Story (Hebrew dialogue] 11 am. S * Now
and Then 7. 9:15

AFULA
RAV CHEN a 6424047 Jutnanji 11 im, 5, 7,

930 * The Bock 7. 930 * The Hunchback
of Notre Dame (Encash fatigue.) 7, 930 *
The Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew tfe-

idpufiNMt Takes TVwj It am, 5

ARAD
STAR * 950904 Primal Fear 5:15, 10 *
Kansas City 1130 am.. 7-45 * The
Birdcage 5:15. 7:45, 10' * Tel Aviv - Los
Angeles 1 1:30am * Toy Story (Engtah fa-
togue] 8, 10 * Toy Story (Hebrew dialogue)

2130 Drop the Dead Donkey

SECOND SHOWING (6)

2200 Boing There (1979) - Priza-winning

sabre about a am-wined garoener wno
gains prominence . Starting Peter Seflers,

with Stfiley MacLarie and Metvyn Dantes.
Directed by Hal Ashby, based on book by
Jerzy Kosmskt (123 mins.) 00:10 Twenty
One Days Together (1938) -A pair of bvere
spend three last weeks together before the

man stands trial tor murder. Starring

Laurence Olivier and Vivien Leigh. Dveded
by Basa Dean. (7i mins.)

DISCOVERY (8)

6tito Open Ltofversiiy 1200 Road Rage (rot)
1330 Peak Performance (rpt) 1330 The
Next Step (rpt) 14:00Open Unversity ?&0G
Road Rage (rpt) 17:00 Peak Petformanca
(rpt) 1730 The Next Step (tot) 1830 Open
urwwsiiy 2030 The Nature of Things SI30
Human Nature 22:00 Beyond 2000 2230
Uhra5dence - The Return ol the Epidemcs
- AIDS and the Ebola virus arewaming signs

that the world's population is at risk. 23.-00

Nature of Things (rpt) 23:45 Open University

SUPER CHANNEL

630 Senna Scott Show 730 Inside Russia

730 NBC News 8.-00 The Best of Europe
2000 B:30 Executive Lriestyles 9:00
Inspirations 10:00 ITN News 10:30 Air

Combat 1130 Portraits of the Certury 1230
Supershop 1330 McLaughSn Grotp 1330
Best ol Europe 2000 14.-00 The Fret and the

Best 1430 How to Succeed in Business
15.-00 PGA Golf Tournament 16:00 isuzu

Golt 1830 Car Racing: ADAC Cup 1996
19:00 ITN News Live 1930 Fast Class
Around the World 20:00 Wine Express
2030 Best of the Seitoa Scott Show 21 30
ITN News 22:00 Golt: Anderson
Champorshros 0030 Tonight Show with

Jay Leno 1:00 The Late Show with Conan
O'Brien 230 Talon' Jazz

BSTAH PLUS

630 Thailand Panorama 6:30 India

Business Week 730 The Road Show 830
AmU India Show 830 Cricket - senes 930
Fall Guy 1030 Vegas 1130 Littte Woman

-

min-sehes: part 1 1330 The Love Boat
1430 The World Around Us 1530 The
Road Show 1630 Amut IncSa Show 1630
McGregor Saga 1730 Beverly Hifc 90210
1830 Ticket Fences 1930 Street Legal

2030 21 Jump Street 2130 Star Trek: Next

Generation 2230 IncSa Business Week
23:30 Amut India Show 0030 Oprah
Win!ray 130 Hooparman 130 Home and
Away 230 The Sifiivans

CHANNELS

830 The Dream Team to the Pre-Olympics
1030 Ofima Horse Championship 1130
Futboi Mondial 1130 Churning Water 12:00
European Soccer 1330 Summer VtofleyhaS

Laagua-lWAvfv va.Jerusalem 1530 Great
Moments of the '96 Europe Cup 16:45

CINEMA
1130 am, 530
ASHDOD
G-G- GIL « 8647202 White SquaWThe
Rock 11 am. 4:30. 7:15, 10 * Cutthroat
Island 11 am, 5, 730. 10 * Kansas City ID
* II Takes TWo 11 am 5, 730 * The
Woman in a Blue Dress 5, 7:30. 10 * The
San'ani Family 11 am G.G. OR! 1-3*
711223 Jumanji 11 am. 5, 7:30 * Babe
(EngSsh dtateguel 730 * Babe (Hebrew dia-

logue) 11 am 5 * The Juror 10 * The
Hunchback of Nobs Dame (Hebrew fa-
tigue) 11 am. 5. 73a 10 * Now and Then
10
ASHKELON
G-G. GL 739977 Cutthroat Island*White
Squati 11 am.. 5. 730, 10 * Primal Fear 10
* Babe (EngSsh (fatigue) 730 * Babe
/Hebrewfatigue) 11 am,5*The Birdcage
5. 730. 10 * A Bit Ot Luck 11 am * Fargo
730. 10 * Executive Decision 11 am.. 430
RAV CHEN » 711223 The Hunchback of
Notre Dane (Hebrew fa/ogue) 11 am, 5 *
Dracuta, Dead and Loving It 11 am., 5 *
The Hunchback ol Node Dame (EngSsh fa-
tigue) 730. 9:45 * Now and Than 5. 730.
9:45 *The Rock 7n 5, 0:45* The Jcror9:45
*ttTWreslWo11 am.,5,730* Jumanp 11

am., 5, 730, 9:45* Leon 11 am *
BAT YAM
RAV CHEN *r 5531077 The Hunchback of
Notre Dame (EngSsh dialogue) 730, 9:45 *
The Rock 11 am, 4:45, 7:15. 9:45 * The
Hunchback of Noire Dame (Hebrew fa-
tigue) 11 am, 5 * Jiananp 11 am, 5 730,
9:45 * Cutthroat Island 11 am, 5. 7:30, 9:45
* It Takes TWO hi am. 5, 730 * White
Squall 945 * Sense and Sansbny 9:45 *
Dracuta, Dead and Loving M 11 am, 5 * 1b
Die For 7:1 5. 9:45 * Babe (Engfish cSsUogue)

7:30 * Babe (Hebrew dialogue) 11 Bjnn 5 *
Tb Die Fdr 7;15. 9:45 BEERSHEBA
aG. GO. To Die For 5. 730. 10 * A Bit of

Luck 11 am. * Babe (EngBsb fatigue) 730
* Babe (Hebrew tbetogue) 11 am, 5 *
Strange Days 10* Cutthroat Island 11 am,
5. 730. 10 * White Squati 11 am. 4:30.

7.15. 10 RAV-NEGEV 1-U w 235278 The
Rock 7:15, 9:45 * Now and Then 11 am. 5.

9:45 * Jumanji 11 am, 5. 730. 9:45 * The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (EngSsh fa-
tigue) 7:30, 9:45 * The Hunchback of Notre
Dame (Hebrew fatigue) 11 am, 5 * It

Tbkes TWo 11 am. 5, 7:30
DIMONA
HECHAL HATARBAUT Up Close md
Paraonaia
EILAT
KOLNOA EILAT The Rock 730. 10 * The
Hunchback of Notre Dame 11 am.. 530, 8.

10
HADERA
LEV 1-4 The Rock 4:15, 7:15, 10 * The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew fa-
tigue) 10:30 am.. 12:30, 4;15, 6. 8
* Jumanji 1030 am., 1330, 4:15. 8 10 *
Trainspotting 8, 10 * Babe (Hebrew fa-
tigue) 1030 am, 1230, 4.-15. 6 * Babe
(Engbsh dialogue) 6:15, 10 * The Secret of

Roan Inish 10:30 am * Toy Story 1230
pm.
HERZUYA
COLONY CINEMA 1-2 (MANDARIN) »
6902666 DevH In a Blue Dress 6. 10 * The
Juror 6, 8. 10:15 * Lovesick on Nana
Street 6 STAR® 589068 The Rode 7:45.

1030 * Babe (Hebrew fatigue) 11 am 1 ,

6 * A Little Princess 11 am, 4:15, 6:15 *
Jumanji 1 . 4:15, B. 10:15 * The Hunchback
of Notte Dame (English dialogue) U am,
1:15. 430, 630 DANIEL HOTEL Fargo 8:15,

10 * Babe (English fatigue) 4*5. 630 *
Toy Story (Hebrew fatigue) 1 1 30 am
KARMIEL
CINEMA 1-3 * 887277 Jumarifl 11 am., 5,

7, 9:30 * The Rock 6vJ5. 930 * The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (English fa-
tigue) 7:15. 930 * it Takes Two 11 am, 5
* The Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew

(fatigue) 11 am, 5
KFAR SAVA
G.G. GIL *7077370 To Die

For+TrainspotUng 7:30, 10 * A Little

Princess-fit Tbkas Two 11 am., 130, 5 *
Cutthroat (stand 11 am, 1:30, 5, 730, 10 *
The Hunchback of Notre Dame (English

fatigue) 730. 10 * The Hunchback of

Notre Dame (Hebrew fatigue) 11 am., 130,
5 * The Rock 11 am., 430, 7:15, 10 *
Casbbnca 130 * Babe (Enpfe/r fatigue)
730 * Babe (Hebrew fatigue) 11 am,
130, 5 * White Squafl 10 * The Birdcage

10 * Jumanji 11 am„ 130, 5, 730
KfftYATBIAUK
G.G. KIRYON 1-9 » 779166 Babe (Hebrew

dialogue) 11 am., 4:45, 7 * To Die

For*Trainspolling 4:45. 7, 930 * White

SquaH+Tho BErdcage^Cuilhroat Island 11

am., 4^5. 7. 930 + A Little Princese«Toy

Story (Hebrew fatigue) n am. 6:45* The
Juror 7. 930 * Fargo 7, 0:30* Acs lrtntura

11 am * American QuBt 7, 930 * Primal

Fear 4:45,7, 930
KJHYAT SHEMONA
G.G- GIL * 8905080 The Flock 4:30, 7, 930
4 Funny fsrsefis 11 am. * The Hunchback

of Notre Dame /Hebrew fatigue) 11 am,
430, 7, 930 * Primal Fear 9:30 * Jumanji

11 a-m., 4:30.

7

LCD
STAR Toy Story (Hebrew fatigue) 11 am,
5, 730 * Toy Story (English fatigue) 10 *
The Birdcage 11 am. 5, 7:45. 10 + Primal

Fear 5. 7:30. 10 * Photo Roman 11 am
NAHARIYA
hechal HATARBUT Sense and
SensttrfBty 830
UPPER NAZARETH
B.G GIL Fargo 4-30, 7. 830 * White Squafl

11 am.. 930 * A Woman In e Blue Dress

4:30, 7, 9:30 * A Drop of Luck 11 am. *
The Rock^The Hunchback of Notre Dante
(Hebrew dlatigunbSTh* Juror+Jumanff

1130 am.. 430. 7. 930 * American Quilt

930 * Babe (Hebrew fatigue) 11 am.

Garoe to Outer - wresttng (tpj) 17:45
"

Special - baskeflafl AJFS&rs vs. AustraliaW1M0 Baseball 2030 Futboi Mondial;
21tiJ0 IS Days of Gloiy (rpt) 23ti» Game to-
Order Israeli soccer OOtiM Car Raonq
around the Indies (rpt)

PRIME SPORTS

6:00 WWF Wresting 830 Futod Mcncfe]
7ti» Asian spons 730 Formula 1

,
Wood'

Cup from Britain, acftistmants (rot) 8:30
PGA Golf 9:00 Sports Magazine 9^30 -
ScMash: Wbrid C14) 1030 Asian Socoer .

1130 Motorcycle Racing 13ti» Asian Sports' •

13-30 Soccer. Oassto Games 1530 Car-
*

Racing: Grand Prbc from Britain - live 1830 !

Sunrtey League Cntivet 23.-00 Asian Soccer 1

Show OOtiXIThai Boxing 1 tin Wrestteg •

BBC WORLD '

|

News cm the hour 630 Honaan - sderce <

magazine (rpt) 730 Britain in View (rpt) 835 1

India Business (rpt) 930 TNs Week (ipu '

130 Buildng Scjrts (rpf) 1230 Audiwi (rpt) !
13.-05 Everyman - vorid roSgons (rpl) 14-^0 .

Art Marathon (rpt) 1535 Travel Show (rpt) •

16:05 Breakfast nlth Frost 1730 Tbp Gear *

(rpt) lft05 Horizons (rpO 1930 Time Out f
Food and Drink (rpt) 2030 Britain on View .

(rpt) 2130 Window on Europe (rpt) 2235
Lktoer the Blue Flag 2330 The Contenders '

- AUanta 96 0030 World Business Style
'

0030 World Sport 1ti)0 WOrid Today 1:30 .

Future Watch

VOICE OF MUSIC
*

636 Morning Concert 935 Tchaikovsky.
Piano trio in A minor op 50 (Barenboim. '

ZuLoman/Du Pra); Mozart Serenade in E
’

flat for winds K375; Brahms: Double concer- !

toin Arnkxx-kjrvioSn, cettoandoichop 102:
WteHoa Belshazzar's Feast Schitiert
Fantasy in C tor vioEn and piano D934

'

1230 Light Classical - works by French !
composers. Poulenc: Les Biches; Sate: .

Gymnopecties nos land 2; Godard: Suite op •

116: Offenbach-Rosenthal: Gaiele
Parisierme 1330 Artists of the week - \
Alphonse and Alois Kontarsky. Moan: <

Larghetto and AOegro In E Hal (or 2 pianos; •

Reger. Variations and Fugue to A on theme 1

by Mozarr lor piano 4 hands John Cage:
'

Winter Music tor 2 pianos 14.-Q6 Encore .

1&0D Music tor Sunday — Bach: Cantata no
24; Mozart Exsuftate Jubilate; -

Rachmaninoff: Vespers 18:00 New CDs - *

Dvorak: Cello concerto in B minor; .

Mussorgsky, orch. Stokowski: Khovsshchlna
introduction to 4th act, Boris Godunov sym- •

phonic synthesis. Pictures at an Exhftxtiori
*

2035 From Our Concert Halls -(1) Muaica
*

Nova, soloist Mira Zakai. aJta Ben-Son .

Orgad A Personal Place; p. Haas: Quartet •

ru 2 for strings and percussion; A Schufttoft
*

Trio tor ffute, viola and double bass; R
Serousst Testimony from Theresienstadt lor .

12 instalments and narrator. (2) Voice of •

Music in Upper Gaflee 1994 season - •

Stravinsky. A Sokfiert Tale 2330 Sounds to )

End the Day

430.7
NESS 2SONA 1

G-G. GL 1-4* 404729 To Die Fbr 5, 730, 10 .

* The San'ani Family 11 am * Babe •

(EngSsh diatiguB) 7:15 * Babe (Hebrew fa-
toque) 11 ajn, 5 * Les Mtserabies 930 * A *

Cutthroat Island 11 am. 430, 7:15. 10 *
’

WhtteSquaH7:15.10*A Littte Princess 11 •

am., 5
NETANYA
G.G. GIL1-5* 628452To Die For 5. 730, 10 .

* A Bit 0# Luck 11 am * Cutthroat .

Mand+WIdte Squall 11 am. 5. 730, 10 * •

Babe (English fatigue)

.

7:30 * Babe -

(HebrewrfatogueJfffichteRidiil am, 5* \

The Birdcage 10 * Trainspotting 730. 10 .

RAV CHEN The Rock 7:15, 9:45* Jumanji •

11 am., 1
,
5, 730. 9:45 * The Hunchback -

of Noire Dame (EngSsh fatigue) 730, 9^15
‘

* The Hunchback of Notre Dante (Hebrew .

fatigue) 11 am, 1,5* Restoration 730, •

9:45* tt "fakes TWo 11 am. 1,5* Nowand
Then 11 am, 5
OR AIWA !

RAVI CHEN The Rock 7^930' * The-:

Hunchback of Notre Dame (Engtrsh fa- •

tigue) T, 930 * The Kunchback ofTtotro

Owns (Hebrew fatigue) 11 amu 5 * The -

Juror 930 * Leon 11 sun. * it Tatoeo two
11 am, 5,

7

OR YEHUDA
G.G. Gfl. White SqualhfCutttvoat Island 11 i

am., 5, 730, 10 * American Quit 5. 730, '•

10 * The San'ani Family 11 am * The
Birdcage 10 * Babe (Hebrew fatigue) 11 .

am., 5. 730
OPETAHTIKVA
G.G. HECHAL The Rock 430, 7:15, 10 *
Jumanji it am * Baba (EngSsh fatigue)

7:30. * Babe (Hebrew dSatogue>9The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew fa- •

tigue) 11 am, 5*WMt»Squa&
10 * The Hunchback of Notre Dame

.

(English fatigue) 730, 10 G.G. RAM 1J3 *
934081 B JumapJ) 5. 730, 10 * Primal Fear •

4:30, 7:15, 10 * Fargo 730, 10
RA'ANANA
CIN-MOFET Antonia's Line 830 PARK The .

Hunchback of Notre Dame (English fa-
tofiue) 730. 10:15 * The Rocks. 730. 10:15 •

* Babe (EngSsh fatigue) 730 * It Takas
TWo 1130 am, 3,5* The Hunchback of

.

Notre Dame (Hebrew dialogue) 1130 am, 3,

.

5 * Babe (Hebrew fatigue) 11 30 bjti., 3. 5 -

* Now md Then 10:15 * Junanji 11 30 •

a.m, 3, 5. 730, 10M5 * White Squati 730.

.

10:15 * Toy Story 1130 am * Lovesick .

on Nana Street 3
RAMAT GAN
RAV-GAN 1-4 * 8197121 The Rock 430,

*

7:15, 9yi5 * White Squall 7:15, 9:45 *

;

Cutthroat (stand 5, 730, 9:45 * Leon 5 •

RAV-OASiS 1-3 tr 6730687 The Hunchback -

of Notre Dame (Erigfeh fatigue) 730. 9:45
;

* The Hunchback of Notre Dome (Hebrew

.

fatigue)

M

am. 1,3,5 * Jumanp 11 am...
1. 3, 5:15. 730. 9-45 * Now and Then 9:45 •

* Babe (Hebrew fatigue) 11 am, l, 5 * '

Babe (English fatigue) ISO * Restoration
.

730, MS * tt Trikes TVro Tl am, 1 , 3, 5 ,

RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHAV* 5491379 ToyStory (HebrewoSa-'
tigue) 11 am., S * Toy Story (English dta-’

tigue) 630 * Trainspotting 8, 9.45

REHOVOT
CHEN 1-4 * 382864 Trainspotting 7:45, 10'

* Wok 11 am * White Squall 6, 9:45 *

'

BteM (EngSsh fatigue) 8 * Babe (Hebrew;

fatigue) 11 am, 5 * A Littte Princess 11

.

am, 5, 730 * Under the Domftn Tree 11 <

am. 530 * TO Die For 730. 10 * Sense
end Senstiility 9:45 RAV MOR * 94B35H5

'

The Juror 9:45 * Now and Then 11 am, 1 .

.

5, 7:30 * Restoration 730. 9:45 * Tbt Aviv

Stories 1 * Toy Story (Hebrew (fatigue) 11

am. 5 *-The Rock 7:15, 9:45 * The
Hunchback ol Notre Dame (EngSsh fa-
tigue) 730. 9:45 * The Hunchback of;

Notre Dame (Hebrew fatigue) 11 am, 1. 5.

* It Takes TWo 11 am, 1, 5 * Jumanji 11 >

am, 1. 5. 730. 9-45 * Cutthroat island Tt;
am. 5, 730, 9-A5

. ,

RtSHONLEZKN
GAL 1-6 * 9819689 The Ftock 11 am, 4-30,*

7ri5, 10 * Thdnspotting 730. 10 * Toy'
Story (Hebrew fatigue) 11 a.m, 5 *,
Cutthroat Island 11 am. 5. 730, 10*White.
SquaR 5, 730. 10 Sabbaba 11 am *•
American QuHt 10 * k hslcss TVro 11 am. 5,'

730 HAZAHAV The Hunchback Ol Notre;

Dame (EngSsh fatigue) 730. 10 * The,
Hunchback of Notre Dane (Hebrew fa-
tigue) 11 am, 130. 5 * The Birdcage IQ *'

Babe (EngT'sh fatigue) 730 * Babe)
(Hebrew fatigue) 11 am, 130, 5* 7b Die,

For 730, 10* A Little Princess 11 am, 1 . &
RAV CHEN * 9670503 The Rock 7.15, 9:4ff

* The Juror g;45 * The Hunchback of
Notre Dome (English fatigue) 7:30. 9:45 *,

Jumanji 11 am. 5, 7:30, 9:45 * Tha
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew fa-

tigue) 11 am, 5 * Dracuta, Deed and
Loving It U am, 5 * It Takes TWo 11 am^
5 RON Primal Feart-Strange Days 7:15. 1G
* A Bit Of Luck 730. 10 STAR 1-4 *
961 9985-727 Lishtosky SLThe Juror 5.730;

10 * Ace Ventura H30am * Kansas City,

10 * Barb Wire 5, 7:45 * The Finest Hour

1130 am. * Jumanji 1130 am. 5. 7:45, 10
* Fargo 7145, 10 * Dracuta. Dead and
Loving It 11 30 am., 5 |

YB1UD
RAV-CHEN Savyortm The Rock 11 ami
4:45. 7;15. 9:45 * Jumanji 11 am, 5. 730;
945 * The Hunchback of Notre Danwj

(English fatigue) 730. 9:45 * The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew fa
tigue

)

11 am. 1 , 5 * It Tates TWo 11 am, 1,

5 * Tel Aviv Stories 1 * Restoration 730.

9:45

Phone reservations: Tel Aviv 52S2244,
Haifa 728878
All times are pm. unless otherwise Indi-

cated-
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Histadrut gears 15

for strike
MICHALYUDELMAN

THE Histadrut ’s parliament will

hold an urgent meeting today to

approve the general strike planned

for Wednesday as part of the labor

movement's protest against the

government's economic plan.

The strike is to encompass the

public sector, government corpo-

rations, government ministries,

and ail other organized workers.

This includes the banks. Israel

Electric Corporation. Bezeq,

Israel Broadcasting Authority. El

Al, airports, municipalities, and

civil service.

Some 12,000 to 15,000 workers,

led by Histadrut Chairman Amir
Peretz and union leaders, are to

march from Jerusalem's Givat

Ram stadium to the Knesset, car-

rying placards reading. “We
demand a just distribution of the

burden" among other slogans.
*

• At the Knesset the workers will

hold a mass demonstration against

the government - aimed mainly

against Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu and Finance Minister

Dan Meridor - for the budget cuts

which they say will only harm
lowerand middie-income earners.

The Histadrut has hired 300
buses to bring the demonstrators

to Jerusalem and has prepared
thousands of posters and stickers,

which will be distributed today at

thousands of workplaces through-

out the country.

Peretz sent Meridor a letter last

Thursday, urging him to suspend

the planned measures and open

negotiations to distribute the bud-

get cuts more justly among the

population.

The Histadrut is also demand-
ing that NIS 2 billion out of the

nearly NIS 5 billion in budget cuts

be transferred from the lower
income earners to another sector.

“We are approaching the

moment of truth," Israel Aircraft

Industries union chairman Haim
Katz said last week at the union

leaders’ meeting at which the

strike was declared. “This one-

day strike is a signal to the gov-

ernment to exercise judgment, a

red light saying: you have been

warned. I hope this day of strike

will paralyze the country, making

it seem like Yom Kippur, and I

hope there will be need for only

one Yom Kippur."

Today, the 300 workers of the

Treasury's wage units intend to

step up their sanctions, following

the Treasury's refusal to keep the

wage agreement with them, and

stop transferring data to the com-
pany producing the Civil

Sen*ice's pay slips. Also this

week, 900 other Treasury workers
in charge of payments for budget-

ed bodies and suppliers, which

constitute $0% of the state budget,

plan to impose sanctions.

Princess Mabidol ofThailand (left) receives a welcoming bouquet of flowers from Swissair representative Estie Romer upon arrival

at Ben-Gurion Airport on Friday. The princess, who is traveling with her daughter, is to be hosted to lunch on Tuesday by President

Ezer Weizman and his wife. Returna. (isnet Sum

High Court blocks Bar-Ilan closure

''tty

Israeli Embassy
protests against

Belarus censorship
MINSK, Belarus (AP) - The
Israeli Embassy on Friday accused

a television network of editing the

ambassador's interview to delete

references to a government cover-

up of the mass killing ofJews there

during World War II.

The embassy issued a statement

saying Ambassador Efihu Vaik

gave an interview to the Mir tele-

vision network last month and
specifically asked them not to

delete a part of it in which he

accused Belanissian authorities of

hushing-up the killing of Jews
during the Nazi occupation of the

former Soviet republic.

The Mir network is run by
members of the Commonwealth
of Independent States to report

political and economic develop-

ments in the loose alliance uniting

former Soviet republics.

It's headquartered in Minsk and
is closely supervised by the

Belanissian government.

The network broadcast Valk’s

interview, but edited out the very

part he asked to keep intact. In the

deleted comments. Valk stated

that this year, for the first time, the

authorities mentioned Jewish vic-

tims by name.
“The Embassy of Israel consid-

ers it necessary to voice protests

against blunt and rude censorship

by the television company," the

statement said. “The Embassy
would like to express hope that it

will become the last case of polit-

ical censorship against foreign

diplomatic missions in Belarus.”

THE High Court of Justice issued

both an interim injunction and a
show-cause order against the clo-

sure of Rehov Bar-Dan on Friday.

The orders were issued in

response to two petitions against

the closure, by MK Ophir Pines

(Labor) and Lior Horev, an
activist with Labor's young
guard. The petitions argued that

die closure was illegal because the

Transport Ministry did not consult

with either the residents of secular

neighborhoods or Jerusalem

Mayor Ehud Olmert, They also

charged that the road was being
closed due to coalition considera-

tions, and that this is not sufficient

reason to close a major artery.

At a hearing on Friday, govern-

ment attorney Osnat Mandel
argued that the injury to secular

residents of the city was minimal,

while the injury caused religious

residents - who are more than 90%
of the area’s population - by keep-

ing the road open, is great The

EVELYN GORDON

government is planning to close

only 1.2 kilometers of the road,

between the Yirmiyahu and
Sanhedria junctions, she said, and
alternate routes exist to and from
every point in the city. These alter-

nate routes add only one or two
kilometers at most, she said, which
is hardly a major inconvenience.

However, Justices Aharon
Barak, Eliahu Matza and Dalia

Doroer were clearly troubled by
two points. Fust of all, they said

both the Transport Ministry and
the Sturm Committee, appointed

by the city to propose recommen-
dations on the issue, decided the

street should be dosed only during

the hours of prayer services.

However, the Transport Ministry’s

definition of these hours would
result in dosing the street for more
than twice as many hours as the

Sturm Committee had recom-
mended - which, die justices said.

seemed rather excessive.

Second, and even more impor-

tant, was the question ofwhat had
made Supervisor of Traffic Alex
Longer change his mind. Laager
originally vetoed the Sturm
Committee recommendations,
saying Bar-Dan was too important

an artery to be closed. However,
in an affidavit submitted to the

court on Friday, he said he had not

properly appreciated the degree to

which keeping the road open
offended tire sensibilities of the

haredi residents, and therefore

now approved the partial closure.

"What he’s saying is that his

considerations the first time were
invalid," said Barak. “Other than

die identity of the [transport] min-
ister, what has changed? I read the

supervisor’s response, and 1 don't

understand."

The justices therefore issued the

interim injunction and the show-

cause order, which gives the state

15 days to respond.

Haredi leaders reacted angrily

to the decision.

“Why did this happen? Because

[previous transport] minister

[Yisrael Kessar] never consulted

us," said city councilman Dov
Rabinovich (UTJ). “The previous

decision was a political decision.

This decision is a proper one,

which takes Jewish sensibilities

into account
“We’ve made a bypass road

around Ramallah, and we don’t go
into [parts of] the Old City,

because we take [Arab] sensibili-

ties into account," he said. “But
you're injuring my sensibilities [by

driving on Bar-Dan] just as I injure

Arab sensibilities tty praying on
the Temple Mount" - which the

government forbids Jews to do.

“The road will be closed in the

end," said deputy mayor Haim
Miller (UTJ). “Meanwhile, the

demonstrations will continue."

Forocast: Patty cloudy to dear, no

change kt temperatures.
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HU scientists create calorie-free sweetener

New medical treatment for diabetic foot

Foot pains ? After 50m. lOOm. 200m. walk?

No more !!

Clinic For Diabetic Foot Problems

Tel.03-7512890/1 Clinic: 155 Jabotinsky St.. Ramat Gan

A NEW calorie-free sweetener 300 times

sweeter than natural sugar that has been devel-

oped by Hebrew University researchers will be
presented at a conference in Jerusalem tomor-

row.

The International Symposium on Sweeteners

will meet through Friday at the Renaissance

Hotel under the auspices of the International

Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry, HU and
the Israel Academy of Sciences and
Humanities.

Developed by HU organic chemists Prof.

Raphael Dean, Dr. Bernard Crammer and Dr.

Vera Weinstein, the sweetener is based on
the plant Stevia rebaudiana. The plant has

JUDY SIEGEL

been grown along the Paraguay-Uruguay
border, as well as in the HU’s Botanical

Garden and in the Negev. Its use was
approved in the US by the Food and Drug
Administration.

The HU team has developed a patented

process for the extraction and purification of
the sweetening element steiosfde from the

plant, with the aim of going into commercial
development
The symposium will feature sweetener

experts from the US, Europe, South Africa,

Japan and Thailand who wDl discuss their use

in food products, their role in diabetes control

and diet,' neurophysiological aspects, side

effects and legal aspects.

As part of the week’s events, the university
1

will present an honorary fellowship to Princess

ChuJLabhom Mahidol, daughter of die King of
Thailand.A professor oforganic chemistry and
head of a research institute in Bangkok, she is

an internationally known expert in natural

products and will deliver the symposium's
opening lecture.

Meanwhile, leading experts in medicine,

ethics and Jewish law will participate in a con-
ference on the subject that opens in Jerusalem

tonight

Arts head to

stay in post until

September 1

HELEN KAYE

FIRED Arts and Culture Authority

head Yossi Frost announced he

will stay in the post until

September 1, following a meeting

last week with Education Ministry

Director-General Benzion Dell.

He bad requested die meeting

after being notified of his dismissal,

“a move that showed lack of respect

for the post," Frost said, adding that

T warned him seriously against

cutting the cultural budget"
A political appointee, Frost has

headed the authority for four years

(hiring which time die culture bud-

get rose from NIS 80 million to

NIS 270 million. During his

tenure he established the Arab
Theater in Israel, The MetuUa
Poetry Festival, and the New
Foundation for Film and TV.

Mekorot, Sharon discuss sewage treatment plans
MEKOROT has already contact-

ed National Infrastructure

Minister Ariel Sharon in an effort

to untangle a red-tape wrangle
that has been delaying the start of

*»'hT«:JERUSALEM
JEWISH OLYMPICS TRIVIA QUIZ

sponsored by Hyatt Hotels Israel

Test your Jewish Olympics sports knowledge every Tuesday in The

jerusalem Post World of Sport, lust answer the question correctly and

your name will be entered in a giant raffle for the following prizes,

compliments of Hyatt Hotels Israel.

• Gold medal prize: 3 days, 2 nights (halfboard} for two at the

brand new Hyatt Regency Dead Sea Resort and Spa.

• Silver medal prize: A weekend for two at the Hyatt Regency

Jerusalem Hotel with breakfast (one night)

• Bronze medal prize: Dimer for two at the Hyatt Poolside Sunday

Barbecue with live Jazz performance by 'Southbound Train"

Every week until the end of the Olympic games, there will be a

different question. The more questions you answer correctly, the

better your chances of winning. So pick up your copy of The

lerusalem Post every Tuesday, fill out the entry forms and mail them

back to the Post. Join in the lewish Olympic spirit!
^

The drawing will take place on August 4, 1996
|

Employees of The lerusalem Post and Hyatt Hotels Israel may not participate.

a major sewage treatment and irri-

gation pipeline project.

The multi-million shekel project

is designed to treat the sewage
from Jerusalem and towns and
cities in the Coastal Plain and pipe

it to the Negev to be used for irri-

gation.

It is estimated that the scheme
would produce 80 million-100
million cubic meters of irrigation

water a year. This in turn would

DAVID RUDGE

release tens of millions of cubic

meters of fresh water currently

drawn from Lake Kinneret and
transported, via the National
Water Carrier, to the Negev.
Mekorot director-general Amos

Epstein has already raised the
matter with Sharon, who is acute-

ly aware of the the country’s
dwindling water resources.

Water experts noted that

demand for water is growing at a
rate of around 10 percent a year,

in line with the population

growth. Water storage, capacity,

however, even in winters of plen-

tiful rainfall, is limited to the size

of the tiiree main resources- Lake
Kinneret and the Yaikon,
Taninim, and coastal aquifer

underground reservoirs.

The experts estimate that it will

OCCUPATION: NAZI-HUNTER
The Continuing Search for
Perpetrators of the Holocaust

The renewed interest in the efforts to prosecute the
perpetrators of the Holocaust was sparked by
revelations that Allied countries such as USA, UK,
Canada and Australia had afforded a postwar haven to

thousands of Nazi collaborators. Efraim Zuroff, director

of the Israel Office of Die Simon Wiesenthal Center
and coordinator of the Center’s research on Nazi war
criminals, discusses in his book how Nazi-hunting was
revived in the severities, how it was carried out In the
eighties and whether it can continue in the nineties.

Foreword by Rabbi Marvin Hier.

Published by KTAV. Hardcover, 374 pp.

JP Price NIS 139 inch VAT, p.&h. in Israel

To: Books, The Jerusalem Post, POB 81, Jerusalem 91000
Please send me a copy of Occupation: Nazi Hunter. Enclosed is my
check payable to The Jerusalem Post, or credit card details
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THE GIFT THAT LASTS
A WHOLE YEAR . .

Perfect Birthday gift

Original Bar/Bat Mitzva gift

A subscription to The Youth Magazines of The Jerusalem Pt

•be necessary to produce 43 mil-

lion cu-til of water from desalina-

tion by 2000 to supplement exist-

ing resources, and that this will

rise to 1 10 million cu.m, by 2010.
Meanwhile, Mekorot intends to

drill 40 new wells tins year at a

cost of NIS 40 million. Most of
the new wells will be drilled in the

Arava and Negev.
Mekorot officials noted that the

new wells to be drilled in the

center and north of the Country
would replace existing ones that

had gone dry and would not
increase the overall supply of
water.
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English for children
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HEY THERE!
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